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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

ELIGIBILITY 

Twenty-nine miles of the Sudbury, Assabet and Concord 

rivers were found eligible for inclusion in the National 

Wild and Scenic Rivers System, based on their free

flowing character and the presence of five outstandingly 

remarkable river-related resources: ecology, history, 

literature, recreation, and scenery. The eligible segments 

include 16.6 miles of the Sudbury River, 4.4 miles of the 

Assabet River, and 8 miles of the Concord River. 

CLASSIFICATION 

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act provides for three 

possible classifications of eligible river segments: 

"wild," "scenic," or "recreational." These classifica

tions are based on the degree of human modification of 

the river and adjacent shorelands. The study deter

mined that the upper 14.9 miles of the Sudbury River 

study segment, starting at the Danforth St. bridge in 

Framingham and continuing downstream to the Rte. 2 

bridge in Concord, should be classified "scenic," while 

the remainder of the study area, including the 1. 7 mile 

portion of the Sudbury River between the Rte. 2 bridge 

and Egg Rock in Concord, and all of the Assabet and 

Concord river study segments, should be classified 

"recreational." This "recreational" classification was 

based on the overall development context, though some 

short stretches within the proposed "recreational" 

segment could certainly qualify for a "scenic" classifica

tion. 

SUITABILITY 

The entire study area was also found to be suitable for 

inclusion in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers 

System, based on: 

1) the adequacy of long-term protection afforded to the 

rivers' free-flowing character and outstanding resources 

through conservation land ownership, state and local 

land use controls, and topography. These forms of 

protection serve to prevent land use changes that would 

destroy the outstanding resources or be incompatible 

with existing development along the river. 

2) the strong support for designation expressed by the 

study area communities through Town Meeting votes 

and through their endorsement of the Sudbury, Assabet 

and Concord River Conservation Plan prepared during 

the study; and 

3) the existence of an appropriate river management 

framework, the proposed SuAsCo River Stewardship 

Council, to implement the River Conservation Plan and 

to administer the rivers in partnership with the federal 

government if designation occurs. 

STuDY CoMMITTEE REcoMMENDATION 

At its February 23rd, 1995 meeting, the Sudbury, 

Assabet, and Concord Wild and Scenic River Study 

Committee voted unanimously to recommend designa

tion of the entire 29-mile study area. The Committee 

also recommended that the rivers be managed in 

accordance with the Sudbury, Assabe~ and Concord 

River Conservation Plan. This Plan, which describes 

the administrative framework to be used if the rivers are 

designated, was endorsed unanimously at the Study 

Committee's March 16th, 1995 meeting. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Twenty-nine miles of the Sudbury, Assabet and Concord 

rivers in eastern Massachusetts are recommended for 

designation as scenic and recreational rivers under the 

national Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, to be managed in 

accordance with the Sudbury, Assabet and Concord 

River Conservation Plan dated March 16th, 1995. The 

river segments meet the eligibility and suitability criteria 

for such a designation, and the eight riverfront towns 

and Commonwealth of Massachusetts have expressed 

strong support for the designation. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND STUDY BACKGROUND 

This chapter provides an overview of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and the Sudbury, Assabet and 

Concord Rivers Study. It includes a review of the project's history, the study strategy and process, the principal 

participants, and the major study products and accomplishments. 

1.1 THE WILD AND ScENIC RIVERS AcT 

The national Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (P.L. 90-542, 

as amended) was enacted in 1968 to balance long

standing federal policies that promoted the construction 

of dams, levees, and other river development projects 

with a program that would permanently preserve 

selected rivers, or river segments, in their free-flowing 

condition. Section 1(b) of the Act states: 

"It is hereby declared to be the policy of the United 

States that certain selected rivers of the Nation 

which, with their immediate environments, pos

sess outstandingly remarkable scenic, recreational, 

geologic, fish and wildlife, historic, cultural, or 
other similar values, shall be preserved in free

flowing condition, and that they and their 

immediate environments shall be protected for the 

benefit and enjoyment of present and future 

generations." 

The original Act designated eight rivers as components 

of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System, and 

specified processes by which other rivers could be added 

to this system. 

As of July, 1996, one hundred fifty-one rivers or river 

segments totalling almost 11,000 miles had been 

included in the national system. Only four of these 

rivers are located in New England: the Allagash in 

Maine; the Wildcat in New Hampshire; the Westfield in 

Massachusetts; and the Farmington in Connecticut. 

Each designated river receives permanent protection 

from federally-licensed or assisted dams, diversions, 

channelizations, and other water resource projects that 

would have direct and adverse effects on the river's free

flowing condition or outstanding resources. The Wild 

and Scenic Rivers Act explicitly prohibits new dams or 

other hydroelectric projects licensed by the Federal 

Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) on or directly 

affecting a designated river segment, and requires that 

all other proposed federally-assisted water projects be 

evaluated for their potential impacts on the river's 

special features. Projects that would result in adverse 

impacts on the designated segment are precluded under 

the Act. 

This same protection is provided on a temporary basis 

for rivers that are under formal, legislatively-authorized 

study for potential addition to the national system. The 

interim protection remains in place from the date of 

study authorization until Congress decides whether to 

designate the river into the national system, or until 

three years after the final study report is transmitted to 

Congress by the President, whichever comes first . 

1.1.1 REQUIREMENTS FOR DESIGNATION 

Before a river can be added to the National Wild and 

Scenic Rivers System, it must be found both eligible and 

suitable. To be eligible, the river must be i) free-flowing; 

and ii) possess at least one "outstandingly remarkable" 

resource value, such as exceptional scenery, recreational 

opportunities, fisheries and wildlife, historic sites, or 

cultural resources. These resource values must be 

directly related to, or dependent upon, the river. The 

determination of a resource's significance, i.e. the degree 

to which it fulfills the "outstandingly remarkable" 

requirement, is based on the professional judgement of 

the study team. 

The suitability determination is based upon several 

findings. First, there must be evidence of lasting 

protection for the river's free-flowing character and 

outstanding resources, either through existing mecha

nisms (including patterns of conservation land 

ownership, state and local land use regulations, physical 

barriers to inappropriate development, etc.), or through 

a combination of existing and new conservation mea

sures resulting from the wild and scenic study. Second, 

there must be strong support for designation from the 
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entities-riverfront landowners, river users, local 

municipalities, conservation organizations, and state 

agencies-that will be partners in the long-term protec

tion of the river. Third, a practical management 

framework must be devised that will allow these 

interests to work together as effective stewards of the 

river and its resources. Finally, wild and scenic designa

tion must make sense for the river in question: it must 

be an appropriate and efficient river conservation tool. 

In proposing a river for designation, a recommendation 

is also made regarding the river's proposed 

classification. The classification-wild, scenic, or 

recreational-is based solely on the intensity of human 

presence along the river corridor, in the form of rail

roads, highways, utility lines, buildings, etc., at the time 

of classification. A river's classification is principally 

used to guide future decisions by federal agencies on 

projects affecting federally-owned lands along the river 

(e.g., whether the construction of a new boat ramp is 

appropriate). For rivers that primarily flow through 

non-federal lands, the classification is less consequential. 

The Act defines the three classifications as follows: 

"Wild river areas - Those rivers or sections of 

rivers that are free of impoundments and gener

ally inaccessible except by trail, with watersheds 

and shorelines essentially primitive and waters 

unpolluted. These represent vestiges of primitive 

America. 

Scenic river areas - Those rivers or sections of 

rivers that are free of impoundments, with shore

lines or watersheds still largely primitive and 

shorelines largely undeveloped, but accessible in 

places by roads. 

Recreational river areas - Those rivers or sections 

of rivers that are readily accessible by road or rail

road, that may have some development along their 

shorelines, and that may have undergone some 

impoundment or diversion in the past." 

The requirements and criteria for eligibility, suitability, 

and classification, along with the study findings, are 

described in more detail in Chapters 3 and 4. 

1.1.2 MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES 

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act provides a range of 

approaches to the management of designated rivers. 

For rivers located within existing federal areas, the 

federal land managing agency (National Park Service, 

Bureau of Land Management, Fish and Wildlife Service, 

or Forest Service) is given responsibility for implement

ing designation through the protective management of 

the designated segment and lands within the river's 

boundaries. 1 In other cases, wild and scenic river 

designation has resulted in the creation of a new federal 

area, such as a national park unit, which is administered 

in the same manner as other national park areas. 

Federal acquisition of land and scenic easements along 

the designated segment is authorized in the Act to 

facilitate the creation of the new federal area. 

Direct federal management of designated rivers through 

the ownership of adjacent lands is not the only alterna

tive, however. The Act also provides for state 

administration of a wild and scenic river in cases where 

the river has already been protected pursuant to state 

legislation. On such rivers, the federal government's 

only role is to ensure that proposed federal water 

resources projects do not adversely affect the river's 

free-flowing condition or the resources that made it 

eligible for designation. Federal land acquisition or any 

other form of federal expenditure for river protection is 

expressly prohibited. 

A third approach, administration by the federal govern

ment in partnership with state and local governments, 

has been used with increasing frequency to manage so

called "private lands" wild and scenic rivers located in 

the northeastern states. This strategy combines the 

advantages of direct federal management-continuing 

federal assistance in protecting the river's resources

with the advantages of the non-federal approach. Little 

or no land along the river is acquired by the federal 

government, federal land use regulations are not 

imposed, and no strong federal presence is created. 

Instead, primary responsibility for protecting the river 

and adjacent lands remains with existing state, county, 

and local governments, while the federal government 

1. Unless otherwise provided in law, such boundaries average 1/4 mile 
on either side of the designated segment, and are required to be 
established within one year of designation. 

• 

• 

• 
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provides a modest budget for policy coordination and 

ensures that federal actions are consistent with wild and 

scenic conservation goals. This approach recognizes 

that not all wild and scenic rivers are appropriate 

additions to the national park, national forest, or 

national wildlife refuge systems. Furthermore, it 

emphasizes the importance of state and local land use 

regulations and flow management policies in protecting 

the river and its resources. By promoting a partnership 

among all levels of government and private landowners, 

this cooperative approach to wild and scenic river 

administration ensures "buy-in" by all the entities 

which have the power to affect the river in question. 

The recommended management approach for the 

Sudbury, Assabet, and Concord rivers, should they be 

designated, was made following the eligibility and 

suitability analyses. It is described in Section 4.3, which 

presents the proposed River Stewardship Council, and 

in Chapter 5, which examines alternative study out

comes. 

1.2 SuDBURY, AssABET AND CoNCORD 

RIVERS STUDY BACKGROUND 

Local and state interest in a national wild and scenic 

river study was originally precipitated in the mid-1980s 

by proposals to reactivate the Sudbury Reservoir, 

upstream of the Sudbury River study segment, in order 

to supply water to the Boston metropolitan area. It was 

feared that withdrawals from the reservoir would create 

major impacts on downstream areas, including prime 

wildlife habitat within the wetlands of Great Meadows 

National Wildlife Refuge. At the same time, surging 

real estate values in the study area towns triggered 

concerns about the impacts of accelerating urbanization 

on the rivers' irreplaceable natural and cultural re

sources, which had been remarkably well preserved 

since they were described by Emerson, Hawthorne and 

Thoreau over a century ago. A wild and scenic river 

study was proposed to document these resources and to 

explore protection options. 

In the late 1980s an informal study group was orga

nized by the Sudbury Valley Trustees (SVT), the 

Organization for the Assabet River (OAR), and other 

local conservation interests. The group requested 

technical assistance from the North Atlantic Regional 

Office of the National Park Service (NPS) to evaluate 

the potential for a wild and scenic study of certain 

portions of the rivers, and to determine where these 

river protection efforts should be focussed. 

Two segments of the Sudbury and Concord rivers had 

been previously identified in the 1982 Nationwide 

Rivers Inventory (NRI) as being eligible for further 

study and potential designation as wild and scenic 

rivers. In the subsequent locally-initiated re-evaluation, 

the NPS identified four more segments, including one on 

the Assabet River, which appeared to meet minimum 

NRI criteria. The resulting study area, encompassing 

three contiguous segments along the Sudbury, Assabet, 

and Concord rivers, was the subject of a legislative 

initiative sponsored by Congressman Chester Atkins in 

spring of 1988. 

For the next two years, the informal study group 

worked to heighten local awareness of the rivers and 

associated resources, and succeeded in acquiring votes 

in favor of the wild and scenic study from each of the 

eight towns in the proposed study area. Once local 

support for the study became evident, Congressman 

Atkins filed the study authorization bill, which was 

made law on November 28, 1990. 

The "Sudbury, Assabet and Concord Wild and Scenic 

River Study Act" (P.L. 101-628) directed the NPS to 

study a 29-mile segment of the Sudbury, Assabet and 

Concord rivers in eastern Massachusetts for potential 

inclusion in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers 

System. The Study Act also authorized the establish

ment of a federal advisory committee, the Sudbury, 

Assabet and Concord Wild and Scenic Study Committee 

("SuAsCo Study Committee") to work with the NPS in 

conducting the study, in determining whether the rivers 

were suitable for designation, and in formulating 

recommendations for their future management. 

The study area included eight municipalities in 

Middlesex County, Massachusetts, extending from 

Framingham northward to Billerica along the Concord 

River and its tributaries, the Sudbury and Assabet rivers 

(see Figure 1). On the Sudbury River, the study segment 

began at the Danforth Street bridge in Framingham, and 

extended about 16.6 miles (including mileage along an 

oxbow) downstream to the confluence with the Assabet 

River in Concord at Egg Rock, at which point the 

Concord River originates. Along the Assabet the study 

• 

• 

• 
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area started 1000 feet downstream of Damon Mill Dam 

in Concord, extending four and a half miles to the 

confluence with the Sudbury. The Concord River study 

segment started at Egg Rock and continued approxi

mately eight miles downstream to the Route 3 bridge in 

Billerica. The municipalities of Framingham, Wayland, 

Sudbury, Lincoln, Concord, Carlisle, Bedford, and 

Billerica were included along the 29-mile long study 

segment. 

1.2.1 STUDY APPROACH 

The SuAsCo Study Committee served as the coordinat

ing body for the study, guiding all major study activities. 

This advisory group included representatives of all the 

principal study interests, including local and state 

governments, river conservation organizations, and the 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the major federal land

managing agency within the study area. Committee 

members brought with them a wealth of knowledge and 

experience in local government, environmental advo

cacy, water policy, resource protection, and community 

organizing. These skills, along with the group's willing

ness to rely on a highly collaborative approach towards 

the study, ensured the study's success. 

The following individuals served on the Study 

Committee: 

Leslee Willitts (Co-chair) representing 
Sally Newbury 
Alex Porter 
Peter Sprayregen 
Bill Sullivan (Chairman) 
Anna Lipofsky/Ruth Ann Valentine2 

WandaMilik 
Ralph Bacon 
Joan Kimball 
Jonathan Yeo 
Ron McAdow (Recording Secretary) 

Betsy Stokey 

Ed Moses 

Town of Framingham 
Town of Wayland 
Town of Sudbury 
Town of Lincoln 
Town of Concord 
Town of Bedford 
Town of Carlisle 
Town of Billerica 
Governor Weld 
Governor Weld 
Sudbury Valley 
Trustees 
Organization for the 
Assabet River 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service 

2. Ruth Ann Valentine replaced Anna Lipofsky as Bedford's represen
tative in October 1994, and was responsible for her town's 
involvement in two key aspects of the study: the development of the 
River Conservation Plan, and the Spring 1995 Town Meeting votes 
endorsing Wild and Scenic designation. 

Several other individuals took active part in the study, 

providing technical and policy advice and help with 

special events. These volunteers are among the many 

people listed in Appendix A of this report. The combi

nation of Study Committee, NPS staff, and volunteers 

formed a study team. 

To increase the effectiveness of the study team's public 

outreach efforts, and in order to facilitate the compila

tion of information about the rivers' resources, a 

cooperative agreement was established between the NPS 

and the Massachusetts Department of Fisheries, Wild

life, and Environmental Law Enforcement (DFWELE). 

Through the agreement, DFWELE's Riverways Program 

provided substantial staff assistance for the study in the 

form of community planning and outreach coordina

tion. The agreement also gave the study team access to 

the Commonwealth's Geographic Information System 

(GIS). The GIS contains up-to-date information about 

the location of many natural and cultural resources 

statewide, including the study area. GIS maps produced 

for the project included base maps; wetland, land use, 

and water resource overlays for each town; and open 

space maps. Land use analyses were also conducted to 

provide information for the Water Resources Study. 

1.2.2 STUDY GOALS AND STRATEGY 

Based on the study background and legislative directive, 

the NPS had two major goals for the study: 

1) To determine whether the Sudbury, Assabet and 

Concord rivers would be an appropriate addition to the 

National Wild and Scenic Rivers System, and, con

versely, whether wild and scenic designation would be 

an appropriate protection tool for the rivers; and 

2) To assist local communities in preparing and imple

menting a river conservation plan that would protect 

the rivers' special qualities, regardless of whether wild 

and scenic designation proved to be the recommended 

outcome of the study. 

The NPS was also given some specific direction on the 

study strategy and goals by the House and Senate 

committees that reviewed the study authorization 

legislation. In its report on the Study Act, the House 

Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs stated that: 
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"a strategy emphasizing a partnership among Fed

eral, State and local governments and private 

landowners would enjoy the greatest likelihood 

of success in protecting the river segments." 

It also emphasized that: 

"it believes that ... concerns [about the possibil

ity that future management of these river segments 

might unduly emphasize Federal acquisition of 

lands] can be addressed" and that "acquisition of 

land or interests in land by the Federal Govern

ment should not be necessary to protect these 

scenic rivers should they be designated." 

The Interior and Insular Affairs Committee further 

stated that: 

"The Committee expects the study to ... provide 

an analysis of future use of the rivers for the wa

ter or wastewater needs of the towns, consistent 

with sound water supply and wastewater treat

ment planning, and appropriate measures to 

protect the rivers consistent with section 7 of the 

Wild and Scenic Rivers Act." 

In accordance with these legislative directives, along 

with the wishes of the study area communities and 

established NPS policy for wild and scenic studies of 

"private lands" rivers, the study included the following 

elements: 

1) A strong emphasis on grassroots involvement and 

consensus-building in determining whether the rivers 

were suitable for designation and how they should be 

managed. 

2) Use of a Water Resources Study to help determine the 

relationship between the rivers' water supply and 

wastewater assimilation functions and the protection of 

their water-dependent resources. 

3) The development of the "comprehensive river 

management plan" specified in the Act during the study 

rather than after designation. This plan relied on 

private, local and state conservation measures rather 

than federal land acquisition and management to 

protect the rivers' outstanding resources, and was the 

product of close collaboration between NPS, the Study 

Committee, and local and state governments. 

4) A commitment to the study area communities that 

federal designation of the study segment would be 

recommended only if strong support was expressed 

through local Town Meeting votes. 

These elements are discussed in more detail below and 

in subsequent chapters of this report. Additional 

information can be found in the companion documents 

to this Report: the Sudbury, Assabet and Concord Wild 

and Scenic River Draft Resource Assessment and 

Eligibility Report, the Sudbury, Assabet and Concord 

Water Resources Study, and the Sudbury, Assabet and 

Concord River Conservation Plan. 

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 

The Study Committee was the focal point for public 

involvement, and one of its first tasks was to develop a 

public involvement plan. This plan included the 

following: 

0 the development of a mailing list of over three 

hundred entries, including key local officials, riparian 

landowners, and other interested individuals. Those 

on the list received Study Committee meeting notices, 
minutes, fact sheets, progress reports, and technical 

report summaries. 

0 frequent meetings of the Study Committee at various 

locations within the eight-town study area. The 

meetings were advertised through mailings, Federal 

Register notices, and the local press. Agendas 

included items and speakers of local interest, with 

ample opportunity for public comments and ques

tions. 

• public forums held during the first few months of the 

study to identify study-related issues of importance to 

area residents and river users, and also to identify 

sources of river~related expertise. Information 

collected at the forums was used in all phases of the 

study, particularly during the development of the 

River Conservation Plan. 

• several special events to promote public awareness of 

the rivers' unique qualities and resource management 

issues, including a "canoe-in" lobster bake near the 

confluence of the three rivers at Egg Rock. 

o periodic progress report briefings for municipal 

officials and at spring Town Meetings, presented by 

town representatives. 

• 

• 

• 
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c•tAI'liR 1: ISTROI)U TIOS AND STUD' IIAC" IIOUSO 

• the: format ton of ta,l.: spectfi .. 'uhcommmce («.'.g. the 

Publt Jmohcmenr Suhcommtncc) '' Hh me.mbcr,htp 

open 1o .111. nnt Jll t SnJ<h Committee member,. 

l1lt: goah of tht' stud' \\ere I to tdcnflf) the 'ea-.onal 

flows needed 10 proted the rJ\'Crs' .. oulStandmgl~ 

remarkable" flo\\ -dependent toour .. t·s (n-crt>ntton 1l. 
!> .. cmc, and c-~ olog1C.1l 'aluc~ ; .2) to predtct mlpacb on 

flO\\ and \\ater quallt} th.lt could rc~uh from popula

non gro'" th 111 tht• area; and 3) 10 tdcnttl) an) mea ure 

th.lt mtght need to he tnkcn m order to prore t rhc 

rl\ a·; nm\ ... md \\ atcr ()ll.llll\ from un:t~.ceptable lung 

term changes. 

lo condu~.:t tlu sntd\, the :-.;p~ emered mtu a oopera

lt\c Agrl·cnwnr wtth the ~l.ls~.tchu~dt' Department of 

Emrronment.tl Managtment, whtda m turn htrcd a 

~.on uhwg IHIII ro perform the re.,carch and d.uu 

an.tl) ''~· 1ne scope of the \'\ ater Resour~..c<. Stud) ''as 

JcH:lopcd tn the Stud' ommlllle '' nh the a '"'t.llltl 

of il tc: .. hm ... 11 .1lh rsor} commutcc: TAC of local, tate, 

federal. and 1 tdemK expert' m the fidel of h) drolog). 

e<:oiOg\, .tnJ w.ucr supph rlanmng. The I A( also 

:ts~• ted rn the collccuon ot data and th~ rt·\ 1e'' of 

Jntcrtm aud fanal ... tud} rcpons. 

Informnuon about the rtH'rs' e.XI'>tmg flo\\ rcgamc' and 

flo,,- or'" atcr le\el dependent re'iourc~: ''a cnllcctc:d 
rhrough hdJ studtc:'i, md ustd 111 the dc\dnpment of 

rhc h}drolog•cal model of the tud} area Tons'· the 

llh 1\ unpact<; on the e resource' rcsulung from future 

populanun grc)\\ th and or drought condition ... the 

w att·rsh~:d mudd \\as U!icd to stunatc rhc flo\\ s and 

ch mges m \\att:r qualtt) that \\ould result trom ,c,cral 

h} poth neal combmanon of m rca cd \\ trhdr:m.al and 

decrca,~d pre tptt,lti(IO. 1 hts mformatton pro\ adcd the 

b.Hh for Ru r Cons noztwn Piau pro' 1 1011, rcg.udmg 

che protection of su h rc<.ourc~. It "tit al o he u~cd b) 

the 0;(' tO .1SSCS the Impact of propO'.>Cd \\ater 

resourc proJect~, 111 a ... ~.:ordan c '' Jth ~ccttnn - of the 

t\ct, tf the mers are d('stgn.ucd. 

Titt re ults of the \Xater Re:»our .. e~ rud) art more full} 

de cnlx>d 111 the udbm), fu5 bet md Cot~Ct rd \\-at~r 
Rcsuur.c<: Stud) t\\O \Oiumcs .• oldman I mrronmen· 

tal Con ult.tut!.. 1994 . \ umman of the tud\ 

appro.1 h and ke) tmdtng~ (;an be found m Appendtx D 

at the end of thrs rcpon. 

Rnlph Bacon, Hlllcnca rcprC'Scnr.am-c, 1 l'tcd m mer ~~.a~ 
flll':l' u rmlt'nt 

Rr\ ER Co:-.;~t R\'ATJO~ P l.\:-J 

All hough tht Plmr takl ~ trs dtre~tton I rom th( resour~o.{ 

protectton reqUirements found Ill the \X 1ld and ~ tntc 

RJ\ers \ct. tt rc .. ource nns('fHIIIoll npproad1 rl'l rc:. on 

the U'>C of mca~ure other than federal land acqutsnwn. 

uch ptotectwn measure~ mcludc local and statl' l.md 

use regnlauon (e.~. IO\\ den tt) restdenttalzomng, 

iloodplam lonmg. and wcdands protc uon hm ~) .tnd 

\OIUnt.H) prl\'atc ltndowner a..taons e.g. rn:llntllllllng a 

naturall) 'cgctatcd npanan butfer . ~ Ieasure' to 

proted and cnh.lllce the n\cr,· no,,~ and \\atcr qualtn 

c g. tmpro\ mg the quaht' of non porm ~our~.:e runoff 

b) rcdu~mg enl,IOil \\ere af,o Ill ludt>d. 

Titc P/,w \\.1'> dc\cloped In thf' ~PS and t\ld) \,ommrt· 

rcc after the Rt\er Consen auon Planmng uhcommtttec 

had ompleted an cxhausti\C .tn.1l}''' of c:-:1 ung land 

u ... c and potcnttJih \Uincmble 01reas along the three 

n\ erf.. I he group .l"e ed thl' ~·ffrL;m en~-..s oft XI ung 

land 0\\ nershtp patterns and land u ... e r~ulauon.., 111 
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protecting the rivers' outstanding values and riparian 

integrity. For the most part, the results of this assess

ment showed that if the towns and state maintained and 

effectively enforced their existing resource protection 

controls, the rivers would remain very well protected. 

Where improvements could be made, the subcommittee 

advanced them in the form of recommendations for 

future action by the towns or state government. These 

recommendations, along with a summary of existing 

land use controls that should be maintained and en

forced, and measures that will protect the rivers' water 

quality and flows, were used to develop a comprehen

sive list of resource protection actions in the Plan. 

ToWN MEETING VoTES 

In accordance with commitments made to the study 

area communities at the outset of the study, and in order 

to gauge the strength of local support for designation, 

resolutions on wild and scenic designation of the rivers 

went to Town Meeting votes in all eight study area 

towns in Spring 1995. These votes were taken after 

completion of the River Conservation Plan in order to 

ensure the proposal before the towns was clear. 

This proposal included the following elements: if 

designated, the rivers would be managed by a largely 

locally-based River Stewardship Council; national Wild 

and Scenic River designation would not involve any 

federal land acquisition; and the River Conservation 

Plan, not a management plan written after designation, 

would guide all private, local, state and federal actions 

that could affect the rivers or their resources. 

All eight towns voted overwhelmingly in favor of 

designation, several of them unanimously. This was 

particularly remarkable in the face of the current 

national and regional "wise use" backlash against 

governmental involvement in resource conservation, 

which took the form of vigorous lobbying against the 

Town Meeting resolutions in several study area commu

nities. The willingness of the vast majority of Town 

Meeting voters to take the time to learn about the study 

and the River Conservation Plan, and to trust their 

fellow towns, along with state and federal agencies, to 

work cooperatively toward mutual river conservation 

goals, is a strong indication of the likelihood of the 

Plan's success. 
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/ Ius dJO/It n' prorrzdec au 01 t•r:tltCtt of tbe rratural and cultrmzl laud:.capc through 11 /ncb the 'l ttdb~~ry. /\~:.abet ,md 

< uncord rwers {lott. It descnbcs bot/, r/,e n:~:tonal scllmg m gcmeral ami the $(1eet{ic natural. cultzmtl and rccrc· 

2. 1 Rl C.IQ:-;; \1 Sl I II:-\(, 

lhc udbur), A "ab t .md Con ord rl\ers .trc snuat d 111 

1\ltddl e and Worcc .. ter ~uunn tn ea tern M.t 1 hu 

tto;, ~boUl 20-30 nltlc \\C t of Bo ton. The' 

1ll em 1\ dram an 1r l ( f 40) quare mtle , flm, 111 • 

mt the M rnm d Rl\ r t I \\ II \\ tthm th tud 

r 1, th r ' rs :.1re m rk hh und 'eloped flrO\ tdtn 

r r 1t1 n 1l opp rtumtt 111 J n tural erun • I than 
.111 h mr' dm e from H:mlmtllwn peoplt· IJ, tng tn the 

th 

nc th e rl) d ' f 

2.2 N \TU R u R I '> OU RC I., 

2.2. 1 

( 

L ul hoi , dnamlt 

It 

~Jraft \\ 11h111 tht. StUd) c 1, .. udt It HUr 

Lurh. \COn~). :t large kettlchole pond on the udhur) 

Rl\cr. e\cral drurnlm \\ht"h nc;e ahrupth fmm the 
g nerall} flat tc pograph\ along the udbun and 

Conc:ord mas; nd n buned 'aile) qmfer "htch runs 

I ene uh the tud\ egment of the udhur) :.1nd (on ord 

fl\ 

2.2.2 f h DROI 0 ,, 

nd 

n amm. t 'i\ t m I \\ atcr ~upph re n tr; 
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butlt m the late 19th ccntun to supph Bo ton and the 

lo\\Cr rca~hes ot the Concord R1\c:t, ''h1le rheA .;aher 

R1~cr'li more con 1 tcm gndtcnt fa,ored dam' along 

mo~t of 1t lenglh. 

Hood fn-q rh "' 1 \'\ I nd a d ~ dbury 

\\,; uhtn rhc tud~ rc. , gradtenr arc g ntlcr-hentJe the 

ab en e of dam and on cqucm ehgJbtllt) of rhese 

cgmcnt for'' tid and ent1. dc:Mgn uon. I rom rhe 

upstream end of the udhu11 Rt\er tud) St~mem m 

I rammgham ro I • • Ro .. k 111 (on ord, the Sudhu11 

Rl\cr drops .1 lutlc rnon: dun nn mch per nllle. or ahour 

1 Ill feet. I rom 1 gg Ro~.k to the Route l hndge, the 

eJght-nulc stud' cgmcm of the Con~.urd R1Hr drop' 

onh ~ fe,, mchc pnngumc and hurncane-rcl:ued 

flnodmg t'i common 1long the udbun and Concord 

mer,, rnatnl) .:tffe ung undc\dopcd floodplam along 

the sud hut) hUI also mund mn • r tdennal nrc a along 

rhe mtd and lo\\er (on ord Rl\er. 

2.2.3 l"COI G) 

fhe mers and thctr floodphms !.Upp(ln dl\er c commu

mues of pl:tms .tnd "tld!Jfc m a ' mel\ of h.1bnat ''pes, 
rnngtng trom op n \\ ncr thr u •h de-ep marsh. hallm\ 

mar,h, ruh hrub '' tlands, nd \\ooded S\\.1mp . 

fhc ''atcr torag ""~p It) of th c \\ tland ,. tem,, m 

~.omhmanon \\ uh th xt n '' c qmf{ r und rh mg the 

rJ\ crs, prm 1de uf 1 1 u ba 

dependent plam nd am mal 'en dunn lo" flo\\ 

penod ... Hcforc the con~tnH.:tlon of o1 dam on the 

oncord Rr\ cr :u 1\tllcrt a Ill the c.trl) 1800 . \\ ht h 

rat t:d \\.Her lev< 1~ "ulun chc stud) cgmcnt of the 

(11\l<JrJ and udhur) rt\crs, \,lst "fresh me.I(IO\,,·· ot 

RO 'f:ll ASD R II l IH 

marsh grn ses \\ere found along m.IJOr tret he of the e 

nH~rs. It was tlu agncuhural resource that fir t 

atrra ted I uropean colom h ro the area, \\ h.Jc: rhc 

fl\ ers' potcnual for \\ atcr pm\ c:r and \\ tuer uppl} 

drO\c much of the ba m's en umg ttlement patt<:m . 

IOda). a\erage \\.tter depths wnhm muc.:h of the tud\ 

area are grcarer th n those of pre..( olomal nmes, 

resulung 111 m rea~d ot~.:r g of deep marsh and 

deepw t r hahn t t) pes. '' hu.:h arc tgmfkam for 

~\eraltmp '" nt anunal pc 1es 

De,pnc the 5tu<h arc:a's lung luston of human ~enle 

mt·nt. the nearl) 4,800 ,tac: uf \Hthncl .dong tht· ,tud) 

'egmcnt support ll !ollie: ltst d. mer dependent 

\ cneb1 ate, muo;sc I. ,JJilf 11nplupod sp~c1~ s, hH'Il() Olll 

pecu:s of state Jro;tcd plant<; arc found \\ nhm 0.1 1111le of 

the m crs, and OH·r 221 pt: 1cs of bJrds haH: hccn 

recorded "nhm Great M ado'' :111onal \X 1ldhfe 

Refuge along rhe udbuf) and ( n ord rt\er 'itud\ 

~ment dunn • the pa!ot rcn )cars :0.. mglc federal!\ 

hsred m cr-d pend m specu: • the Hald I gle~ ha nl o 

been Sighted \\It hill the r fuge, 1Ith 1ugh n 1 not kno" n 

to breed m thr rca 

• 

• 
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lbc rl\ c r .. uc da s1f1ed \\arm \\ ater fi,henes, 

p pulauons of I rgem uth ba , m 11l 
• dto.tm p .. k I, br \\ n bullhead, bluegall, 

d ' II '' perch, d n hm I"i, and hi ck 
uth b r parucularh pnz.ed h\ 

.111 le . 

1 1! xc n .. , tn\ 1~1, pbms .ue f:urh 

common 1l( n • th nHr~ 111 luJmg purple loo trafe. 

lu S\ hu\..kth 1, mJ '' 1t r ch tnut. Be w; th 

pl.lnt ~r \\d ut spc~ol th 1 pr \ d b ttcr waldhft: 

2.3 C UI Il R \l R ~: so R C t::s 

2.3.1 fil 10RI AI Sml 

\\; tthm th (on nd RI\Cr h an ue ~6 lO\\ n nd em , 
m ludm th eight tO\\ n th t compnse the \Hid .tnd 

cn11. tuch ;~r a. Frnmm~h :un. \Vii\ land. 5udbun, 
l m oln, nncord. Hcdfnrd. C rlt~le, and B1IIC'nc.a. 

111~ re ~~ t:\ tdcnct of continuous human occupanon uf 

the: .m.l fnr at lea 1 .000 )c.tr I .ut, mh:~b11ant 
mO\cd through the ba m asonalh, u mg the rt\ers for 

uan portJtton and a urce of food. Dunn • the 

\\:oodland pen d from 1000 t< 400 \e::trs ago , natl\e 

d'' ell he an t r h nn gnculture squa.,h. c m :md 

beans t uppl m m food supphcs. The first I uropcan 

ettlcm nt of the <..on ord R1' cr \ aile) began tn the 

mtd I th "' ntllr} m \\hat :trc nO\\ the tO\\ ns o t Con· 

cord aml udhuf). A popuiJuons grc\\, and restdc.:n~ 

ought 10 tabltsh local goHrnmcnts. nddmonal 

culcmcnl \\ mto town . The )a,t mum tpaltn m 

the tud\ r J t m orpo tc "a \X a) l.md. m 1 

A mland nutpm.t'i of the Ma s.J htNc•tts B .. n olom. 

the tm\n 111 the smJ) .ueil.JMrttl.ul.ul> on ord, \\Crc 

lc."' ) mp.nheuc ro Hnu~h rule and t.tx.lt tnn th.Hl ma1) 

co.1 t tl commumu , \\ luch rehed more darectl) on 

F.n •IJnd for trad (onstqucntl). the\ became tmoiHd 

an e rh cfton to org mu nnnc-d re ''tan e, tockpthng 

'" pon nd fomun local mtlttta th Mmutcm n A 

Brm h mempt t nh'>'= te th '' c pon n Apnl 

l 'Jth. I -s '' til\\ rtcd \\hen, I ned b, Paul Re, rc 

md \X tlham D m II group of Imlmam n 

t .. .,cmblcd 111 I xm ton md cx .. hanged 'ihm \\ nh the 

Bnta h oldtc.:r ~ .. nc\\ s of the on omm • Bntash troops 

r h d ( n .. urd th ~fmutemcn org.tntl d 111 earnest, 

•m • th Brm h Jt ord1 Bncl • < n the Con ord 

tr< or "nhdr \\ to l~o ton, ,utf rmg maJor lo:.~t:'!> 

dunn th 20 nulc r treat ~c\\ of tlu succes•.ful 
arrmd rc l'>tan~oc park J \\ adespn:ad reH>It throughout 

the c.:nlumc'i. tlrtlll th Amcncan Rc,olunon . 

Dunn' the ccntuf} foliO\\ mg the fnrmauon ot the IIC\\ 

rcpuhlt~.. the ncord Ra\cr ba<;m \\3S transform d. ftrst 

b' n ulture, nd th n b) mdu try Famt tead prcad 

throu hout the rc Bo aron from Sudbun wa 

bn ught b} b :u d \\nth mers to Chclm,ford for 

mclung For a hnef tune before the ad,ent of rna I 

roads, the l\11ddle ex anallmked Bo,ton and 

nlcm nt along the udbun, Concord and ~ lernmack 

m t"r m trade. 1\ltll for proces mg local gram and lo 

\\ er huah \~here\ cr the m ers dropped mer rod.."'\ 

led c.: Later. the arne Hes \\ere de\eloped for tc:!l:tJic. 

gunpowder. and paper mall . 
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In the mad 1 00 • the tO\\ n of on ord became the 

focal pomt tor an cmergmg phalo ophacal mo,emem: 

tran endenrnla m. Hen!") l>a\ 1d Thoreau' cabm :u 

\X.1lden Pond \\as lc than n male from lite udbun 

Rl\er, and lu JOurnal n:necr the amportnn e of the 

mers to h1m. both an th de\elopment of h1 sktll a n 

naturalast, and a metaphors for realm beHmd 

comenuon:ll OCICt). lbe poet , nmehsb. and phalo o 

pher Ralph \Xaldo I merson, Ellen Channmg. and 

:-.:athamcl Ha\\ thorne \\ere hkew 1 e m~pared h) the 

fi\CI'i, '' hach lcarurc JH•llllllll'IHI) m lltear \\urks. 

llunng the late nmcteenth ~cntur). the Sudbury Ra\cr 

basm \\J pre' ed mro en a-.c to hdp meet Ho'>ton' 

gro\\ ang \\ ntt r ~upph nerds. Sc\ en sn1.1ll H 'en oars 

located up tream from the tud) cgmcnr along the 

udbu11 Ra\cr and It mbut:mc \\ere constructed 

hetv.ccn 187S and 1 9 , \\tth a tot.ll capa tt) of 13 

halhon gallon . "Iltc \\.ltcr trJH:Icd cast. b) gm\11}. 

through aqueducts lcadm ' to Bo!.ton. Thas \ tern, 

roger her \\lth the \X tchusett Rescn oar, l>Cn cd a the 

pnmnn \\ater uppl) !.Ourcc to the greater Ho,ton arc,l 

from J 90S unul 194 ), ''hen n larger rescn 01r was 

ompleted m centml Ma J hu ett . The Sudbury 

Reser, oar \ tern \\.1 Ia t uSt.'ti for pubh-. \\atcr uppl) 

111 1974. It as current!) managed 3 311 c:mergcnq 

oun.e m ca c of mator faalurc \\Hhm the pnnopnl 

uppl) ) tern. 

1oda). rc tdenual uses dnnunarc the tO\\ rh. or poruons 

of to\\ n • \\I than rhc study area. DO\\ ntO\\ n Bo ton Is 

le.~s than 4- nunutcs :t\\ J\ b' rrum or road, and the 

maJOr cmph>) ment centers alon Route 1lS, Ho .. ton's 

hagh technolog) hagh" 1), Jre loser nil. I rnmmgham 

1s the most urban tO\\ n, "uh dn C\:OrtOrn) that 1 

urrentl) hatnng from manuf tunng to ret al nd 

comme -.1al u . \'\ 1)1 nd, udbun, Lm oln, nd 

C.1rla I are nil quu rur lm rn t rea , and nrc 

among the \\e:tltluc t commurutae an the counrr). ba ed 

on per capna mcome ( on ord ha'> long been .1 regaonal 

hub, bur has retam d mu h of H Ne\\ England \ allage 

hara ter, \\ uh a lOrn pact tO\\ n enter. Not urpn 

angl). roun m ts a ma1or p 1rt of It ccononu~ ba c. 

3 t.lorr d uul un tht uhJcct n he lound 111 Xclton 4 ' nJ 
\ppcndax 

..,. 
'I Rl\ R l Y 

Land u ~ m Bedford. nd Ballenca range from mall 

fann to hagh tech mdu tn. RJ\er rom area~ wuhan 

Ballen a 111 part1 ular \\ere de\ eloped f1m for 'ea onal 

u c, but nrc no\\ occupaed )car round. 

II C\\here long the tud) segment • amen 1\C de\elop 

menr ha been hnmed due to cxtcn J\C \\Ctland and 

noodplaam, nd trong tate and local \\Ctland., protCC· 

uon and noodplam z.onmg Ia\\ . ~lu h of the merfront 

remaan \\ooded or pastoral m ch.uacter. Large tracts 

of open sp:Kc ha\ c hecn protcctcd at (,rc.lt ~ leaJm, 

N\\ R, Mmute Man ~HP, the Pantn Brook ~tate 

'' tldlafc rn.m.1gerncm arc.l. man) ro'' n O\\ ned ... ate,. nnd 
nr lo anon owned b) e\cr.1lland trusts Jn tee or m the 

form of con sen au on rc mcuon . In addmon. thcrt nrl! 

three pm:nc 18 hole g ,)f ourses located along the 

segment . 

2.3.3 R ll REATIONAI U'f. 

The mcrs arc h1 hi) \alued for rhcar re~re-attonal 

opportunuu.·s, 111 p trtacul :tr :~noemg and fa hmg for 

largemouth b . I he udhun and Concord egmcnt 

prO\ tde (hn atcr bnanng '' tth O\ r a dozen car mp or 

traaler ac~l'S pomt nlong 25 male<> of mer. The 

udbun •~ faHJred b' non moton7..cd boaters. whak the 

Concord. part a ul;arl) do\\ nstTcJm of Mmure !\bn 

HP, 1 trcquent d b) ba s boats Th A abet Rl\ er 

cxpencnccs lusher flo,, rate 111 the upstream part of Its 

swd\ urco1, und 1 u t d hl.l\'tl) 111 mad prmg b\ 
\\hite\\:Her cnthu an!.l . The Ia t mile or two of rh~:: 

~s:.abct, howe\ :r, prmtdc cxcdlent Oarwarer C3noemg 

under thl hade of a den c floodplun fnre5t. 

• 
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CHAPTER 2: DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA 21 

A single canoe livery and one small marina are located 

within the study area. The canoe livery-Southbridge 

Boathouse-in particular sees heavy use on summer 

weekends. Many residents of Greater Boston experi

ence their first canoe ride at Southbridge. Others are 

initiated to the sport through Appalachian Mountain 

Club-sponsored trips on the study rivers. 

State and local conservation organizations and the FWS 

organize frequent and very popular nature study 

programs along the rivers, both on and off the water. 

At Great Meadows NWR, the emphasis is on commu

nity education and school groups. Bird watching and 

nature photography are particularly popular within the 

study area towns. 

Because of the study area's extensive floodplain, there 

are no major riverfront walking or biking trails. 

Conservation lands at several locations, however, 

provide access for those who would rather visit the 

rivers on foot than by boat. Included are the extensive 

trail network adjacent to the Sudbury River in Lincoln, 

and the Dike Trail along the Concord River at the 

Concord Unit of Great Meadows NWR. 

The rivers' historic interest attracts many visitors. Every 

year, thousands of tourists from across the country and 

around the world visit Minute Man NHP and walk 

across the North Bridge replica over the Concord River, 

site of the "shot heard round the world." Others come 

to the region to visit Thoreau's Walden Pond and follow 

the path of his ramblings down to Fairhaven Bay on the 

Sudbury River. 
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CHAPTER 3 
ELIGIBILITY AND CLASSIFICATION 

The purpose of this chapter is to document National Park Service findings relative to: 1) the "free-flowing 

character" of the Sudbury, Assabet and Concord river study segments; 2) the "outstandingly remarkable" natural 

and cultural resource values associated with the study segments; and 3) the proposed "classifications" under which 

the eligible river segments could be included in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. 

These findings are based on the information contained in the Sudbury, Assabet, and Concord River Study 

Draft Resource Assessment and Eligibility Report (January, 1993). 

3.1 ELIGIBILITY AND CLASSIFICATION 

METHODOLOGY 

The subsections below describe both the relevant 

eligibility and classification criteria as set forth in the 

Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and in the USDAIUSDI 

Interagency Guidelines for Eligibility, Classification, and 

Management of River Areas4
; and the methodology 

used to apply these criteria to the Sudbury, Assabet and 

Concord rivers. 

3 .1.1 ELIGIBILITY 

FREE-FLOWING CoNDITION 

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act is intended to protect 

only "free-flowing" rivers, and such flows must be 

adequate to support all flow-dependent outstanding 

resource values. Section 16(b) of the Act defines "free

flowing" as: 

" ... existing or flowing in natural condition with

out impoundment, diversion, straightening, 

riprapping, or other modification of the waterway. 

The existence, however, of low dams, diversion 

works, and other minor structures ... shall not 

automatically bar ... consideration for ... inclu

sion: Provided, That this shall not be construed 

to authorize, intend, or encourage future construc

tion of such structures within components of the 

national wild and scenic rivers system." 

Federal Guidelines provide the following additional 

clarification: "The fact that a river segment may flow 

between large impoundments will not necessarily 

4. As published in the Federal Register on September 7, 1982. 

preclude its designation. Such segments may qualify if 

conditions within the segment meet the criteria .... 

Existing dams, diversion works, riprap and other minor 

structures will not bar recreational classification pro

vided that the waterway remains generally natural and 

riverine in its appearance. "5 

The study rivers were examined to determine if there 

were any significant areas of channel or bank modifica

tion, or whether portions of the rivers had lost their 

riverine appearance and function due to impoundments 

outside the study area. After the rivers' outstandingly 

remarkable resources had been identified, the Act's free

flowing criterion was used to ascertain whether all such 

flow-dependent values were adequately supported by 

the rivers' existing flow regime. This determination was 

facilitated by information on the relationship between 

the rivers' existing and potential flows and water

dependent resources that was collected during the Water 

Resources Study. The extent to which likely future 

flows and water quality conditions would continue to 

protect and enhance the rivers' outstanding values was 

also a part of the suitability analysis conducted for the 

study. This issue is explored more fully in Chapter 4. 

OuTSTANDINGLY REMARKABLE REsouRcEs 

To be considered eligible for inclusion in the National 

Wild and Scenic Rivers System, a river segment, to

gether with its adjacent lands, must support one or 

more "outstandingly remarkable scenic, recreational, 

geologic, fish and wildlife, historic, cultural or other 

similar values ... " (Section l(a) of the Act). The Inter

agency Guidelines have further clarified that "other 

5. 47 Fed. Reg. 39457-58; September 7, 1982. 
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similar values, such as ecological, if outstandingly 

remarkable, can justify inclusion of a river in the 

national system." However, since neither the Act nor 

the Guidelines provides specific criteria for evaluating 

outstandingly remarkable resources, this determination 

is left to the professional judgement of the study team. 

Such resource values must nonetheless be directly 

related to, or dependent upon, the river. 

For the purposes of the Sudbury, Assabet and Concord 

Wild and Scenic River Study, river-related resources 

were determined to be "outstandingly remarkable" if 

they were found to be either unique (the only known 

example of a specific resource value) or exemplary 

(among the best or most illustrative examples of a 

resource value) within a national or regional context. 

The relevant physiographic region was defined as the 

inland portion of the eastern Massachusetts coastal 

plain, an area extending from southern New Hampshire 

to northern Rhode Island. Regionally unique or 

exemplary resources were judged to qualify as "out

standingly remarkable" by the study team based on the 

goal of protecting a regional diversity of rivers within 

the national system. 

Although only one outstanding resource is required for 

a river to be eligible for designation, all major natural 

and cultural resources within the study area were 

included in the resource assessment conducted for the 

study, and several outstanding resource values were 

documented. Not all river reaches within the study area 

were found to support all of the rivers' outstanding 

values, but there were no reaches that did not support at 

least one of these values, contributing to the viability of 

the study area as a system of interdependent natural or 

cultural resources. 

Certain kinds of designations flagged the presence of 

one or more outstanding resources within the study 

segment. These included recognition of the area's 

national significance by Congress through creation of 

Great Meadows National Wildlife Refuge and Minute 

Man National Historical Park. Other designations of 

national importance granted to resources within the 

study area, such as National Historic Landmark status 

and National Historic Register status, were also deemed 

to qualify these resources as "outstandingly remark

able," as did the presence of state-listed endangered 

species, and the inclusion of some areas as "distinctive" 

or "noteworthy" in the state's landscape inventory. In 

addition to the criteria described above, expert opinions 

were solicited for each resource assessment. 

3.1.2 CLASSIFICATION 

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act requires that all eligible 

or designated river segments be classified as Wild, 

Scenic, or Recreational. These classifications are based 

solely on the amount of human impact present at the 

time of classification. The Act defines them as follows: 

Wild river areas - Those rivers or sections of rivers that 

are free of impoundments and generally inaccessible 

except by trail, with watersheds or shorelines essentially 

primitive and waters unpolluted. These represent 

vestiges of primitive America. 

Scenic river areas - Those rivers or sections of rivers that 

are free of impoundments, with shorelines or water

sheds still largely primitive and shorelines largely 

undeveloped, but accessible in places by roads. 

Recreational river areas - Those rivers or sections of 

rivers that are readily accessible by road or railroad, 

that may have some development along their shorelines, 

and that may have undergone some impoundment or 

diversion in the past. 

The Sudbury, Assabet and Concord river study segments 

were evaluated to determine which classification(s) best 

fits existing conditions along the rivers. Based on the 

Interagency Guidelines, four basic criteria were used in 

this determination: 1) the extent of any water resources 

development within the study segments; 2) the nature 

and extent of shoreline development; 3) the degree of 

accessibility to the segments by roads or railroads; and 

4) the segment's water quality. 

• 

• 

• 
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3.2 fiNDINGS 

3.2.1 ELIGIBILITY 

The entire 29-mile study area, including all three river 

segments, was found to be free-flowing. There are no 

dams, diversions or impoundments within the segments, 

and no straightened or artificially modified banks. 6 

While the Sudbury, the Concord, and, to a lesser extent, 

the Assabet River within the study area have long been 

noted for their low gradient and resulting sluggish flows 

(there is only a two foot drop in elevation between the 

start of the Sudbury River study area in Saxonville and 

the downstream end of the Concord study segment at 

the Route 3 bridge in Billerica), these flows are presently 

sufficient to sustain several outstanding resources. 

The extensive floodplain and freshwater marsh habitat 

which support a nationally exemplary diversity and 

abundance of wildlife would not be present if the rivers 

had a higher gradient. Likewise, the rivers' boatability, 

which contributes to the study area's regionally unique 

recreational value as a flatwater boating resource, is in 

part due to the absence of dams-a product of its low 

gradient. In addition, flows in the rivers at present, 

including seasonal fluctuations, are sufficient to sustain 

the study area's regionally exemplary scenery. Thus 

present-day flows can be said to support and comple

ment the outstanding resource values which make the 

rivers eligible for designation. 

It is important to note that while the study rivers are not 

fast-flowing, the flow-dependent resources identified 

above still require flows that vary within a normal 

range. The reduction of average flows in the rivers, or 

an increase in the frequency or duration of low-flow 

periods, could cause the degradation of the rivers' 

ecological, recreational, or scenic resources. The Water 

Resources Study that was conducted as part of the 

overall study, to identify the flow needs associated with 

maintenance of the rivers' outstanding resources, 

provides guidance for future decision-makers on 

maintaining the rivers' free-flowing character. This 

study is described in Chapter 4 and Appendix D of this 

report . 

6. While the North Billerica Dam, located about 5 miles downstream 
from the terminus of the Concord River study segment, has raised the 
average water elevation within much of the study area, the study 
segment remains riverine in appearance. 
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The following five values were found to be outstand

ingly remarkable resources associated with the Sudbury, 

Assabet and Concord river study area. The presence of 

these resources, along with the rivers' free-flowing 

condition, makes the entire 29-mile study area eligible 

for wild and scenic designation. 

Ecology. The 29-mile study area of the Sudbury, 

Assabet, and Concord rivers provides extensive aquatic 

and riparian habitat for abundant and diverse plants 

and animals. The wetlands associated with the rivers, 

especially those within and adjacent to the Great 

Meadows National Wildlife Refuge, contain excellent 

vegetative conditions for seed crops and wildlife plant 

food, as well as dense cover habitat for protection and 

breeding requirements. Over 15 state-certified vernal 

pools provide essential breeding habitat for amphibians 

within the rivers' floodplain. Thirty-two state-listed 

rare plants and birds have been observed along the 

study segments since 1980. 

The national significance of this area to migratory 

waterfowl was recognized by Congress with the creation 

of Great Meadows National Wildlife Refuge along the 

Sudbury and Concord Rivers. The refuge has recorded 

sightings of 221 species of birds within the last ten 

years. 

The extensive freshwater habitat, concentration of 

diverse bird species, and presence of regionally and 

nationally rare plants and animals along the Sudbury, 

Assabet and Concord comprise a nationally exemplary 

ecological resource. 

Archaeology and History. 

Prehistoric Sites. The Sudbury, Assabet, and Concord 

river basin possesses one of the highest densities of 

known prehistoric Native American archaeological sites 

in Massachusetts. The abundance of aquatic and 

terrestrial food sources within and alongside the rivers, 

and the rivers' usefulness as travel corridors, made the 

study area particularly attractive to Archaic (4000 to 

1000 B.C.) and Woodland (1000 to 1600 A.D.) period 

peoples. The Massachusetts Historical Commission 

recently noted the presence of "innumerable significant 

historical and archaeological properties within the study 

area." The unusually high density of known sites along 

the rivers suggests that there is a very high probability 

that additional archaeological sites exist within the 
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SEGMENT 2-SUDBURY RIVER: 

1. 7 miles, from the Route 2 bridge to Egg Rock in 

Concord. 

AssABET RIVER: 

4.4 miles, from 1000 feet below Damon Mill to Egg 

Rock in Concord. 

CoNCORD RrvER: 

8 miles, from Egg Rock in Concord to the Route 3 

bridge in Billerica. 

Proposed Classification: 

Recreational 

Evaluation Criteria: 

Existing characteristics and conditions 

Water Resources Development: 

The segment is free of impoundments. The North 

Billerica Dam, five miles downstream from the Concord 
River segment, increased water elevations within the 

Concord and Sudbury segments by about two feet over 

the levels that existed prior to 1803. Flows within this 

naturally low-gradient reach are largely unaffected, 

however, and the rivers remain riverine in appearance. 

Furthermore, the freshwater marsh systems along these 

rivers, including areas within Great Meadows National 

Wildlife Refuge, are in part a product of these 

"enhanced" water levels, even though they may differ 

from the natural communities that existed before the 

dam was built. 

Shoreline Development: 

While this segment possesses short stretches of com

paratively undeveloped shoreline, substantial evidence 

of human activity also exists. Residential development 

associated with suburban Concord is evident along the 

right bank of the Sudbury River within this segment. 

Along the Assabet segment, large houses set back from 

the river alternate with agricultural fields and wooded 

areas. 

Along the Concord River, structures and landscapes 

associated with Minute Man National Historical Park 

are readily visible, along with large estates and 

cultivated fields along the left bank of the river. While 

much of the river's banks are in conservation owner

ship, privately-owned lands show evidence of low 

density development, with large houses surrounded by 

lawns set back from the river in Concord, Bedford, and 

Carlisle. Along the left bank in Billerica, more intensive 

suburban development along with a commercial marina 

and restaurant are visible. Near the terminus of the 

Concord River study segment, an area of riverfront 

camps and cottages is partially visible within the 

floodplain forest. 

Accessibility: 

Along the Sudbury River within this segment there are 

five road or railway bridges, with ready access to the 

river at Southbridge Boathouse, Old Calf Pasture, and 

via residential back yards. Along the Assabet there are 

also five bridges. While not visible from the river, roads 

parallel much of this segment within a few hundred feet 

of its banks. Along the Concord River segment there 

are six bridges (including the North Bridge replica). 

Recreational access to the rivers is provided at these 

bridges, at South bridge Boathouse in Concord, and at 

the Center Harbor Marina in Billerica. 

Water Quality: 

Water quality in this segment sometimes fails to meet its 

Class B goal due to both point and non-point source 

contamination._ However, as the Guidelines make clear, 

this does not preclude this segment's classification as 

"scenic" or "recreational" as long as a water quality 

improvement plan exists or is being devel9ped. Both 

the federal and state Clean Water Acts mandate such 

plans. In accordance with these plans, point sources of 

pollution along the Assabet and Concord rivers within 

and upstream of the study segment are being brought 

into compliance with Class B goals through the NPDES 

permitting process. Recent regulatory changes have 

tightened controls over non-point source pollution as 

well, which should result in improving water quality. 
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SUMMARY 

Based on the amount of development and accessibility 

within the river corridors, the proposed classifications 

for the study segments are: 

The Sudbury River from the Danforth Street Bridge to 

Route 2: Scenic 

The Sudbury River from Route 2 to Egg Rock: 

Recreational 

The entire Assabet River segment: Recreational 

The entire Concord River segment: Recreational 

. --::..-·-===-=--
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CHAPTER 4 
SUITABILITY 

This chapter describes the study's findings relative to Section 4(a) of the Act, which requires the study report to 

detail the river's suitability or non-suitability for national designation. The chapter also describes the proposed 

resource management and protection framework for the rivers should they be designated. 

4.1 SUITABILITY CRITERIA 

A river's "suitability" for wild and scenic designation is 

based on several factors. Most important, perhaps, 

suitability is a matter of whether designation can 

provide lasting protection for the river's outstanding 

values and free-flowing character. For rivers such as the 

Sudbury, Assabet, and Concord, that flow through 

predominantly private lands, and for which federal land 

acquisition is not an appropriate protective measure, 

such protection must rely on state, local, and private 

resource protection provisions. Thus, if designation is 

to be effective, these non-federal entities must support 

and be committed to the implementation of any neces

sary resource protection measures. 

Suitability is also a measure of whether national wild 

and scenic designation is appropriate for the rivers. 

If it would foreclose other uses of the rivers where there 

is an overwhelming public interest in such uses, or if 

other river protection approaches make more sense, 

then the rivers should not be found suitable for national 

designation. 

For the Sudbury, Assabet and Concord rivers, the 

criteria used to assess suitability can be summarized as 

follows: 

1) How adequate are existing protection measures 

(including state and local resource protection laws, 

zoning, and land ownership) in conserving the 

rivers' outstanding resources and free-flowing 

character? 

2) Can a resource protection and management 

framework be developed that will close any 

resource protection gaps without relying on addi

tional federal land acquisition or management, and 

that will facilitate communication and coopera

tion among the governmental entities and private 

citizens who bear responsibility for implementing 

all river protection measures? 

3) Is there a demonstrated commitment to protect 

the rivers by the non-federal entities who will be 

responsible for implementing protective manage

ment? 

4) Is designation appropriate in light of other 

public needs and alternative river protection 

approaches? 

The manner in which these criteria were applied to the 

SuAsCo study, along with suitability findings, are 

described in sections 4.2 through 4.5. 

4.2 ANALYSIS OF EXISTING RESOURCE 

PROTECTION 

In order to answer the question "How adequate are 

existing protection measures in conserving the rivers' 

outstanding resources and free-flowing character?" a 

vulnerability analysis was conducted by NPS staff 

working in cooperation with the Study Committee. 

The result of this effort was a town-by-town description 

of existing riverfront topography, land use, land owner

ship, and regulatory controls for the entire study area. 8 

"Vulnerable" sites identified in this report were those 

considered inadequately protected, based on either 

existing land uses or permissible future uses allowable 

under current zoning and other land use controls. The 

focus of the analysis was on the integrity of the immedi

ate riparian zc,me, and on sites associated with the rivers' 

outstanding resource values. 

Once areas of vulnerability had been identified, the 

study team worked with town zoning and conservation 

commission staff to determine whether the problem was 

one of enforcement or inadequate land use controls . 

Local land trusts, the state Department of Fisheries, 

8. The entire text of this analysis can be found in Appendix C. 
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Wildlife, and Environmental Law Enforcement, and the 

FWS were also consulted to determine whether vulner

able parcels had already been identified for acquisition. 

Where enforcement problems were discovered, state and 

federal regulatory agencies were also contacted, if 

appropriate. 

The immediate results of this effort included the initia

tion of zoning and wetland enforcement actions on 

parcels of riverfront land in three of the eight towns. 

On another site, a proposed subdivision was redesigned, 

increasing the width of a vegetated buffer, and providing 

for a car top boat launch and walking trail. During the 

review of conservation restriction language in another 

area, the team discovered that early drafters had left 

loopholes allowing the construction of facilities for 

active recreation along the river bank. The town board 

which holds these conservation easements is in the 

process of renegotiating this language to prohibit the 

construction of tennis courts, swimming pools, etc., on 

the grounds that such uses should disqualify the ease

ment donors from the charitable deductions and local 

property tax reductions they have been enjoying. 
Model language was provided by the state Division of 

Conservation Services through the study team to aid in 

this effort. 

Other findings resulted in the development of a set of 

recommended actions for each of the eight towns that 

would ensure the long term protection of the entire 29 

miles of riverfront. These actions were incorporated in 

the River Conservation Plan (see Section 4.3.1). They 

include such measures as the promulgation of sedimen

tation and erosion control bylaws, the updating of town 

Open Space Plans to address river conservation more 

directly, and improvements in some of the towns' 

floodplain zoning. None of these measures, however, 

was considered essential to the long term health of the 

rivers' outstanding resources. Instead, the vulnerability 

analysis established that the combination of land 

ownership, topography, and land use regulations along 

the segments provides sufficient protection for the 

rivers' riparian integrity and land-based outstanding 

resource values to meet this suitability criterion. 

The prospects for the long-term protection of the rivers' 

water-dependent resources (such as wildlife habitat, 

recreation, and scenery) were also evaluated. The study 

team oversaw a technical Water Resources Study,9 

which modelled existing and probable future water 

quality and flows along the segments, based on popula

tion growth and land use changes. This investigation 

determined that, while there is a need to reduce non

point sources of nitrogen and phosphorus (e.g. fertilizer 

use) within the watershed to protect water quality, there 

are no known land or water development proposals that 

would make the rivers unsuitable for designation. Both 

future flows and future water quality should be suffi

cient to sustain the rivers' outstanding water-dependent 

resources. 

In summary, the study team determined that the rivers' 

riparian integrity, water quality, and outstandingly 

remarkable resources were adequately protected by 

existing controls, and that the rivers should thus be 

considered to have met this standard of suitability for 

wild and scenic designation. 

Specific findings relative to this conclusion include the 

following: 

e Over 56% of the 58 miles of river frontage along the 

study segments is protected from incompatible land 
uses through ownership by federal, state, or local 

conservation agencies, or through conservation 

easements on private land. 

• Two key parcels, with about 3/4 of a mile of river 

frontage, were protected during the study through 

the cooperative efforts of a land trust, two towns, the 

county government, and the FWS. 

• Much of the remaining undeveloped private land 

along the rivers is unlikely to be subject to intensive 

development because is floodprone or has soils 

considered unsuitable for buildings and septic 

systems. 

• The remainder of the riverfront within the study area 

is protected from adverse land use changes through a 

combination of strong local zoning (especially 

floodplain zoning) and state and local wetlands 

protection laws. 

• The Massachusetts River Protection Act, enacted in 

July 1996 after the vulnerability analysis was com

pleted, further extended protection for the rivers' 

water quality, wildlife habitat, fisheries, and flood 

9. For more information, see Section 1.2.2 and Appendix D. 
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within three years after a river is designated, the 

SuAsCo study team determined that the plan should be 

developed before the rivers were recommended for 

designation. The team felt that it would be difficult for 

town meeting voters to decide whether to support wild 

and scenic designation if they were uncertain about their 

town's post-designation role in resource protection. The 

team also felt it had a responsibility to ensure that the 

rivers' resources would be adequately protected, with

out the use of federal land acquisition. By preparing the 

Plan in collaboration with town and state governments 

before study area residents voted, the study team was 

able to assess both the voters' support for designation 

and their commitment towards implementing the Plan. 

The Plan thus became a contract between study area 

residents, their town governments, the state, and the 

federal government to protect the rivers in a manner 

that established their suitability for inclusion in the 

national system. 

4.3.1 THE SuDBURY, AssABET AND CoNCORD RIVER 

CONSERVATION PLAN 

The Sudbury, Assabet and Concord River Conservation 

Plan was developed by the study team in collaboration 

with town boards, town government staff, and state 

agencies. Work on the Plan started following comple

tion of the vulnerability analysis and water resources 

study, which provided much of the information needed 

to compile the resource-specific action program that is 

at the core of the overall Plan. The resources addressed 

in the Plan include public and private lands; water 

quality, quantity, and channel, floodplain, and wetland 

resources; and the five outstanding resources that make 

the rivers eligible for designation. For each resource, 

the Plan establishes: 

'" An objective, or broad vision for future management 

of the resource. 

• A set of standards that describe the minimum criteria 

by which future management actions will be mea

sured. 

• An action program that includes key actions, 

supporting activities, and additional opportunities. 

This hierarchy of actions indicates their relative 

importance in ensuring resource protection goals 

are met. 

• A description of special provisions that would go into 

effect if the rivers are designated, such as reviews of 

the impacts of federal water resources projects under 

Section 7 of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. 

Entities responsible for implementing the action pro

grams include all levels of government, relevant 

non-profits, and private citizens. For the most part, the 

action programs focus on maintaining and enforcing 

existing resource protection measures, while enhancing 

education and intergovernmental cooperation. New 

measures are identified for implementation based on the 

resource protection gaps discovered through the vulner

ability analysis and water resources study. 

4.3.2 RIVER STEWARDSHIP CouNciL 

Based on the interest expressed by the Study Committee 

and local community leaders in maintaining local 

control over riverfront land use, and based on the 

positive experience of the Committee in bringing 

together multiple levels of government and non-profit 

watershed groups, the study team recommended that a 

River Stewardship Council be established to implement 

the Plan. This Council would include representatives 

from each of the study area towns, the state, two non

profit watershed groups, FWS, and NPS. New members 

(e.g. other watershed groups or other towns in the 

watershed) could be added by consent of the existing 

members. The Council would be an advisory. rather 

than a regulatory group. 

Should the rivers be designated as components of the 

national system, the Plan proposes they be administered 

by the Secretary of the Interior in cooperation with the 

entities that comprise the Council. Through this 

partnership approach, the federal government would 

retain responsibility for ensuring federal water resource 

projects do not impair the rivers' free-flowing character 

or outstanding resources, while the towns and state 

would retain their existing land use authorities, along 

with primary responsibility for recreation management. 

This arrangement would be formalized and funded 

through cooperative agreements between the federal 

government and other members of the Council. 

In summary, the resource protection and management 

framework outlined in the River Conservation Plan 

meets the second suitability criterion described in this 

report. The Plan ensures the continued protection of 
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the rivers' outstanding values, water quality, and free

flowing character, closing any gaps identified during the 

exhaustive analysis of potential land use and water 

resource problems that was conducted during the study. 

By establishing a River Stewardship Council that 

includes representatives of all the entities responsible for 

ongoing resource protection, the Plan also ensures that 

future management decisions will be based on resour~e 
protection objectives and standards that satisfy the Wild 

and Scenic Rivers Act's mandate to protect and enhance 

the rivers' outstanding values. 

4.3.3 NEED FOR FEDERAL LAND ACQUISITION 

To clarify study findings relative to the need for a new 

federal land acquisition and management program, the 

Plan includes specific provisions that address this issue. 

The Plan states that if the rivers are designated, there 

will be no new federal land acquisition program, that 

the rivers will not become units of the National Park 

System, and that there will be no federal management of 

non-federal lands. Pre-existing land acquisition and 

management programs at Great Meadows NWR and 

Minute Man NHP would be unaffected by these 

provisions. 

Based on the analysis of existing protection described in 

Section 4.2 above, there is no need to establish a new 

federal land acquisition program should the rivers be 

added to the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. 

The resources that make the rivers eligible for designa

tion are adequately protected without this approach. 

The few parcels that may be vulnerable to inappropriate 

development would be better protected through a 

combination of existing local zoning and existing public 

and private voluntary land protection programs. A new 

federal acquisition program would be expensive to 

administer and would needlessly alienate the communi

ties that have already demonstrated such a sound river 

conservation ethic. 

After careful consideration, the study team determined 

that in light of ongoing state and local resource protec

tion efforts, federal acquisition for the purposes of wild 

and scenic designation was unnecessary, and that it 

would be expensive, slow, and controversial. Instead, it 

recommended improvements in floodplain zoning 

consistency in some towns, along with strengthened 

enforcement of existing laws in others. 

4.4 PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR DESIGNATION 

Private lands wild and scenic studies such as the study 

conducted on the SuAsCo rivers frequently engender 

suspicion and concern in study area communities. In 

part, this concern is based on the perceived threat of 

federal condemnation of private lands. Residents and 

local government officials also worry that decisions 

about land use, recreational access, and other issues 

previously subject to local control will be made by a 

federal bureaucracy that ignores local wishes. They 

point to a handful of precedents set elsewhere in the 

country, where some private lands rivers have been 

designated without benefit of a study or before consen

sus was reached concerning federal, state, and local 

resource protection roles. In these instances, the federal 

government's statutory authority to use condemnation 

to protect wild and scenic resources has seemed like an 

ultimatum, making it difficult for local residents to feel 

like equal partners in river protection. However, since 

federal acquisition alone cannot serve to protect all of 

the resources of interest along a designated river, 

participation by state and local governments is in fact 

essential to the long term health of the river. 

If private landowners and local governments view the 

federal agency responsible for the river study as an 

enemy, not to be trusted, the prospects for lasting 

resource conservation are poor. In several wild and 

scenic studies of private lands rivers in the northeastern 

United States during the past decade, the National Park 

Service has sought to avoid the creation of this "no 

win" situation by giving local governments the option 

of saying "no" to designation as a final step in the study 

process. In New England, this has taken the form of 

votes at annual Town Meetings, where residents con

vene to form a temporary local legislature, either 

directly or through elected representatives. These votes 

are also used to determine whether those responsible for 

implementing the river management plan support the 

plan and pledge their commitment to river protection. 

Evidence of support for designation, and a commitment 

to the long term protection of the rivers, is also needed 

from the state agencies that share responsibility for the 

management of water quality, flows, recreation, etc. 

The SuAsCo study committee chose to make its position 

on designation known prior to the spring 1995 town 

meeting votes. The committee voted unanimously in 
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February 1995 to recommend designation of all 29 

miles of the study rivers, to be managed in accordance 

with the then draft River Conservation Plan, which was 

completed and approved by the study committee in 

March 1995. During March, April and May, 1995, the 

eight towns along the study segments held their annual 

town meetings. All eight towns used voice votes to 

express their wishes, and all voted to request Congres

sional designation in accordance with the Plan. 

The measure was approved unanimously and enthusias

tically by all voters present at several town meetings. In 

two towns (Billerica and Concord), there was some 

controversy and confusion about the extent to which 

designation might affect private property rights and 

recreational use. These concerns emerged through press 

articles, statements at pre-vote public hearings, and on 

the floor of the two town meetings. Much of the 

"information" provided by designation opponents took 

the form of questionable legal analyses of the generic 

Wild and Scenic Rivers Act by groups associated with 

the Wise Use movement, and out-of-context quotes 

from the Act, Interagency Guidelines, and even a 1978 
GAO Report critical of the very top-down, acquisition

dependent approach the SuAsCo study had so 

successfully avoided. The overwhelming majority of 

voters in these two towns found the information 

provided by the Study Committee and the NPS more 

trustworthy, however, and approved the designation 

initiative. 

The weeks leading up to the 1995 spring town meetings 

showed an outpouring of support from local and 

regional environmental and river user groups. These 

groups emphasized the high value of the rivers' scenic, 

natural, and recreational resources to their member

ships. They praised the creation of the River 

Stewardship Council, which would, they felt, ensure 

future decisions about upstream withdrawals, 

wastewater permits, and recreational management 

would be responsible ones. 

There were several measures of state support for 

designation, including the votes by Governor Weld's 

representatives to the Study Committee, Joan Kimball 

and Jonathan Yeo, favoring wild and scenic designation 

and approving the River Conservation Plan. These 

individuals also worked with state agency staff to ensure 

their buy-in during the development of the Plan. 

Governor Weld expressed his direct support for designa

tion in a July 9, 1996letter to U.S. House Subcommittee 

Chairman James Hansen, who was leading his 

subcommittee's review of H.R. 3405, a Bill to Designate 

The Sudbury, Assabet, and Concord Rivers. State 

agencies responsible for specific types of resource 

protection also expressed their support directly; for 

example, the Massachusetts Historic Commission based 

its strong support for designation on the fact that this 

would help to protect important historical and archaeo

logical resources. 

In July, 1996, after several years of deliberation, the 

Massachusetts legislature demonstrated the state's 

strong commitment to river protection when it enacted 

the Massachusetts River Protection Act. This law, 

which applies to most riverfront areas in partially 

developed or undeveloped areas of the state, creates a 

200 foot regulatory setback within which proponents of 

new development must demonstrate that their project 

will have no significant effect on several river-related 

values (e.g. fisheries and wildlife habitat). While not 

targeted specifically at the study rivers, this law rein

forces the existing partnership between Massachusetts 

cities and towns and state resource agencies in protect

ing the Commonwealth's wetlands and water resources. 

It will thus serve to enhance both the implementation of 

the SuAsCo River Conservation Plan and the operation 

of the River Stewardship Council. 

In summary, the study serves as testimony to a 

confluence of support: the Study Committee's unani

mous pro-designation vote; the town meeting votes; and 

many other expressions of support for designation from 

the legislature, governor, state agencies, and river user 

groups. There is a strong commitment to protect the 

rivers and their resources by the entities that will share 

this responsibility if the rivers are designated. 

--
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TOWN OF WAYLAND 

8 . . . ,' 

' 

MASSACHUSETTS 
01778 

TOWN BUILDING 

41 COCHITUATE AOAO 

TEL. (508) :J58.7701 

£XT. 102 OR EXT. H)J 

TOWN CLERK 
JUDITH L ST. CROIX, CMC 

ASSISTANT TOWN CLERK 

LOIS M. TOOMBS 

SPECIAL TOWN MEETING 
CERTIFICATE OF VOTE 

At a legal meeting of the qualified voters of the TOWN OF WAYLAND, held May 1, 1995, the 
following business was transacted under Article I: 

ARTICLE I SIM RESOLUTION SUPPORTfNG NATIONAL WILD AND SCENIC 
RIVERS SYSTEM 

MOVED: That the Town vote to adopt the following resolution: 

Whereas: 
The Sudbury River flows through the Town of Wayland, Massachusetts, and is a natural 
resource of great importance to the Town and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts; 

Whereas: 
The quality and quantity of its water are essential to the maintenance and enhancement of 
the ecology, recreation, water supplies, and the physical beauty of the landscape; 

Whereas: 
The National Park Service has determined thai portions of the Sudbury, Assabet, and 
Concord Rivers are eligible for Wild and Scenic River designation based on their 
outstanding wildlife, recreational, cultural, historical, and scenic values; 

Whereas: 
The people of Wayland recognize the importance of this irreplaoeable natural asset and 
hereby express a commitment to the protection and preservation of the Sudbury River and 
its outstanding values; 

Whereas: 
The Town of Wayland; the Sudbury, Assabet and Concord Rivers Study Committee; and 
the National Park Service have worked cooperatively to develop an effective locally
based plan that will ensure the necessary protection of the river and its related resources; 

Whereas: 
The Wild and Scenic River designation would provide further protection of the river and 
would retaiblocal control and regulation by towns within the designated river segment; 

Now, Therefore, be it resolved, that: 

I) the people of the Town of Wayland petition the Congress of the United States of 
America to enact legislation designating the Sudbury River as a Wild and Scenic River in 
accordance with the locally-developed river Conservation Plan, and to ensure that Wild 
and Scenic designation shall not authorize federal acquisition or management of 
nonfederallands;and 

2) the townspeople urge our officials to consider, and wherever appropriate to adopt, 
additional local measures that will strengthen protection of this critical resource. 

UNANIMOUSLY IN FAVOR 

A true copy, Attest: /7 
~/.4(~ 

Judith L. St. Croix, CMC 
Town Clerk 
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4.5 SUITABILITY FINDINGS 

4.5.1 EFFECTS OF DESIGNATION 

This section identifies the effects of designation on the 

river and its environs, the costs of administering the 

designated segments, and the public benefits that would 

accrue. It seeks to answer the question: Is designation 

appropriate in light of all public needs? 

EFFECTS AND PUBLIC BENEFITS 

As summarized above, the Sudbury, Assabet and 

Concord rivers have already been the object of intensive 

conservation efforts at the state, local, and private level. 

One of the principal effects of designation would thus 

be to ensure that the federal government's actions with 

respect to the rivers would build upon these existing 

efforts. Without wild and scenic designation, there 

would be no review of future federal water resources 

projects to ensure that the rivers' nationally significant, 

outstanding resources would be protected from the 

adverse impacts of such projects. 

Designation would also have a beneficial effect on 

resources located within the existing federally-owned 

areas along the rivers, including water quality, flows, 

wildlife habitat, scenery, and historical values. While 

the portions of the rivers within Great Meadows 

National Wildlife Refuge and Minute Man National 

Historical Park are unlikely to be adversely affected by 

land or water-based projects located within the bound

aries of these federal areas, regardless of the rivers' wild 

and scenic status, the same cannot be said for projects 

located on adjacent non-federal lands. The commitment 

of the state and local governments to the resource 

protection standards articulated in the River Conserva

tion Plan provides strong assurance that any future state 

or local decisions and activities will be consistent with 

the protection of these important resources. 

By creating the River Stewardship Council to aid in the 

implementation of the Plan, designation would also 

serve to improve intergovernmental cooperation in the 

protection of the rivers. This would increase the 

efficiency of existing efforts, which are not necessarily 

coordinated across political boundaries, regardless of 

the fact that the rivers' resources transcend such bound

aries. The modest funding that is expected to be 

provided to the Council from both federal and non

federal sources will also heighten public awareness and 

understanding of the rivers' natural functions, reinforce 

the ability of local landowners and town governments 

to act in the rivers' best interests, and avoid the need for 

expensive, top-down, bureaucratic regulatory programs. 

Designation is unlikely to cause significant changes in 

property values or existing land use and ownership 

patterns along the 29-mile study segment. Most of the 

privately-owned, developable land along the rivers has 

already been built upon at low densities. Land values 

already reflect the worth of abundant open space and 

well-preserved natural landscapes along the rivers. 

Designation would tend to stabilize these values by 

ensuring that local zoning does not change to allow 

more intensive land uses, and by protecting the rivers 

from degradation. 

While recreational use of the rivers may increase if they 

are designated, it is hard to predict how much of an 

increase might be due the rivers' status as nationally

recognized resources, and how much might come from 

an increase in regional demand for water-borne recre

ation. In any case, the River Conservation Plan includes 

recommendations for improving state and local coordi

nation in the recreational management of the rivers. 

Should demand increase, any carrying capacity prob

lems or use conflicts would be amenable to resolution 

by the River Stewardship Council. 

There are no known public water resources projects that 

would be prohibited as a result of wild and scenic 

designation. The rivers' low gradient makes them 

extremely poor candidates for hydropower develop

ment, and likewise makes the use of flood-control dams, 

dikes, or levees impractical. While studies of the 

Sudbury Reservoir system's potential for reactivation in 

the mid-1980s were a major factor in stimulating public 

interest in the wild and scenic study, there is no current 

proposal to use the Sudbury River as an active source of 

water supply. Current operations of the existing 

MWRA water supply and sewerage system actually 

result in a net transfer of water into the SuAsCo basin 

from adjacent basins. Such transfers, along with any 

future proposals to withdraw 100,000 gallons per day 

or more from the rivers or associated aquifers, are 

subject to state regulatory programs that emphasize the 

protection of instream flows and reliance on 
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management projects, such as the preparation of a 

recreation management plan. 

After its first few years of operation, the RSC is ex

pected to be less dependent on federal appropriations as 

alternative sources of funding are identified. Sufficient 

federal funding to support the National Park Service's 

mandated Section 7 review of federal water resources 

projects and its participation on the RSC would con

tinue to be needed, however. These responsibilities are 

expected to require about 1/2 an FTE ("full time 

equivalent"- a federal staffing unit). 

4.5.2 SUITABILITY RECOMMENDATION 

The entire eligible river area has also been found 

suitable for inclusion in the National Wild and Scenic 

Rivers System, based on the following factors: 

1) The adequacy of the long-term resource pro

tection afforded by a combination of existing 

conservation land ownership, land use controls, 

and topography along the segments. These fac

tors serve to restrict land use changes that could 
impair the rivers' free-flowing character or that 

would be incompatible with the protection and 

enhancement of their outstandingly remarkable 

values. 

2) The development of an appropriate coopera

tive framework-the River Stewardship Council

to assist the Secretary of the Interior in the pro

tection and management of the segments, should 

they be designated. 

3) The strong support for designation expressed 

by the study committee, the Commonwealth, user 

groups, and by study area communities through 

town meeting votes requesting Congressional des

ignation and endorsing the Sudbury, Assabet and 

Concord River Conservation Plan prepared dur

ing the study. 

4) The major public benefits that would accrue 

through designation, in comparison with the mod

est costs associated with its implementation, and 

the absence of any significant negative effects on 

property values, local governmental control, or 

bureaucratic inefficiency. 

··- .--·-
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CHAPTER 5 
ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES 

This discussion examines the consequences of alternative protective measures for the 

Sudbury, Assabet, and Concord river study area. 

5.1 DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES 

Alternative A. No Action 

This alternative would maintain existing state and local 

provisions for resource protection on the rivers without 

additional federal oversight on federal water resources 

projects or federal support for local river protection 

efforts. 

• There would be no review of federal actions for 

consistency with state and local policies as articulated 

in the Sudbury, Assabet, and Concord River Conser

vation Plan. 

• There would be little if any further assistance from 

the federal government for Sudbury, Assabet, and 

Concord River Conservation Plan implementation. 

• Selection of this alternative would be contrary to the 

expressed interest of the federal advisory committee, 

eight study area communities, and Commonwealth of 

Massachusetts. Town votes evidenced a clear desire 

for federal designation of the rivers, and for future 

cooperative management consistent with the River 

Conservation Plan. 

Alternative B. Wild and Scenic Designation of Entire 

Study Area in Accordance with the River Conservation 

Plan 

Under this alternative, 29 miles of the Sudbury, Assabet, 

and Concord rivers would be added to the National 

Wild and Scenic Rivers System. A new body, the 

Sudbury, Assabet and Concord River Stewardship 

Council, would be established to serve as the local river 

management committee. Its members would represent a 

range of interests. The NPS would coordinate its 

consistency review of federal water resource develop

ment projects with the Council. The Council would be 

the focal point for communication and coordination 

among local communities, the state, the U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service, and the NPS. 

• Federal water resource development projects affect

ing outstanding resources, water quality, or flows 

within the designated reach would be reviewed for 

consistency with the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, the 

River Conservation Plan, and state and local policies. 

• In cooperation with state and private parties, the 

NPS would seek funding for the operation of the 

Council. 

• The NPS would support the efforts of the Council to 

implement the River Conservation Plan, including 

support for voluntary land protection, recreational 

management, continued water resources research and 

monitoring, and historical/archaeological research, 

interpretation, and protection. 

• The NPS would seek the cooperation of other federal 

agencies, especially the EPA, to alleviate water 

quality problems along the segments. 

• By granting national recognition to the rivers' 

outstanding resources through Congressional action, 

designation would likely foster greater pride in the 

rivers and improve long-term support for state and 

local protection measures. 

• Selection of this alternative would achieve the federal 

designation goal of the River Conservation Plan and 

conform with expressed local desires for federal 

consistency with state and local plans. 

Alternative C. Wild and Scenic Designation with 

Oversight by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

This alternative is identical to Alternative B, except that 

the FWS would be the federal entity represented on the 

Council, and would also be the agency responsible for 

review of federal water resource development projects. 

The study was conducted by the NPS, the agency that 

customarily studies and manages so-called "private 
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lands" wild and scenic rivers, and an NPS unit, Minute 

Man National Historical Park, is located along the 

Concord River segment. However, the FWS manages a 

wildlife refuge that encompasses some of the study 

rivers' most important natural and scenic resources. 

Consequently, in developing the proposed river manage

ment framework, the study team examined the 

alternative of FWS administration of the segments. This 

discussion was facilitated by the participation of the 

FWS refuge manager as a member of the study commit

tee. Based on a comparison of current staff availability 

and expertise at the wildlife refuge, park, and NPS 

system support office, the study team concluded that 

NPS was in a better position to provide the technical 

assistance described in the Plan, and to ensure that the 

management of the proposed segments is consistent 

with the administration of other private lands wild and 

scenic rivers in the northeast. 

5.2 RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE 

Alternative B, designating the entire 29-mile study area 

for administration by the National Park Service in 

partnership with a River Stewardship Council, is the 

preferred alternative for these rivers. Selection of this 

alternative is based in part on the findings that the rivers 

meet wild and scenic eligibility and suitability require

ments. It is also based on the expressed wishes of the 

state and local governments to have federal representa

tion on the River Stewardship Council, and federal 

support for implementation of the River Conservation 

Plan. 

The Study Committee considered Alternative C, 

designation with FWS as the .federal managing agency, 

at length during preparation of the Plan. Its recommen

dation that the NPS be the federal managing agency was 

based on the fact that the NPS is studying or managing 

several other wild and scenic rivers in the northeast and 

thus possesses staff with the technical knowledge that 

will be needed by the River Stewardship Council. In 

contrast, the FWS manages only a handful of wild and 

scenic rivers nationally-all west of the Mississippi

and has limited staff with expertise in working with 

local communities to protect resources outside the 

national refuge system. The Study Committee felt that 

NPS management would thus be more efficient: a better 

use of scarce federal staff and funds. 
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Nov. 28 ARIZONA DESERT WILDERNESS ACT 

TITLE VII-SUDBURY, ASSABET, AND CONCORD RIVERS 
STUDY 

SEC. 701. SHORT TITLE. 

This title may be cited as the "Sudbury, Assabet, and Concord 
Wild and Scenic River Study Act". 

SEC. 702. FINDINGS. 

The Congress finds that-
(!) The Sudbury, Assabet, and Concord Rivers in the Common

wealth of Massachusetts possess resource values of national 
significance, including outstanding wildlife and ecological 
values, historic sites, and a cultural past important to America's 
literary heritage. 

(2) Portions of this study segment have been listed on the 
Nationwide Rivers Inventory by the 'National Park Service. 

(3) There is strong support among State and local officials and 
area residents and river users for a cooperative wild and scenic 
river study of the area. 

( 4) In view of the longstanding Federal practice of assisting 
States and local governments in protecting, conserving, and 
enhancing rivers of national significance, the United States has 
an interest in assisting the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
and the appropriate local governments in studying and develop
ing a resource conservation and management plan for the river, 
consistent with the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act . 

SEC. 703. WILD AND SCENiC RIVER STUDY. 

(a) LISTING FOR STUDY.-Section 5(a) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers 
Act (16 U.S.C. 1276(a)) is amended by adding the following new 
paragraph at the end thereof: 

P.L. 101-628 
Sec. 704 

Sudbury, 
Assabet, and 
Concord Wild 
and Scenic River 
Study Act. 
Massachusetts. 
16 usc 1271 
note. 

"( ) SUDBURY, ASSABET, AND CONCORD, MASSACHUSSETS.-The seg
ment of the Sudbury from the Danforth Street Bridge in the town of 
Framingham, to its confluence with the Assabet, the Assabet from 
1,000 feet downstream of the Damon Mill Dam in Concord to its 
confluence with the Sudbury and the Concord from the confluence 
of the Sudbury and Assabet downstream to the Route 3 Bridge in 
the town of Billerica. The study of such river segments shall be Reports. 
completed and the report submitted thereon not later than at the 
end of the third fiscal year beginning after the date of enactment of 
this paragraph.". · 

SEC. 704. ADVISORY COMMITTEE. 

(a) APPOINTMENT.-At the earliest practicable date following the 
enactment of this Act, but not later than forty-five days after 
enactment, the Secretary of the Interior (hereinafter referred to as 
the "Secretary") shall establish the Sudbury, Assabet, and Concord 
Rivers Study Committee (hereinafter referred to as the "Commit
tee"). The Secretary shall consult with the Committee on a regular 
basis during the conduct of the study required by section 3 of this 
Act (hereafter "the study") and the preparation and submission, 
pursuant to section 4 of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, of a report 
with respect to the river segments covered by the study. 

(b) MEMBERSHIP AND PROCEDURES.-
(!) Membership on the Committee shall consist of 13 members 

appointed by the Secretary as follows: 

104 STAT. 4497 



P.L. 101-628 
Sec. 704 

Appropriation 
authorization. 

Leroy W. 
She bal. 

LAWS OF lOlst CON G.-2nd SESS. Nov. 28 

(A) One member shall be appointed by the Secretary from 
the Fish and Wildlife Service. 

(B) Two members shall be appointed by the Secretary 
from a list of candidates supplied to the Secretary by the 
Governor of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 

(C) One member shall be appointed by the S-ecretary from 
a list of candidates supplied to the Secretary by the Sud
bury Valley Trustees. 

(D) One member shall be appointed by the Secretary from 
a list of candidates supplied to the Secretary by the 
Organization for the Assabet River. 

(E) One member each shall be appointed by the Secretary 
from lists of candidates supplied to the Secretary by the 
Board of Selectmen or equivalent local governing body of 
each of the eight towns located within the area covered by 
the study. 

(2) The members of the Committee shall elect a chairman, 
vice chairman, and recording secretary from the membership at 
the first official meeting of the Committee. Official minutes 
shall be kept of each regular and special meeting of the 
Committee and shall be open for public inspection. 

(3) Any vacancy on the Committee shall be filled in the same 
manner in which the original appointment was made. Any 
member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring before the expira
tion of the term for which his predecessor was appointed shall 
be appointed only for the :remainder of such teTm. Vacancies in 
the membership of the Committee shall not affect its power to 
function if there remain sufficient members to constitute a 
quorum under paragraph (4) of this subsection. 

(4) A majority of the members of the Committee shaH con
stitute a quorum for all meeting5. 

(5) The Committee shall aC.vise the Secretary in conducting 
the study and conceTning management alternatives should 
some OT all of the river segments studied be included in the 
National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. 

(6) Members of the Committee shall serve without compensa
tion but may be reimbursed by the Secretary for reasonable and 
necessary expenses incurred by them in the performance of 
their duties as members of the Committee. 

(7) The Committee may accept and utilize the services of 
voluntary, uncompensated personnel. 

(8) The Committee shall terminate upon the submission to the 
President, pursuant to section, 4 of the Wild and Scenic Rivers 
Act, of the report with respect to the river segments coveTed by 
the study. 

SEC. 705. AUTHORIZATION. 

There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums as may 
be necessary to carry out the purposes of this title. 

TITLE VIII-PRIVATE RELIEF PROVISIONS 

SEc. 801. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, includ
ing but not limited to section 8 of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (16 
U.S.C. 1279) or any provision of the public land laws of the United 
States, the Secretary of the Interior (hereinafter in this title re
ferred to as the "Secretary") shall survey and convey all right, title, 

104 STAT. 4498 
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This summary focuses on the protection of the land-based portion of the outstanding resources identified in the 
Eligibility Report. Included are riparian and terrestrial ecosystems possessing high river-dependent wildlife 

habitat value; historical sites as described in the Eligibility Report; upland scenery within the river corridor; and 
recreational access points. The protection of flow-dependent resources (such as aquatic habitat and water-based 

recreation) is addressed by the Water Resources Study and River Conservation Plan . 

Resmnce§ to !be Protected! 

In order for the SuAsCo River study area to be considered suitable for designation, the long term protection of certain 
resources within the river corridor must be assured. These resources include the outstanding resources identified in 
the Resource Assessment and Eligibility Report and the immediate riverfront throughout the 29-mile study area. The 
outstanding resources must be protected if the rivers are designated because their preservation is one of the primary 
goals of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (see§ 1(b) of the Ad). In addition, regardless of the location of the 
resources which make the rivers eligible for designation, protection of the riparian corridor, i.e. the lands immediately 
adjacent to the rivers' banks, is needed to maintain the ecological and scenic integrity of these waterways. 

Forms of Protection 

There are three principal forms of protection for lands within the SuAsCo river corridor: 1) physical constraints to 
development; 2) land ownership for conservation purposes; and 3) local and state land use laws. 

1) Physical constraints are those topographic or access conditions which serve to restrict new development of lands 
along the rivers. Examples are steep slopes, which render areas undevelopable without costly feats of engineering; 
unsuitable soils (mucks or extensive bedrock outcrops) which have poor structural bearing characteristics or require 
expensive blasting; and natural hazard areas such as floodways. Landlocked areas-undeveloped parcels which do 
not front on public roadways, and particularly those that are bounded by waterways and/or railroads, utility lines, etc. 
on all sides-are also considered to be subject to physical constraints due to the expense of providing physical access. 

2) Under the land ownership category, all lands which are either owned in fee for qualified conservation purposes or 
which are subject to permanent conservation restrictions are considered to be protected from additional development. 
Qualified conservation lands include those purchased by the federal government pursuant to authorizations for the 
establishment of national parks and wildlife refuges. Such lands cannot be converted to other uses except through 
federal legislation, and also receive protection from certain forms of federally-authorized land use changes such as 
federal highways (Section 4(f) of Highway Act). Lands subject to the protection of Article 97 of the Massachusetts 
Constitution, which requires a 2/3rds vote of both houses of the state legislature for the disposition or change in use of 
said lands, are also considered to be permanently protected, as arc areas subject to development restrictions under the 
state's Wetlands Conservancy Program. In addition, lands or interests in land held by private charitable organizations 
for conservation purposes, or which are held in trust for, or otherwise restricted by deed to, such purposes are 
considered to be permanently protected. 

Not included are lands owned by municipalities, road commissions, water commissions, etc., which are not subject to 
long term conservation use restrictions. Examples are town DPW and school department lands and lands under the 
care and control of water departments and commissions, because these lands could be sold to private purchasers or 
developed by the towns. Also not included are lands subject to preferential tax assessments, i.e. Massachusetts G.L. 

1 P.L. 90-542 as amended (16 U.S. C. 1271 et seq.), Section 1 (b) states: "It is hereby declared to be the policy 
of the United States that certain selected rivers ... which, ... with their immediate environments, possess 
outstandingly remarkable scenic, recreational, geologic, fish and wildlife, historic, cultural, or other similar values 
... shall be protected for the benefit and enjoyment of present and future generations." 
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Chapter 61, 61A, and 61B lands, since these open space incentives apply only against current property taxes with no • 
penalty (apart from rollback taxes) for future changes in use. Lands subject to state Agricultural Preservation 
Restrictions, however, are considered to be permanently protected since these restrictions were bought by the state 
using public funds and can only be repurchased by the landowner at significant cost. 

3) Local and state land use laws and regulations include zoning and non-zoning bylaws and regulations, along with 
state designations and restrictions, that protect natural resources or reduce permissible development densities. 
Examples oflocal protection include large lot zoning, resource protection overlay districts (e.g. floodplain zoning), 
wetlands bylaws or overlay zones, Board of Health septic system setback require-ments (particularly those more 
stringent than state-mandated Title V minimums), TDR (transfer of development rights) programs, cluster 
development authorizations, and lands subject to PUD or PRD (planned unit or planned re-use development) 
requirements which include resource protection incentives. It is important to note that where local resource protection 
programs are more stringent than state-mandated minimums, state agency projects, including projects which alter 
wetlands or require wastewater treatment permits, are only required to meet the state standards. 

Examples of state protection include areas protected under the Wetlands Protection Act, and designated Areas of 
Critical Environmental Concern, within which the review of projects which trigger MEPA (the Massachusetts 
Environmental Policy Act, which requires a project's environmental impacts to be assessed before state permits are 
issued) is more stringent than elsewhere. Should the proposed Massachusetts River Protection Act be passed, this 
form of state-imposed and locally enforced zoning would also be considered to be a major form of regulatory 
protection for the SuAsCo rivers. 

lLevei of Protection/Goal 

For the outstanding resources which make the rivers within the SuAsCo study area eligible for designation, the 
acceptable level of protection is that level which ensures the resource will be protected and enhanced over the long 
term. Thus the goal of designation, at a minimum, is to maintain the resource values which create strong public 
interest in the river system. Maintenance means the resource will continue to exist without measurable degradation 
for the foreseeable future. For ecological resources associated with terrestrial areas, this means no net loss of species 
diversity, distribution, or population will occur. For scenic values, major alterations in the river corridor landscape, 
such as the loss of forested hillsides or the construction of conspicuous houses in upland meadows, would be 
considered a degradation, as would other forms of development incompatible with existing land use patterns (e.g. 
shopping malls or other intensive land uses at the river's edge). 

Enhancement of the resources, where possible within the recommended management framework for the rivers, is an 
additional goal of designation. For instance, where recreational conflicts exist along the river, a management strategy 
designed to reduce such conflicts without resulting in a loss of access to the river by existing user groups would be 
considered an enhancement of this important resource category. Programs intended to improve the stewardship of 
riparian lands, e.g. voluntary implementation of "best management practices" for lawn and garden care, would also be 
considered to enhance the riparian habitat resource. Other examples of resource enhancement could include the 
development of educational and interpretive materials associated with the rivers' history, literary heritage, and 
ecological values. 

• 

• 
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• Town-lby-town11 Summary 

Described below are three categories of existing protection for land-based resources located in each of the eight study 
area towns. These summaries are organized as follows: first, the town's riverfront character is described (length of 
frontage on study rivers, topographic features, major landforms and land uses, etc.) along with the presence of 
outstanding resources as identified in the Eligibility Report. Next, the town's basic land use requirements (such as 
riverfront zoning districts) are described, and resource protection zones or bylaws are summarized. Finally, likely 
future development patterns in the town's riparian areas are assessed, with a focus on the potential for significant new 
or incompatible development. From this description, areas of concern can be identified for further discussion with the 
River Conservation Planning Subcommittee, town representatives, and town officials. Information about the effective 
enforcement of local protection requirements will also be sought. Recommendations for additional local protection or 
improved enforcement (where needed) will be formulated pursuant to these discussions. Where the need for new 
forms of protection is not indicated, the focus of these discussions will be on enhancement opportunities. 

Please note that in the town-by-town analyses, features are located within the river corridor using "left bank" and 
"right bank" convention. This convention always refers to the left or right bank as viewed while looking downstream. 
It is preferable to the use of compass points (e.g." west bank" or "north bank") because the rivers' meanders make 
compass directions confusing. 

Framingham 

I) Riverfront Character 

• The study segment of the Sudbury River begins in Framingham at the Danforth Street bridge, just downstream of 
Saxonville, a 19th century mill village sited on the last impoundment along the Sudbury. The portion of the river 
immediately upstream of the bridge is considered ineligible for designation due to bank and channel alterations 
-straightening and riprapping-performed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for flood and erosion control. 
Once past Danforth Street, however, the river's natural character is restored as it flows along steep, hemlock-shaded 
banks and on past an oxbow. 

• 

While at first glance there appears to be only about one linear mile of the Sudbury River under study in Framingham, 
this distance is deceiving. If the oxbow is counted in addition to the main stem of the river, another mile is added to 
the total distance. Because some of the frontage along the right bank of the oxbow is within the town of Wayland, 
however, total frontages along the Framingham study segment's left and right banks differ: the right bank frontage 
totals about 6200 feet, or 1.17 miles, while the left bank frontage totals 11,300 feet, or 2.14 miles, counting frontage 
both on the main stem and the oxbow. 

Immediately downstream from the Danforth Street bridge, a historic iron structure which has been closed to vehicular 
traffic, the river runs north for about half a mile between steep wooded slopes. Once past Danforth Street, no 
development is visible from the river due to topography and the dense vegetation, although a school and a cemetery in 
fact flank the river along the left bank. On the right bank, a large area of glacial sand and gravel deposits between the 
river and Pod Meadow Brook is owned by the New England Sand and Gravel company. Except where there have 
been recent extraction operations, this site is naturally vegetated in mature hardwoods and softwoods, particularly 
along the riverbank. 

An oxbow branches off the river to the right, downstream from the upland portion of the sand and gravel site. Land 
within the oxbow, although wet and low-lying, has also been subject to sand and gravel extraction, but there are no 
structures on this site. Land along the right bank (upland side) of the oxbow is undeveloped, due to topography 
(extensive wetlands along the New England Sand and Gravel land and at the mouth of Pod Meadow Brook) and the 
land-locking effect of an aqueduct right-of-way along the northern (downstream) bank. Wayland borders 
Framingham along this downstream half of the oxbow. 
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Along the main stem of the river, most of the current follows a channel which short-circuits the oxbow, flowing in • 
riffles across a ledgy outcrop where Little Farms Road dead ends on the left bank. From here downstream past Stone 
Bridge Road to the Sudbwy border, a distance of about 2500 feet, a well-screened, low density neighborhood 
stretches along the left bank. Some river frontage, including a canoe access area with parking for a few cars at the end 
of Little Farms Road, is owned by the Conservation Commission. Lot sizes range from about 20,000 square feet to 
an acre or more. The right bank is in Wayland. This reach is also spanned by the Weston Aqueduct and the ruins of 
an earlier Stone Bridge. Except where the aqueduct follows a steep spur as it crosses the river from the west, the 
riverside topography is gentle with a well-defmed, largely forested bank. 

Within the Framingham study segment, outstanding river-related resources include riparian and aquatic wildlife 
habitat in the vicinity of the oxbow; archaeological and historical sites such as the Weston Aqueduct "siphon," the 
Danforth Street Bridge, and Stone's Bridge at the town border with Wayland; and recreational and scenic values, 
particularly from the oxbow downstream. Of these resources, the habitat, archaeological, scenic and recreational 
values at the New England Sand and Gravel site, including the oxbow, would be most vulnerable to inappropriate 
changes in land use. 

2) Local Land Use Requirements 

There are several residential and commercial zoning districts along the Sudbury River in Framingham, ranging in 
density from the 8000 square feet R1 one and two-family zone, to the 20,000 square feet R3 and PRD one and two
family zones. Building heights within residential districts are limited to 40 feet. 

At the start of the study segment at Danforth St., zoning on both sides of the river is Rl. Farther downstream along • 
the left bank, the Planned Re-use District (encompassing the town-owned school property) serves to protect "open 
space, trees, planting, and other natural features" and requires 20,000 square feet minimum lots. 

On the right bank, the upland portion of the New England Sand and Gravel site is zoned General Manufacturing, 
subject to a temporary PUD/Cluster overlay. Residential development on this site, while allowed during the term of 
the PUD, would require a special permit. Among the objectives of the PUD designation are the preservation of open 
space and the protection of wetlands, woodlands, fields, natural habitats, significant vegetation, and water bodies. 
The oxbow portion of the NE S&G site along with the left bank from Little Farms Rd. downstream, is zoned R3. 

Framingham's floodplain zoning meets National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) minimum standards. A Special 
Permit from the ZBA is required for construction within zones Al-A10, but such construction is not prohibited 
outright. There appears to be no prohibition on downstream impacts associated with new construction. Such projects 
are merely required to be designed to minimize the loss of life and property. 

Framingham's Wetlands Bylaw extends the buffer zone to 125 feet from wetlands and vernal pools, and protects 
agriculture, recreation, and aesthetics, ftmctions not covered under the state act. In defining agriculture and spelling 
out permissible activities within and near wetlands under this definition, the bylaw also regulates vegetative cutting 
along rivers and streams. This is a particularly significant forn1 of protection for riparian habitat and aesthetics along 
the study segment of the Sudbwy River. 

Existing areas of residential development along the study segment in Framingham are fully sewered. Any new 
development which would not be served by sewers would have to comply with the town's septic system regulations. 
Included in these regulations are minimum setbacks of 75 feet from watercourses (not including wetlands) for systems 
with a design flow of 1000 gallons per day or less, and 100 feet for those with flows exceeding 1000 gpd. (Based on •. 
a 110 gpdlbedroom rule of thumb, virtually all single family residences would have systems with design flows less 
than 1000 gpd.) No leach field may be sited less than 2 vertical feet above the 1 00-year floodplain, and compensatory 
flood storage is required if raised systems are used to meet this elevation requirement. 
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• 3) Riverfront Development Potential 

• 

• 

Despite the fairly intensive pattern of existing development along the lower Sudbury River in Framingham, the river 
corridor is quite natural in appearance, with mature trees and large areas of riparian vegetation providing both 
ecological and aesthetic benefits. With the exception of the Sudbury Landing and New England Sand and Gravel 
sites, there is virtually no developable land along the study segment of the Sudbury River in Framingham, barring a 
change in use of municipal land currently used for the school and the Edwards Cemetery, or the release of MWRA 
aqueduct lands. Thus conditions within the existing residential neighborhood are unlikely to change. 

The proposed Sudbury Landing development site is located on the left bank just downstream of the Danforth St. 
bridge. Conceptual plans for an 18-lot subdivision at this site have been under discussion for several years. The 
Planning Board has not received a fmal plan, however, nor has a curb cut permit been issued for access from Danforth 
St. A retaining wall separating buildable upland from the 1 00-year floodplain has already been constructed. The 
development of this site could cause water quality and aesthetic impacts on the river, especially if existing woody 
shrubs were to be removed and replaced by lawns. If the site is developed, the town's regulatory agencies (particularly 
the Conservation Commission) should work with the developer to encourage the preservation of a naturally-vegetated 
buffer strip along the riverfront in order to reduce non-point source pollution, mitigate scenic impacts, and provide 
riparian wildlife habitat. 

At the Sand and Gravel site, a number offactors would serve to reduce impacts on the river (both mainstem and 
oxbow) should new uses be proposed. These factors fall into three general categories: topography, compatibility with 
existing uses, and zoning requirements. 

Topographically, much of the riverfront at this site is wetlands, subject to protection under state and local law. It 
would be difficult (but not impossible, given the town's rather weak floodplain zoning and "limited project" provisions 
under state wetlands regulations) to develop the land within the oxbow, for example. Bridging the river would be 
expensive, as would be bringing in a sewer line to serve the site. Use of a septic system would not be allowed because 
the oxbow is entirely below the 100-year floodplain. 

Existing or proposed uses on the Sand and Gravel property, such as the re-activation of town wells, a yard waste 
composting facility, and the siting of a working shaft for the construction of a new deep rock aqueduct by the MWRA, 
make the development of adjacent land difficult. Under state law, no development will be allowed within a 400 foot 
radius of the water supply well, for instance, and land uses within the "Zone 2," which affects much of the site, would 
also be subject to scrutiny, especially if a proposed aquifer protection bylaw is passed. The composting operation has 
unfortunately generated complaints about odor, so it appears unlikely that new residential uses in particular would be 
desirable in the vicinity of this facility. The MWRA project will tie up another area of the site for several years, and 
even after the aqueduct is complete, the MWRA will presumably need to maintain access to the shaft site for 
maintenance, reducing the amount of developable area. 

Finally, given the strong incentives for protecting natural features such as wetlands and riparian habitats under the 
PUD regulations, it is likely that any new non-industrial development at the site would result in the permanent 
preservation of the river frontage and oxbow as public open space. 

If the Sudbury Landing development receives town approval, this portion of river frontage will someday be flanked by 
houses on 8000 square foot lots. However, the Conservation Commission will still have the opportunity to condition 
activities on the site which could affect nearby resources areas, and thus could help to ensure that portions of the 
buffer zone be left in natural vegetation. Framingham may also want to consider strengthening its floodplain 
regulations so that existing structures cannot be enlarged or rebuilt in such a manner as to harm the river's resources . 

Whether or not the Sand and Gravel site is redeveloped, the permanent protection of the significant oasis of natural 
riverfront on this site should be a high priority. Particular priority should be given to identifying and protecting rare 
and endangered species habitat and archaeological sites. The town may also want to consider undertaking a public 
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education program to encourage the voluntary conservation of riparian vegetation by riverfront landowners. Finally, • 
the town could fonnalize the protection of the riparian corridor on town-owned lands (cemetery and school) by 
transferring these areas to the Conservation Commission to be managed for conservation purposes. 

Wayland 

1) Riverfront Character 

Wayland's frontage within the study area is second only to Concord's, with a total of 14.7 miles of shoreline along the 
Sudbury River. The town has 10.6 miles (56,160') of frontage on the right bank, and 4.1 miles (21,600') of frontage 
along the Sudbury's left bank. The majority (10.9 miles) of river frontage is in protected ownership, with about 9.5 
miles within Great Meadows National Wildlife Refuge and the remaining 1.4 miles protected by the town and county. 

The study segment begins just downstream of Pod Meadow Brook, on the right bank of the Sudbury River opposite 
the oxbow. The first half mile offrontage is under public ownership for water supply purposes (Weston Aqueduct) or 
is land-locked, and therefore undeveloped. The land-locked area is cut off from access along Stonebridge Road by the 
Weston Aqueduct and a high tension power line easement, is within the 1 00-year floodplain, and is also taxed under 
the Chapter 61 B open space program. 

Below Stonebridge Road, the slopes of a drumlin along the right bank have been subdivided into relatively small 
parcels. Four or five of the houses in this older development are within 100 feet of the river. Awareness of the 
importance of the river seems to run fairly high in this community, which sponsored a riverbank cleanup day last 
spnng. 

Downstream, the river turns abruptly to the east and enters the Broad Meadows, now part of Great Meadows NWR. 
Wayland's frontage along the left bank begins just upstream of Heard Pond. The main channel of the river bypasses 
this embayment to the south, meandering through wide emergent and shrub wetlands. Wayland High School and a 
subdivision are located along the right bank, about 1000 feet from the river. The subdivision is almost completely 
shielded from the river by mature trees. To the north, along the left bank, is Pelham Island, an area of low density 
residential development and conservation land. The open fields of town-owned Heard Fann conservation area are 
Pelham Island's principal landscape feature. The Heard Farm frontage includes two canoe landing sites, where boats 
launched elsewhere can be brought to shore. Pelham Island's houses are all several hundred feet or more from the 
river, out of the extensive floodplain which makes this area a true island during times of high water. Most of this 
floodplain frontage is owned by the federal government as part of the wildlife refuge2

• 

As the river turns north, it passes a large undeveloped country property (the Paine Estate) with almost a half mile of 
river frontage on the right bank, including a private canoe landing. Sandy Burr Country Club is farther downstream 
on the right bank, across from the eastern side of Pelham Island on the left. The golf course fairways, framed by 
weeping willows, are a prominent landscape feature. Pine Brook enters the river downstream from the right, just 
upstream of Pelham Island Road bridge, an attractive humpbacked structure. This section of the road floods 
frequently. The nearest developed land on the right bank is about 600 feet from the river, within Wayland's 
"downtown" commercial district, and is virtually invisible to the canoeist. 

Downstream of the Pelham Island Rd. bridge the river skirts the eastern side of Pelham Island before entering the 
broad marshes at the mouth of Wash Brook, flowing in from the west. A few houses are located 400 feet or more 
from the river's left bank on Pelham Island. On the right bank a garden supply and nursery business owns land within 

2 While federal land along the rivers is technically owned by the "U.S. Government" rather than the U.S. Fish 
& Wildlife Service or National Park Service, for the purposes of this summary federal ownership is occasionally 
attributed directly to the agencies involved. 
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the floodplain which is officially in agricultural use. At present the riverfront portion of this site remains naturally 
vegetated. 

At the mouth of Wash Brook the Boston and Maine Railroad and Rte. 20 span the river. The town's old (now closed) 
landfill occupies a sliver ofland between the and highway. An informal boat launch is located on the right bank 
downstream of the Rte. 20 bridge, on land owned by the state highway department and a private landowner. The 
Raytheon site, which includes a light industrial building situated far back from the river and radio testing towers 
closer to the waterway, is on the right bank just downstream from the private frontage. Beyond Rte. 20 the river 
enters the so-called Sedge Meadows, which extend downstream for approximately three and a half miles. 

Immediately downstream ofRte. 20 on the left bank, Wayland owns an extensive area which includes a fifty-foot high 
sand and gravel drumlin known as the Lord parcel. Beyond this hill to the west lie Wayland's and Sudbury's 
municipal landfills and the Wayland Highway Department's work/storage area, all of which are shielded from view 
from the river by the drumlin. The FWS is eager to buy the Lord parcel, including several hundred feet of river 
frontage, but some additional sand and gravel extraction may occur on the landward side of the hill, away from the 
nver. 

Farther downstream, the river passes historic farmhouses along the left bank 500 feet or so from the channel. Hidden 
by vegetation, River Road runs along a causeway on the left bank just upstream of the Rte. 27 bridge. On the right 
bank, low topography and conservation land holdings by the town and FWS, extending to the nearest road about half 
a mile away, obscure any sign of human presence. 

Downstream of the Rte. 27 bridge (a mile below Rte. 20), the Sedge Meadow wetlands broaden, stretching a half mile 
or more laterally from the river channel. Despite its name this extensive wetland system includes woody shrubs such 
as buttonbush in addition to emergent plants. The boater's view across the wide floodplain is dependent on the river's 
elevation: at times of low water, the low wooded hills which line the floodplain may be barely visible over the tops of 
the wetland vegetation. Apart from the low bridges which are soon lost to sight around the river's meanders, there are 
virtually no signs of human activity along this reach of the river. 

Wayland's frontage on the left bank ends just below Rte. 27 at its border with Sudbury. Along the right bank, 
Wayland extends downstream for several more miles. The fairways of another golf course give way to more town and 
federal conservation land, extending 800 feet or more landward from the channel, as the river continues through the 
Sedge Meadows for two miles before narrowing to skirt low drumlins on both sides. At this point, just upstream of 
Sherman's Bridge, several houses situated on the slopes of the right bank are partially visible. All but about 260 feet 
of the right bank in this area is within the wildlife refuge. 

Sherman's Bridge has recently been reconstructed. Its low, narrow, and timber pile-supported design has been 
retained through the aid of the U.S. Forest Service's Timber Bridge program, and contrasts favorably with generic I
beam steel and concrete highway bridges. 

Downstream of the bridge the floodplain widens through an area known as the Broad Meadows, narrows as the river 
threads its way between two more hills, and then widens again before reaching the boundruy with Lincoln and 
Concord. Few signs ofhuman habitation are visible along the Wayland shoreline, which is heavily wooded. Most of 
the frontage is within the national wildlife refuge except for about 600 feet which is privately owned by a seasonal 
nursery operator who raises plants in containers. 

Outstanding river-related resources in Wayland include riparian and aquatic wildlife habitat, especially in the vicinity 
of Heard Pond, the Sedge Meadows, Broad Meadows, and where tributaries enter the river. Historic resources include 
archaeological sites, the Stone Bridge, and the Four-Arched Bridge (also known as the Old Town Bridge, on the 
National Register) over the river just below Rte. 27. Scenic and recreational resources are associated with natural 
landscapes such as Heard Pond and the Broad and Sedge Meadows, and visual and physical access points such as the 
Pelham Island Road bridge, Rte. 20 bridge, River Road at the Rte. 27 bridge, Four-Arched Bridge, and Sherman's 
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Bridge. Another important aesthetic feature in Wayland is the view ofhills along the skyline from the river. Of these • 
outstanding resources the most vulnerable are privately-owned undeveloped uplands, boating access points adjacent to 
town or state-owned bridges, and aesthetic values associated with the bridges themselves. Elsewhere extensive 
federal refuge ownership serves to protect most wildlife habitat and other resources from inappropriate uses. 

2) Local Land Use Requirements 

Much of the town's riverfront area is zoned for residential use. The area along the right bank upstream of Heard 
Pond requires 30,000 square foot lots. Most of the remainder requires 40,000 square foot lots, except for the 
riverfront in the vicinity of the town center, where 30,000 square feet are required, and the area downstream of 
Sherman's Bridge where 60,000 square foot lots are required. The Raytheon site, zoned "limited commercial," is the 
only non-residential district along the river. Within both the residential and limited commercial districts, building 
heights are limited to 35 feet. 

Within the residential districts, conservation clusters are allowed by special permit on parcels ten acres or more in 
size. Allowable densities for such developments are based on a formula which excludes wetland and floodplain areas 
from the total developable area. The resulting "open land" is required to be used for conservation, recreation, or 
agriculture, and to be conveyed in fee to the town, a land trust such as the Sudbury Valley Trustees (SVT), or the 
residential association. 

On parcels at least 40 acres in size, "planned developments" are allowed by special permit. Such developments must 
conserve scenic, historic, and environmental features. At least 35% of the development area is required to be 
conveyed to the public, and a total of at least 70% must be open space. Structures within the development must be • 
sited at least 100 feet from waterways. 

Wayland has stringent floodplain protection requirements. The town has two different floodplain overlay districts: 
one is the locally-defmed flood plain, including all of the area below 124 MSL; while the other is based on the federal 
FIRM and Floodways maps, including Zones A and A1-A30 which defme the 100-year floodplain. In general, the 
local defmition, which is used by the Planning Board and the Board of Appeals, is more stringent. The federally
defined 100-year floodplain (which is more conservative than the town's 124-foot district only in extreme upstream 
areas and along some of the river's tributaries) is used by the Conservation Commission to define "lands subject to 
flooding" under the state Wetlands Protection Act. 

Within the town-defmed floodplain, no new structures or filling are allowed unless the proponent can prove to the 
Board of Appeals' satisfaction that no pollution or reduction in flood storage would result. Since the town's Board of 
Health regulations require new houses to have their basement floors at least two feet higher than the FIRM 1 00-year 
flood elevation, substantial filling would-be needed to build a house in the floodplain, and compensation for this 
volume of fill could be hard to come by. 

The town also has a Watershed Protection (overlay) District. Areas within this district along the main stem of the 
Sudbury River include the wetlands associated with Pod Meadow Brook, across from the oxbow, and at the mouth of 
Pine Brook, along Pelham Island Road near the town center. Within the district, no buildings may be erected or 
enlarged, and no filling is allowed, unless the Board of Appeals fmds such activities compatible with the purpose of 
the district and issues a special permit. The district predates the state Wetlands Protection Act and is thus largely 
superseded by it, but in some cases (e.g. "limited projects" such as the bridging of wetlands by driveways) activities 
which might be allowed by the Conservation Commission or DEP under the Wetlands Act could be prohibited by the 
Board of Appeals. 

The town's septic system regulations require at least 75 feet between leach fields and wetlands and waterways for 
leaching systems having up to 1000 gallons per day flow capacity (which would serve single family houses). For 
larger systems the setback is 100 feet. In addition, leaching fields for both new construction and replacement systems 
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must be above the 1 00-year floodplain. Raised or mounded systems are allowed, but compensatory flood storage 
must be provided. 
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Wayland's Board of Health has taken the unusual step of adopting regulations for subdivision approval. Develop
ments of 20 lots or more require a hydrogeological evaluation for the purposes of sewage disposal system design. 
Increases in off-site stormwater discharges are not allowed, while detention basins and artificial wetlands are 
encouraged. For smaller developments outside of wetland buffer zones, however, sedimentation control is dependent 
on good management by the developer during the stripping a;1d excavation phases. Such developments could affect 
the river where buildable sites abut tributaries or the river proper. 

3) Riverfront Development Potential 

There is little undeveloped private land along the river in Wayland. The only remaining large tracts are the Paine 
Estate, Raytheon property, and two golf courses. 

The 160-odd acre Paine Estate is currently the subject of a joint proposal by the town, SVT, and the FWS to purchase 
the property from the estate of the late Virginia Paine. The town's share of the purchase price was recently approved 
at 1994 town meeting. Should the Paine Estate trustees turn down the proposal, however, it is possible that the entire 
estate will be sold to a developer, allowing as many as 62 lots to be developed under conventional subdivision 
provisions. While much of the site's frontage is within the town's 1 00-year floodplain, there is a small hill near the 
river's edge which might make an attractive house site, or even be used for the clustering of several houses by special 
permit. It would be desirable to ensure that any future development on this site be unobtrusive. Should the site be 
developed under the town's conservation cluster or planned development provisions, the riverfront areas would be 
particularly appropriate for use as permanent passive recreational or conservation open space. Under the planned 
development regulations, a buffer of at least 100 feet between the river and any structure would be ensured. Open 
space areas preserved under these development provisions would not necessarily provide public access, except that in 
the case of PUDs at least 35% of the open space must be public. 

Additions to the Raytheon site's existing buildings would require a special permit under existing zoning requirements, 
since the site is fully built-out according to floor area ratio (FAR) requirements. Also, since the first several hundred 
feet of river frontage on this site is within the town's floodplain, development along the river is unlikely. Should 
changes or additions to the existing structures be proposed, however, the Board of Appeals would require a site plan 
review, at which there would be the opportunity to advocate for riverfront and wetland protection. 

Portions of the river frontage at both golf courses are owned by Great Meadows, and both are currently taxed under 
the provisions of Chapter 61 B. This offers no assurance of permanent protection, however, and Sandy Burr in 
particular has uplands suitable for development close to the river. Inasmuch as this golf course land is largely open at 
present, such development might be obtrusive unless it were screened through careful landscaping. The protections 
offered through the town's conservation cluster and planned development regulations would also apply to 
developments at the golf courses, if these options were to be selected by the developer. 

Russell's Garden Center owns a small amount of frontage on the right bank between Pelham Island Road and Rte. 20. 
Since this land is considered to be in agricultural use, it is not subject to many of the provisions of the Wetlands 
Protection Act, making the riverfront in particular vulnerable to inappropriate vegetative cutting. A conservation 
restriction on the immediate riverfront portions of this parcel could serve to protect its flood storage and habitat 
functions . 

Undeveloped, non-conservation public land along the river in Wayland includes the area behind the high school; the 
former landfill along Wash Brook; and a large tract owned by the Board of Road Commissioners on the left bank, 
downstream ofRte. 20 (the Lord parcel). 
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At the high school, although GMNWR owns a thin sliver of riverfront, protection from inappropriate uses for the • 
nearby uplands (which are not wetlands but may be below the 124 foot contour) would also be beneficial. The town 
may wish to consider transferring at least the riverfront portion of this site to the Conservation Commission as 
conservation land, making it subject to Article 97 restrictions on future changes in use. 

The site of the closed landfill between Rte. 20 and the railway has a significant amount of road frontage and could 
conceivably be developed or used for purposes which could have physical or aesthetic impacts on the Wash Brook 
wetlands, which are contiguous with the main stem of the river. The town may want to consider placing a restriction 
on such future uses (e.g. use as a materials transfer station) in order to maintain the scenic buffer between Wash 
Brook and Rte. 20 that this site provides. 

While much of the Lord parcel site is within the floodplain, a peninsula of upland extends north towards the river. 
The sand on this parcel represents a significant fmancial asset to the town's Road Commissioners, and because of this, 
no agreement has been reached to protect the site for its archaeological, wildlife habitat, and aesthetic values. While 
the 1993 Town Meeting voted to approve the sale of the parcel to the FWS, the Board of Road Commissioners have 
so far rejected the refuge's offers because they feel the appraised value is lower than the value of the sand on the site. 
Should FWS fail to acquire the riverfront portions of the site, sand and gravel mining could destroy important riverine 
values. 

Some of Wayland's existing riverfront developments are within its 100-year floodplain, which presumably would 
make the expansion of associated structures difficult. Such areas include the river side of Shore Road and Riverview 
Circle, backyards along Charena Road, and the end of Alpine Road. · 

In summary, it appears that the vast majority of Wayland's river frontage is well-protected from changes in use which 
would alter its existing character. At the Paine Estate, golf courses, and Raytheon property consideration should be • 
given to the protection of riverfront areas should additional development be proposed in the future. The town should 
also consider clarifying its intentions regarding the future use of river frontage at the high school, and at the Road 
Commissioners' site if this is not added to Great Meadows NWR. 

It would be useful to inventory the status of the various informal boat launch sites within the town, determine whether 
there are management problems (i.e. littering, problem parking, erosion, etc.) at these sites, and work with the owners 
of the sites to secure formal protection for boating access where appropriate. Sites which should be investigated 
include Pelham Island Rd. (FWS property), River Rd. (FWS), Rte. 20 (state Highway Dept. and a private owner), Rte. 
27 (County land), and Sherman's Bridge (FWS). 

Sudbury 

1) Riverfront Character 

Sudbury has 5.4 miles (28,640 feet) of river frontage along the left bank of the Sudbury River. Of this, about 4.4 
miles are in public ownership, including over 21,300 feet (4.1 miles) within Great Meadows NWR, 160 feet of tax
delinquent frontage (most likely soon to be owned by the town, and then to be transferred to FWS), a few hundred feet 
owned jointly by the town and DEM, and about 1700 feet owned by DFWELE. 

The Sudbury River first enters the town of Sudbury from Framingham, just downstream of Stone Bridge Road. For 
the next half mile or so, the river forms the boundary between Sudbury and Wayland (on the right bank) until 
Wayland's left bank frontage commences upstream of Heard Pond. Several miles downstream the river emerges from • 
Vl_athylCand to formdth: border between Sudbury (on the left bank) and Wayland once again until the four-way boundary . 
WI oncord an Lmcoln is reached. 

The upstream section of river frontage in Sudbury is less than 3/4 of a mile long. A steep, wooded bank rises about 
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40 feet above the narrow floodplain, making houses on the small residential lots along this reach invisible from the 
river. Right before the Wayland town line, high tension wires cross the river and the bank slopes down as a small 
tributary enters from the left. 

Most of the downstream section of the Sudbury River within Sudbury meanders through the wide marshes known as 
the Sedge and Broad Meadows. At its widest, just below the point at which the river re-enters Sudbury downstream 
of the Rte. 27 bridge, this marshy area extends for almost 4000 feet on both sides of the river. There is virtually no 
development and little privately-owned land between the river and Water Row, a winding country lane that parallels 
the river over 1000 feet back from the bank. Only the wooded slopes of the low hillocks along the distant western 
shore of the marsh are visible to the canoeist. A forested wetland system associated with Bridge Brook, entering from 
the Sudbury side, adds to the sense of the river's isolation in a vast expanse of marsh "grasses," shrubs and trees. 

A few houses, set well back from the river beyond the marshes and partially concealed by mature trees, come into 
view along the left bank about a half mile upstream of Sherman's Bridge, where the floodplain narrows as the river 
threads between two hills. Downstream of this bridge the headquarters building for the wildlife refuge is visible 
during the colder months on the southern hillside of Weir Hill, about 700 feet from the river. 

Downstream of Weir Hill, Pantry Brook enters the river from the west. The Massachusetts DFWELE owns a large 
area of wetlands along this tributary, extending almost to the bank of the river. 

A small, steep-sided drumlin (Rice Hill) about 400 feet from the river is the most prominent landscape feature along 
the fmal half-mile of the river in Sudbury. The hill's dense stands of white pine provide habitat diversity and add 
variety to the scenery. As the border with Concord is reached, the Nashawtuc Country Club golf course appears along 
the left bank. The fairways are several hundred feet from the river but within the floodplain, and a portion of the river 
frontage is owned by the golf course rather than the wildlife refuge. 

Outstanding river-related resources include aquatic and riparian wildlife habitat along most of the town's riverfront 
and extending up tributaries such as Bridge and Pantry Brooks. Historic resources include archaeological sites 
throughout the river corridor and the Haynes Garrison house and battleground site on Water Row. Recreational and 
aesthetic values include boating access points (e.g. Sherman's Bridge), visual access points (Rte. 27 Bridge and 
Sheiman's Bridge), and views of undeveloped uplands from the river (e.g. Round Hill, Weir Hill, and Rice Hill [as 
named in Thoreau's journal]). The latter are probably the resources which would be most vulnerable to inappropriate 
land use changes. This degree of vulnerability is described below in Section 3. 

2) Local Land Use Requirements 

All land along the river in Sudbury is zoned A-1, with minimum lot sizes of 40,000 square feet. Many existing, 
developed lots are smaller than this. 

The town has both a Floodplain District and a Water Resources Protection District, although no areas within the latter 
overlay district are near the river. The floodplain includes 1 00-year floodplain, all land lower than 125 feet above sea 
level, and floodplains delineated on several other maps. Due to higher-than-predicted flooding in the vicinity ofRte. 
27 in the spring of 1993 (a 50-year storm), the town will be conducting a Flood Insurance Restudy in 1994, which 
could result in proposals for changes in the floodplain district boundaries at the 1995 Town Meeting. 

Virtually no new building or expansion of existing structures is allowed within the floodplain. Dumping and filling 
are likewise prohibited. The Board of Appeals may grant permits for certain accessory uses if the use would not 
pollute water bodies, raise flood levels, etc. 

Sudbury voters approved a local wetlands bylaw at the 1994 spring Town Meeting. This bylaw addresses the use of 
pesticides and herbicides, beefs up enforcement, expands jurisdiction over vernal pools, adds sedimentation and 
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erosion control requirements, and rules out post-development increases in runoff. It relies on both the vegetative •• 
definition for wetlands found in the state WP A and the soils and hydrology defmitions used to defme wetlands for 
federal Clean Water Act § 404 permits. 

Sudbwy has increased the protection afforded by the state's Title V regulations, requiring leaching fields to be 100 
feet from surface watercourses (where water is present for at least three months). The setback from wetlands is the 
same as the state minimum-50 feet. 

The town's subdivision regulations were not examined in detail since there appears to be no subdividable land along 
the river. Sudbwy does have cluster development provisions and the Planning Board is quite proactive in encouraging 
this form of development. 

3) Riverfront Development Potential 

Almost all of the privately-owned riverfront land in Sudbwy appears to be fully built out. At a couple oflocations, 
however, privately-owned uplands close to the river could be subject to residential development. Such locations 
include a hillside parcel off Lincoln Lane near Sherman's Bridge and Rice Hill, overlooking the river just upstream 
from the Concord border. 

The two acre hillside lot at the corner of Lincoln Road and Lincoln Lane has been excavated for gravel in the past and 
presumably awaits residential development. One or two houses could be built at this site, but it is likely that any 
development would be landscaped and screened from the river by trees, since this is the character of the surrounding 
neighborhood. In the vicinity of Rice Hill, the drumlin downstream of Pantry Brook, several development proposals 
could significantly alter the riparian landscape. A 10-acre parcel, including the drumlin and frontage on Concord • 
Road, was recently acquired by the Sudbury Water District, with the intent of exchanging it for land on the adjacent 
27 -acre riverfront parcel to allow the development of a water supply well. The waterfront lot is low lying and has 
about 320 feet of frontage on the river. The land is primarily used for agricultural and residential purposes (single 
house), but is also used to stockpile gravel and store earth-moving equipment. The uncovered stockpiles are of 
particular concern due to their impacts on water quality and aesthetics. 

Development of Rice Hill could pose a threat to both wildlife habitat and scenery along the river if such development 
involved the removal of white pines from the top of this drumlin, and especially if the hill were to be regraded to 
reduce its height. Unless new houses on this hillside were to be carefully sited and landscaped, they could be quite 
obtrusive. The owner's current proposal, should he and the Water District complete the swap, is to build two houses 
on the northeastern corner ofthe lot (i.e. the part closest to the river), to excavate gravel from the top of the drumlin, 
and to terrace the remaining hillside to enable Christmas trees to be cultivated. 

It would be advisable for the town to investigate forms of protection for this site, especially if it is developed as a 
town well. In addition to the 400 foot radius of protected, undeveloped land required by state law for a public water 
supply well; the town, state DFWELE, or non-profit such as SVT may want to discuss the donation or purchase of a 
conservation restriction to protect the more environmentally sensitive portions of this site. 

Lincoln 

1) Riverfront Character 

Lincoln has 1.7 miles of frontage on the right bank of the Sudbury River. Of this, all but a few hundred feet of • 
frontage on Fairhaven Bay are in some form of conservation ownership. Fee simple owners include the federal 
government and the town. Most of the river frontage of the remaining, privately-owned land is subject to 
conservation restrictions. 
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From Boundary Rock (where Sudbmy, Wayland, Concord and Lincoln meet) the river flows past a wooded hill and 
Farrar Pond before passing under Lee's Bridge, an arched granite structure along Rte. 117. One or two houses on the 
hill are visible from the river. 

Beyond the bridge the river turns east, running between Concord's scenic hillsides on the left bank and low lying 
marshes and woods on the Lincoln side before entering Fairhaven Bay. Lincoln's public canoe landing, accessed via 
Rte. 117, is at the head of a slough which runs south from the river towards tall stands of white pine. The Lincoln 
side of the river in this area is naturally vegetated, with abundant wildlife. 

At Fairhaven Bay the river widens between gentle hillsides fringed with marshes. One or two large houses located 
several hundred feet from the river are barely visible through gaps in mature trees. Ahead, at the downstream end of 
Lincoln's frontage, lies Well Meadow, an extensive marsh. 

Lincoln's outstanding river-related resources, including scenery, recreation, literary values, and wildlife habitat, are 
concentrated in the vicinity of Fairhaven Bay. This area's scenery was rated "distinctive" (among the top 4% of the 
state's land area) in DEM's 1979 Landscape Inventory. Fairhaven Bay also figured prominently in many of Thoreau's 
accounts of his time spent living at Walden Pond. To protect these resources, it is essential that the uplands 
surrounding Fairhaven Bay be managed in a way which preserves the existing landscape features of meadows and 
mature woodlands. This landscape would be vulnerable to intrusive new development within open areas, and to 
insensitive tree cutting if this would increase the prominence of buildings which are currently well-shielded from view. 

2) Local Land Use Requirements 

The hillside overlooking Farrar Pond and the river in Lincoln is zoned R-3, Open Space Residential. The remainder 
of Lincoln's frontage is within the R-1 Single Family Residential district. Within the R-3 district, developments on 
parcels 25 acres or larger can be clustered on a portion of the site to allow the preservation of the remainder as open 
space. Overall site development densities for such R-3 clusters are permitted to be double that which would be 
allowed within a R-1 district (i.e. about one acre per dwelling unit), although resulting population densities are not 
allowed to be significantly higher than for an R-1 development. Multi-family structures are allowed along with 
traditional detached single-family units. Such developments are subject to site plan approval and require a special 
permit from the ZBA. 

Within the R-1 zone, lot sizes are a minimum of 80,000 square feet. Parcels 160,000 square feet or more in size may 
be developed using clustering. The maximum building height in both the R-1 and R-3 zones is 36 feet. 

Lincoln's floodplain zoning follows NFIP minimum standards. The town's Board of Health has increased the setback 
for septic system leach fields from the state-mandated 50 feet to 100 feet from all watercourses, including wetlands. 

The local wetlands bylaw discourages activities within the first 50 feet of the buffer zone by creating a presumption of 
"significant adverse effect" for such activities. Unlike the state Wetlands Protection Act, this bylaw permits no 
"limited project" performance standard exemptions for certain kinds of wetlands alterations, and also protects 
wetlands which do not border or touch watenvays. Thus there is no exemption for private developments3 which 
involve the filling of wetlands in order to provide driveway access to upland building sites, making the development of 
wet parcels problematic. The town's Water Board is exempted from the local bylaw's permit requirements, so the 
development of new wells in wetland areas would be regulated only under the state Act. 

3 As opposed to state agency projects which are subject only to the requirements of the state Act rather than 
the more stringent town bylaw. 
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3) Riverfront Development Potential 

Except for two privately-owned undeveloped lots totalling about 440 feet on Fairhaven Bay, all of Lincoln's Sudbury 
River frontage is protected from future development through fee ownership or conservation restrictions. The two 
narrow lots in question are in the same ownership and are almost 100% wetlands. About 1.1 of the town's 1. 7 mile 
total is in public conservation ownership. This includes both federally-owned wildlife refuge land and the town's own 
extensive holdings in the vicinity of Rte. 117 and Mt. Misery. Conservation restrictions held by the town or the 
Lincoln Land Conservation Trust protect the remaining 2700 feet or so of frontage. 

Even where these forms of protection are at their narrowest (about 100 feet) within the river corridor, existing 
landward development in the form of single family houses is already at the maximum density permitted by zoning. As 
noted above, the result is that few of these houses are even visible from the river. In addition, due to the effect of 
conservation restrictions, actual densities are far lower than one house per 80,000 square feet. 

While there have been questions raised about possible loopholes in the language of some of the conservation 
restrictions (particularly the older ones), and there is no active monitoring program to ensure that restricted land is not 
being used for prohibited purposes, so far problems such as the development of intensive "recreational" uses and/or 
extensive vegetative cutting have been infrequent. Still, it would be advisable for the town and LLCT to examine the 
terms and language of the conservation restrictions they hold, and to develop an active annual monitoring and new 
owner education program to minimize the likelihood of future problems. 

• 

In summary, it appears that existing land uses within the river corridor in Lincoln are unlikely to change to the 
detriment of scenery or wildlife habitat. In addition, the town has the best-protected recreational access (both for 
boating and riverfront walking) within its network of conservation lands. Based on this analysis, it appears that 
Lincoln's Sudbury River frontage is more than adequately protected by existing regulations and ownership, and that • 
additional measures would not be required in order to establish the river's suitability for designation. 

Concord 

Concord has extensive frontage on both banks of all three rivers, totalling 23.7 miles-more frontage than any other 
town in our study. Because of the complexities involved in reviewing riverfront character and analyzing development 
potential in Concord, we have decided to describe the situation separately along each of the three river segments. 
Local land use requirements, which apply town-wide, are thus described first in this section on Concord . 

..U Local Land w Requirements 

The residential zoning density along the three rivers in Concord ranges from AA (minimum lot size 80,000 square 
feet) along most of the Sudbury and the left bank of the Concord, down to C (10,000 square feet) along parts of the 
Assabet and Sudbury. The two intermediate residential zoning densities, A and B, have 40,000 and 20,000 square 
feet lot size requirements respectively. Both banks of the Assabet River, from about a half mile below the Rte. 2 
bridge to Egg Rock, and the entire right bank of the Concord River, are zoned A. The first half mile of the Ass abet's 
riverfront downstream from Route 2 and a short stretch of the Sudbury just above the confluence are zoned B. 

All residentially-zoned areas have a maximum height allowance of35 feet above grade on all four sides. Since 1991, 
new lots in Concord are required to have a minimum of 50% upland. 

Non-residential zoning along the rivers consists of a small business district along the Assabet in West Concord 
Center; an area zoned Industrial Park along both banks of the Assabet from the Boston and Maine railroad line to 
Route 2 (the site of GenRad and MCI-Concord); an area of Limited Business along the right bank of the Assabet 
downstream from Rte. 2; and Medical Professional and Limited Business zoning on the left bank of the Sudbury at 
Route 2 (Emerson Hospital and the New England Deaconess facility). There is no non-residential zoning along the 

• 
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• Concord River in Concord. 

• 
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Density requirements in these non-residential zones are: Business-no minimmn lot area; Industrial Park-4-acre 
minimum; Medical Professional at Emerson Hospital-80,000 square ft.; and Limited Business-no minimum. 

In accordance with the current provisions of the state's zoning enabling law (Chapter 40A), Concord allows residential 
cluster development by special permit only, but requires that at least 50% (rather than the state-mandated 30% 
minimum) of the site be reserved as open space. 

Overlay zoning districts in Concord include a Floodplain Conservancy District, a Wetlands Conservancy District, and 
a Groundwater Conservancy District. The floodplain zone requirements meet NFIP minimum standards, with the 
Floodplain Conservancy District consisting of the area within the 1 00-year floodplain. Septic systems within this 
district may be repaired but may not be expanded beyond Board of Health minimum design requirements. New 
construction must have the lowest floor elevated to or above the base flood elevation and requires a special permit 
from the ZBA. While the focus of these provisions is primarily to protect against loss of life and property rather than 
pollution and downstream flooding, 4 the town's enforcement of its floodplain zoning has been very strong. The town's 
Natural Resources Commission (which also serves as the town's Conservation Commission) thinks that the 100-year 
floodplain delineation may not be conservative enough, i.e. that it may not include areas which on average flood at 
least once every 100 years. 

The Wetlands Conservancy District consists of wetlands within Concord, defined by either soils or vegetation, making 
the area covered broader than that considered to be bordering vegetated wetlands under the state Act, although this 
district affords no protection to wetlands buffer zones. Many passive land uses and minor construction projects are 
permitted within this district without review by Concord's ZBA, although of course the state Act continues to apply so 
that project review by the Natural Resources Commission is still required. Special permits from the ZBA are required 
for filling and building construction within this zoning district. In applying for a special permit, proponents are 
required to provide detailed site evaluation information. The special permit process provides for input from both the 
NRC and Planning Board, increasing the likelihood that the ZBA will base its decision on the proper consideration of 
environmental impacts. 

Concord's NRC is in the process of drafting a local non-zoning wetlands bylaw for possible vote at the '96 Town 
Meeting. The local bylaw would probably add more explicit language regulating vegetative cutting in and near 
wetlands, and would create a rebuttable "no build" setback within the portions of the buffer zone closest to the edge of 
the wetlands. 

Concord's subdivision regulations state that property should be developed so as to maximize stormwater recharge and 
minimize direct overland run-off into adjoining streets and watercourses. Peak flows and total site runoff can be no 
greater following development than before development. Storm runoff should follow natural drainage patterns. 
Permission from the town's Natural Resources Commission (which also serves as Concord's Conservation 
Commission) is required to close watercourses. These regulations thus encourage the use of "soft," or natural 
stormwater control facilities such as drainage swales and retention/detention areas, as opposed to closed drainage 
systems. Such natural systems usually result in lower concentrations of suspended sediments, oil, and heavy metals in 
the runoff, and also serve to reduce thermal impacts on nearby watercourses due to high summertime temperatures. 
Concord's stormwater regulations may provide a useful model for other study area communities interested in reducing 
local flooding and non-point source pollution. 

Concord's Board of Health regulations require all new septic system leach fields to be located at least 75 feet from 

4C.£ Wayland's, Bedford's, and Carlisle's "no new construction" approach, placing the burden on the applicant 
of proving that the proposed construction site is outside the 1 00-year floodplain or that no impacts will result. 
Carlisle also bans new paving. 
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wetlands and watercourses. 

2.) Sudbury River 

a) Riverfront Character 

Above Fairhaven Bay, Concord's river frontage lies along the left bank only (1.7 miles). The town line bisects the golf 
course at N ashawtuc Country Club, most of which is within the 1 00-year floodplain. The Clubhouse and associated 
structures are 3 00-400 feet from the riverbank. A network of small ponds and streams drain into a large wetland just 
south ofRte. 117 by the golf course. Much of the river frontage and some of this wetland is owned by FWS. 

Downstream of Rte. 117 at Lee's Bridge, Conan tum ridge rises steeply from the low lying Nine Acre Comer area, 
forming the western shore of Fairhaven Bay. Except where there has been extensive tree cutting along the slopes 
immediately downstream of the bridge, the mature hardwood and pine forest along the top of the ridge conceals the 
handful oflarge houses which have been built along the crest of the ridge, 500 feet or more from the river. The lower 
slopes of the ridge are in open meadows, while a fringe of native vegetation softens the river's banks, creating the 
distinctive scenery that is among the most favored in the entire study area. Much of the left bank along Fairhaven 
Bay, including these distinctive meadows, has been protected through conservation restrictions. The small island 
along this shoreline is owned by the Concord Land Conservation Trust. 

Concord's town line on the river's right bank begins near the downstream end of Fairhaven Bay, just below Well 
Meadow. Here steep slopes on both shores force the river to narrow. These slopes are mostly forested by mature 
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pines and hardwoods. A few houses are located within 100 feet or so of the river along the right bank on landscaped • 
grounds, while along the left bank, several large houses are set back 100-200 feet from the river on sloping lawns. 

Past Conantum and Fairhaven hills, the riverside topography softens again. A wide floodplain with extensive marshy 
fringes characterizes most of the remaining Sudbury River corridor. Human activity becomes increasingly evident: 
Emerson Hospital and the New England Deaconess complex rise high above the river on the left bank just upstream 
ofRte. 2, and between Rte. 2 and Egg Rock, the back yards of suburban Concord neighborhoods are visible from time 
to time. However, although densely settled downtown Concord is quite nearby, the riverfront character remains 
pastoral rather than urban. Many structures are completely concealed by thick vegetation, while others are set back on 
sloping lawns, out of the floodplain. 

The only canoe livery within the study area, Southbridge Boathouse, is located on the left bank of the Sudbury about a 
mile above the confluence with the Assabet at Egg Rock. This wooden structure is a reminder of boating's heyday at 
the turn of the century, and provides vital access to the river for those who do not own canoes. It also provides river 
tours on a pontoon boat, making the rivers accessible even to the non-canoeist. 

The last half mile upstream of Egg Rock is particularly natural in appearance, due in part to the public and land trust 
ownership patterns but also because this area is especially flood-prone. 

Outstanding river-related resources along the Sudbury River in Concord include wildlife habitat, recreation, and 
literary resources; and in particular, scenic values in the Fairhaven Bay area. This area was rated "distinctive" (among 
the top 4% of the state's land area) in DEM's 1979 Landscape Inventory. It also figured prominently in many of 
Thoreau's accounts of his time spent living at Walden Pond. To protect these resources, it is essential that the uplands 
surrounding Fairhaven Bay be managed in a way which preserves the existing landscape features of meadows and 
mature woodlands. This landscape would be vulnerable to intrusive new development within open areas, and to • 
insensitive tree cutting if this would increase the prominence of buildings which are currently well-shielded from view. 

Southbridge Boathouse, where non-rental canoes can be launched for a fee, is the only practical boating access on the 
Sudbury River within Concord (although Lincoln's canoe launch provides access to the Fairhaven Bay area). Should 
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the town-owned portion of the riverbank behind the Keyes Road DPW site ever be improved for use as a park, free 
cartop boat access could be provided here and might help reduce demand at Old Calf Pasture, just downstream on the 
Concord River. 

b) Riverfront Development Potential- Sudbury River 

Extensive marshy floodplains along either side of the Sudbury in Concord preclude additional development along 
much of the river. The riparian zone is further protected through conservation restrictions5 on some parcels 
overlooking Fairhaven Bay and by conservation ownership (FWS and Concord Land Conservation Trust). However, 
a few large, potentially subdividable parcels remain in this section. 

Nashawtuc Country Club owns a large parcel at the Concord/Sudbury border along the left bank of the Sudbury 
River. The parcel is currently used as a golf course and lies within two zoning districts: A and AA, which require lot 
size minimums of 40,000 square feet and 80,000 square feet respectively. Although much of this land is in the 100-
year floodplain and/or wetlands zoning district, the low hill north of the clubhouse, about 400 feet from the river, 
appears developable. While the golf course is currently on the U.S. Master's circuit and the club has no plans to go 
out of business, should this land ever be sold in the future there is nothing to prevent it from being developed in 
accordance with Concord's various bylaws. 

Downstream of Lee's Bridge on Fairhaven Bay, most of the river frontage is protected through conservation 
restrictions or as permanent open space as the result of cluster development. Two lots between the river, Rte. 117, 
and Tanglewood Drive lack formal protection of their river frontage. On one of these, extensive tree removal (which 
occurred without the required review by the Natural Resources Commission) has left a scar of thinly-vegetated hillside 
stretching down to the river. This situation illustrates the need for continuing public education about the existence of 
local and state regulatory programs, and also points to the desirability of private, voluntary land protection programs 
such as those conducted by CLCT and SVT. 

At the mouth of Fairhaven Bay, an undeveloped 20 acre "pork chop" lot located on the river's left bank is the subject 
of a previously-approved subdivision plan. Should this lot be developed in accordance with the plan, houses on the 
site would likely be visible from the river. However, a permanent conservation restriction protects a 200-foot wide 
buffer along the Sudbury River and the northernmost portion of the site is within the floodplain, so its post
development character would likely remain consistent with existing land uses in the area. 

Across the river downstream, on the slopes ofFairhaven Hill, another large (49 acre) irregularly-shaped lot appears 
to have enough frontage on Fairhaven Rd. to allow at least some development. While the upstream portion of the 
site's river frontage is within the floodplain, it also contains steep uplands which, if developed and particularly if 
cleared, would alter the existing natural landscape in this area. Adjacent to this parcel on the downstream side, two 
other large lots-one with a house and the other apparently undeveloped-could accommodate further riverfront 
development if they were to be subdivided. 

Just upstream of Heath's Bridge on the right bank, a large undeveloped parcel is probably nQt vulnerable to 
development. This 41-acre parcel contains extensive floodplain and a potential tmvn well site. Given these 
constraints, none of the area within several hundred feet of the river appears developable. 

Below Sudbury Rd. on the left bank there are two long, narrow parcels along the immediate riverfront. Both are 

5 According to town experts, it would be desirable to renegotiate some of these existing CRs to ensure that 
extensive vegetative cutting and the construction of recreational facilities such as swimming pools and tennis 
courts is not allowed. Otherwise, there is no assurance that land which appears to be protected under a CR will 
actually be managed in such a way as to minimize aesthetic, wildlife habitat, and water quality impacts. 
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entirely within the 100-year floodplain, and one is landlocked, so they are likely unbuildable. While the large parcels • 
upslope of these riverfront lots are also either undeveloped or developed at much lower densities than would be 
allowed by the underlying AA zoning, they too have extensive areas of floodplain. The nearest buildable uplands are 
several hundred feet from the river. 

Farther downstream, the town owns a 29.5-acre parcel, almost completely within the floodplain/wetland zone, for 
water supply purposes. The state's water supply regulations require that the land within a 400 foot radius of the well 
be protected from development, although of course this protection is in effect only as long as the town chooses to use 
the well. Should the town ever abandon the well and wish to develop the land, only the immediate road frontage-far 
from the river-would presumably be buildable. 

On the right bank the extensive floodplain precludes additional housing development on the large parcel immediately 
downstream from the bridge. The Sautter land, with a half mile of river frontage upstream of Rte. 2, has recently been 
protected by the CLCT. Thus its river frontage and pastoral landscape will remain unchanged in the future. 

Emerson Hospital and the New England Deaconess Association facility occupy the Sudbury's left bank between the 
waterworks site and Route 2. The intensity of riverfront development at this location makes it an anomaly within the 
study area. Zoned medical/professional with a minimum lot requirement of 80,000 square feet, there is a maximum 
lot coverage allowance of25% at the site (for impervious surfaces including roofs and paving), and buildings are 
limited to 110 feet in height. While Emerson Hospital's parcel has been fully built-out, especially with the recent 
addition of a helipad on the riverfront, NEDA has not yet reached this percentage. In addition, since parking remains 
an issue at the hospital it is possible that a variance could be requested to add to the garage. 

From Route 2 to the confluence, remaining riverfront land along the Sudbury lies within the wetland/floodplain zone, 
is protected through conservation ownership, or is fully developed. There is a possibility that there will be a request • 
to rezone the parcel immediately below Rte. 2 on the left bank in order to allow the construction of retirement housing. 
If this occurs, due regard should be given to the protection of a riparian buffer strip. Otherwise, the construction of 
accessory buildings and the removal of vegetation within the extensive floodplain, either of which could affect water 
quality, wildlife habitat, and recreation along this segment, are probably the greatest threats within this densely-
developed residential area. 

J). Ass abet River 

a) Riverfront Character 

The Assabet River study segment begins 1000 feet below the dam at Damondale in West Concord. The river corridor 
in this area is characterized by a narrow channel running between steep wooded slopes. About 30-40 feet above the 
river, the slopes level off into a broad terrace. Much of this resulting level upland has been developed for residential 
purposes. Lot sizes range from 1/4 to 1 acre or more. Most of the houses cannot be seen from the river, however, due 
both to topography (the structures are above the crest of the slope, as seen from the river) and vegetation, including 
mature trees. Within the first half mile of the study segment, there are the town-owned Marshall Farm and Harrington 
Park on the right bank, and a small area of town conservation land (Cousins Park), a public school (Thoreau School), 
and the Lapham conservation land on the left bank. 

At West Concord Center the river passes under Rte. 62 and a railway bridge. Commercial uses along Rte. 62, 
including a former gas station, car wash, equipment rental business and small strip malls, are briefly visible from the 
river. Below this urbanized area, land owned by Boston Gas along the left bank near the outlet from Warner's Pond • 
remains partially undeveloped. Farther downstream, the Massachusetts Correctional Institute-Concord facility 
occupies about 2000 feet along the left bank. Most of the prison buildings are 500 feet or more from the river. 
Reconstruction ofMCI-Concord's sewage treatment facility, in order to bring its discharge into compliance with state 
and federal water quality standards, is nearing completion. 
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On the right bank, light industrial and office park complexes are sited 400-500 feet from the river, just above the 100-
year floodplain. Much of the floodplain in this area is naturally-vegetated and undeveloped, although it lacks formal 
protection. Portions of the floodplain are used for playing fields and employee parking. 

Immediately downstream of the Rte. 2 highway crossing, commercial development in the form of restaurants and a 
motel on the right bank, and older residential development along Assabet Ave. on the left bank, is briefly visible. 
Farther downstream, the river begins to meander within a wider, marshier floodplain. Some houses, set well back on 
sloping lawns, are visible along the right bank upstream of an abandoned railroad grade. The left bank is also 
sparsely developed in this area, due in part to the wetlands associated with Spencer and Dakins Brooks. Near the 
mouth ofDakins Brook are Willow Island and Dove Rock. The Ass abet River joins with the Sudbury River about a 
half mile downstream at the town-owned Egg Rock . 

Outstanding river-related resources along the Assabet River in Concord include historic sites (Barrett's Farm); diverse 
wildlife habitat associated with wetlands and woodlands along the river corridor~ recreation and aesthetics along the 
length of the study segment; and literary values. A reduction in the amount or diversity of riverfront vegetation
mature hemlock, white pine, and silver and red maples in particular-would reduce the river's habitat value and harm 
its recreational, scenic, and literary values. 

Boating access to the Assabet River in Concord river is informal. Put-in sites within the study segment include the 
Pine Street bridge, near the Thoreau School, and the Main Street/Rte. 62 bridge in West Concord. 

b) Riverfront Development Potential- Ass abet River 

While relatively little of the Assabet's study segment frontage (1.7 miles) is in protected ownership, much of the 
riverfront land has been fully built out or faces natural barriers to further development. A handful of parcels along the 
river, including some in public ownership, could be subject to future development. 

The study segment starts in a residential area which appears to be fully built-out. Existing parcels larger than the 
10,000 to 20,000 square foot minimums required for Residential C and B development are generally not subdividable, 
due to the town's minimum upland area requirements for new lots. As noted above, much of the existing development 
along the river upstream ofRte. 62 is buffered from the river by steep slopes and a band of trees. On the left bank, 
Cousins Park is managed by the town for open space, recreation, conservation, and community gardens. The town
owned 15-acre Marshall Farm parcel along the right bank has been leased to a farmer, protecting both open space and 
the town's traditional agricultural base. However, this is municipal, not conservation land, meaning that the town 
could decide to use the site for non-agricultural or conservation purposes after the farmer's 20-year lease expires. 

Portions of the Thoreau School site, occupying 15.5 acres along the Assabet's left bank, with 1730 feet of river 
frontage, could be developed by the town for school or other purposes. Existing school buildings are set back on a 
ridge and are not visible from the river, but theoretically additional buildings could be constructed on southwestern 
portions of the site, out of the floodplain. 

One undeveloped, subdividable parcel is located just downstream on the right bank above the former railway bridge. 
Houses on this parcel would likely be out of sight of the river due to the steep bank in this area. 

Between the former railway bridge and the Main St./Rte. 62 bridge, a school bus livery occupies a site along the right 
bank. It is alleged by the town that the pavement at this site extends illegally into the floodplain. Shouid the town 
prevail in its current enforcement action, the business may be required to remove some of the existing pavement and 
allow a natural buffer to establish itself along the river. 

Downstream of the West Concord business district, both banks of the Ass abet could be developed at higher than 
present intensities. A small parcel on the right bank which was formerly used to handle pesticides (the "Smith" 
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parcel), while fairly wet, has some developable areas on its Baker Ave. side, away from the river. The site's •. 
topography makes it extremely unlikely that any development would take place within several hundred feet of the 
river. 

GenRad Corporation owns a 74.5-acre parcel just below Route 62, with 3410 feet of frontage along the river's right 
bank. The main building is set back several hundred feet from the river on higher land above the wide floodplain. 
Most of the open space on this site (including parking lots and a playing field) lies in the floodplain/wetland zone, but 
there may be room for some additional development within uplands, away from the river. While this site has been 
developed at the maximum density allowed by Concord's current zoning, the incentive would be strong to issue a 
variance should the company's (or its successor's) fortunes improve to the point where more building space was 
needed. 

On the left bank lies largely undeveloped land of high conservation interest at the mouth ofNashoba Brook, owned by 
Boston Gas. This area has been considered by the town for development of a park and affordable housing, which 
would require development under a comprehensive permit or rezoning. 

The MCI Concord facility, across the river from GenRad, sits on a 64-acre parcel with 2320 feet of left bank river 
frontage. The floodplain is narrow here and there is some potentially developable riverfront adjacent to the prison 
wastewater treatment plant, behind the prison. A railroad line bounding the parcel on the south limits possible access 
routes to this area. Along Rte. 2, disused buildings (the "Green Ladies") which formerly housed correction officers 
are slated for relocation or demolition by MCI, freeing their site for re-use, possibly as a parking lot. The parcel is 
zoned Industrial Park, but development by the Commonwealth's Department of Corrections is not subject to the 
town's zoning requirements. 

Just downstream ofRte. 2 on the left bank is a small parcel owned by the State Highways Department and used for • 
maintenance purposes. The storm drains on this site lead directly to the river. 

The bed of the abandoned B&M Railway lies between the river and road frontage of several seemingly-developable 
parcels farther downstream on both banks. While presumably any new development on these sites would be landward 
of this right-of-way, ownership of the railway right-of-way remains a mystety to local landowners and the town 
Planning Department-i.e., it may be owned in fee by the railroad or its successor, it may merely be an easement over 
the residential land, or the railroad's property rights may have reverted to the adjacent landowner. If the latter is the 
case, the construction of new houses on the banks of the river could be possible. 

Downstream on the right bank, across from Dakins Brook, a large low-lying parcel within Thoreau's Azalea Swamp is 
currently undeveloped. This site is partly wetlands and mostly in the floodplain, but does appear to have some 
developable land. The parcel is bounded by the river to the north and the old railroad bed to the south, making access 
difficult. Its riverfront could be developed only if the small upland areas within the site are at least 40,000 square feet 
in size, and the railroad bed could be crossed by a private drive. 

Just upstream of Egg Rock there are several undeveloped parcels along the river, on the slopes ofNashawtuc Hill. 
The riverfront portions of these parcels are all bounded by the old railroad bed, making it necessary to resolve the 
railroad's ownership rights in order to determine whether new riverfront development would be possible. The CLCT 
is currently working to try to protect these parcels. 

(Note: The 1986 Assabet Rivenvay Plan includes the following recommendations for the study area: 1) protect open 
space at Thoreau School and MCI; 2) use conservation restrictions to protect the GenRad floodplain. The latter 
would not be needed if the town's floodplain zoning were stronger, i.e. if it contained outright prohibitions against new • 
buildings in the 100-year floodplain.) ,. 
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• ~Concord Riyer 

• 

• 

a) Riverfront Character 

Concord has a little over six miles of frontage on the Concord River, with 2.3 miles along both banks and an 
additional1.6 miles along the left bank only. Riverfront topography is varied, including extensive floodplains and 
associated wetlands, interspersed with ponds and steep-sided, rounded hills which cause the river to meander 
somewhat. Concord's historic land use patterns are well-preserved along the Concord River, with little evidence of 
twentieth century subdivisions. 

Proceeding downstream from the start of the Concord at Egg Rock, the river passes Old Calf Pasture on the right 
bank. This conservation area provides ample boating access to the river, and its mixture of mature trees and open 
meadows creates a pleasing landscape. The first structures that come into view just downstream of the Lowell Road 
bridge are the Buttrick Mansion and Old North Bridge replica, both of which are located within Minute Man National 
Historical Park. The park's riverfront grounds, originally part of the Buttrick Estate, are naturally landscaped. 
Mature specimen trees, lawns, and hedges occupy upland areas, while native shrubs are found along low-lying 
portions of the river's banks. Farther downstream, at Flint's bridge, well-preserved historic buildings line the bridge 
approach along Monument St. on the river's left bank. 

Continuing downstream, the river widens somewhat. A fringe of silver maples hugs the right bank along the Dike 
Trail, which runs much of the 1.4 mile length ofFWS's holdings. Beyond the dike are ponds within which water 
levels are managed by the FWS to enhance their waterfowl habitat value. Concord's wastewater treatment plant is 
located on uplands behind the wildlife refuge, well back from the river. On the left bank, open fields along with the 
occasional farmhouse can be seen through gaps in the vegetation. Structures are generally a thousand feet or more 
from the river's banks. 

On the left bank, opposite the Bedford town line, a series of hills (Buttricks, Balls and Davis Hills), forested in oak 
and white pine, cause the river to meander to the east before turning north again. For the last mile along the river in 
Concord, the left bank is bordered by a floodplain which is generally several hundred feet wide. Beyond the 
floodplain, open fields, wooded low hills, and the occasional house can be seen. 

Outstanding river-related resources along the Concord River in Concord include historical sites such as the North 
Bridge and the Old Manse; archaeological sites; wildlife habitat within the wetlands and ponds along the Dike Trail 
area of Great Meadows NWR; recreation; and aesthetic values, particularly at Egg Rock and downstream along 
Davis, Balls, and Buttricks Hills. The Concord River in Concord is also significant for its literary values, having 
figured prominently in the writings of the transcendentalists and early field ornithologists. 

The most vulnerable resources are probably the open meadows and undeveloped hills along the left bank. The 
alteration of this landscape by intrusive, intensive development or by insensitive tree cutting could impair the river's 
aesthetic values and reduce habitat for riparian species which depend on the cover and roosting sites associated with 
mature stands of white pine and other trees. Such alteration would also destroy a landscape which would probably 
look familiar to Thoreau or Emerson and which is associated with their accounts of the river over a century ago. 

Access to the Concord River in Concord is provided at Old Calf Pasture. Canoeists are permitted to land their vessels 
at the North Bridge replica within Minute Man NHP, but this site is not really practical as a put-in or take-out point. 

b) Riverfront Development Potential- Concord River 

While much of the land along the Concord River is protected through conservation ownership (town, FWS, and NPS), 
several hills visible from both sides of the river still contain developable land. Intensive new development, especially 
if coupled with the removal of mature oak and pine trees, could impair the area's highly scenic qualities. 
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Downstream of the North Bridge replica lie Flint's Bridge and Poplar Hill, the first of these hills. At Flint's Bridge on • 
the left bank a cluster of historic houses on small lots line Monument St. While built close to the river and within the 
floodplain (and served by on-site septic systems), these historic structures add character to the area. One 14.7 acre 
parcel with frontage both on Monument St. and 1200 feet along the river is not fully built out, but is mostly within the 
floodplain. Any future construction would most likely occur well away from the river bank. 

Poplar Hill rises on the right bank. A couple of large lots located along Great Meadow Rd. on this hill appear to be 
subdividable, although there are existing houses on these sites. This area is zoned Residential A, with a 40,000 
square foot minimum lot requirement and a frontage requirement of 150 feet. The parcels in question appear to be 
largely upland, with only a narrow fringe of floodplain along the river. Another 20-acre parcel just downstream is 
probably not developable due to large areas of open water. Farther downstream on the right bank is the outfall from 
the town's wastewater treatment plant, located on uplands behind the Concord Unit of Great Meadows NWR. The 
refuge land extends downstream to the border with Bedford. 

On the left bank are Punkatasset Hill, Buttrick's Hill, Balls Hill, and Davis Hill. This area is all zoned Residential 
AA, which means there is a minimum lot size requirement of 80,000 square feet and a minimum frontage requirement 
of200 feet. While the highest part ofPunkatasset Hill (about 325 feet above sea level) lies across Monument Street 
and almost 1500 feet from the river, the hill slopes gradually down to the river, and structures on its presently open 
lower slopes would be visible from the river. However, there is an APR on the 67 -acre Hutchins Farm parcel which 
fronts on the river below this hill. 

Buttrick's Hill overlooks the river just across from Great Meadows' Dike Trail area. Two newer houses have been 
built at the end of Buttrick's Hill Road. While these houses are well-screened from the river by mature trees, 

. development on the adjacent 32 acre parcel, which has extensive road frontage, could be more obtrusive. The CLCT • 
has sought a CR on this land in the past. 

Continuing downstream on the left bank, the river meanders around Ball's Hill. Small and steep sloped, Ball's Hill 
rises abruptly from the edge ofthe river. A large (109-acre) undeveloped parcel on the hill with over a mile of river 
frontage (6,570 feet) appears to have substantial developable capacity. The parcel includes both Ball's Hill and the 
adjacent Davis Hill. While the site contains extensive wetlands and floodplain areas, it also includes uplands along 
the currently forested slopes of the hills. Any future development which resulted in the removal of trees from these 
slopes would cause a marked alteration in their visual qualities. Much of this area is within the acquisition boundary 
for Great Meadows NWR. (Note: this area is considered by both the town and the MA Natural Heritage Program to 
be an area of ecological significance. Ball's Hill was also home to William Brewster, a famous nineteenth-century 
ornithologist. The area is privately-owned and is a town priority for preservation [see Open Space Plan].) 

Carlisle 

1) Riverfront Character 

Carlisle has about two miles (10,400 feet) offrontage on the left bank of the Concord River. Of this, only about 15% 
(1600 feet) is in private ownership. Most of the remainder (8530 feet) is owned in fee by FWS and the town's 
Conservation Commission, with an additional270 feet protected by a conservation restriction held by the 
Conservation Commission (Rolando/Riverloft Trust property). 

Upstream of the Rte. 225 bridge, the floodplain is comparatively narrow where two low hills border the river. Despite 
the attractiveness of these hills as housing sites, they retain their rural character-open fields at the high points with • 
natural vegetation elsewhere. One or two houses nestle in the trees, several hundred feet from the river. A shallow 
strip of floodplain along the riverfront is owned by FWS, and a conservation restriction protects an otherwise 
developable parcel adjacent to a single existing house on the Concord town border. 
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Downstream ofRte. 225, the floodplain widens to a half mile or more, and most of this river frontage is under FWS 
ownership. Cleared agricultural land is barely visible from the river. 

Existing public access sites along the river include a town-owned car-top boat launching area with parking for several 
cars on the downstream side of the Route 225 bridge, and a trail along the river (no boating access) on the town's 
Greenough property, located at the Billerica town line. 

Outstanding river-related resources along the Concord River in Carlisle include wildlife habitat, recreation, and 
aesthetics. These values are vulnerable to alterations of the riparian zone resulting in loss of vegetative cover. 

2) Local Land Use Requirements 

Privately-owned land along Carlisle's riverfront is zoned General Residence B, which allows the construction of single 
family houses on lots 80,000 square feet or larger, inclusive of areas within the floodplain and wetland districts. The 
maximum building height is 45 feet. Cluster developments are allowed by special permit, with a minimum of30% of 
the land within such a development required to be preserved as open space. Wetlands can only be used to satisfy 50% 
of the open space requirement or 15% of the total site area, whichever is less. Special permits for cluster development 
are granted only if there is a strong public interest in protecting the reserved open space. Developers must 
demonstrate that valued resources which might otherwise be destroyed will be protected by this form of development. 

Site plan review is not required for residential developments. The Planning Board allows the use of common 
driveways to serve multiple house lots in order to reduce the number of curb cuts and amount of paving associated 
with residential development. At the request of the Conservation Commission, driveways can be required to be left 
unpaved in order to protect nearby wetlands. 

Carlisle's resource protection zones include a stringently regulated Wetland/Flood Hazard District. Within the 100-
year floodplain, no new structures or paving are allowed, although existing structures may be enlarged and accessory 
structures may be built by special permit. Proponents are given the opportunity of trying to demonstrate that the 
floodplain maps are inaccurate, but the burden of proof is on them if they seek to develop areas with the 
Wetland/Flood Hazard District. Carlisle's floodplain zoning is an example of the strongest form of floodplain 
protection found within the eight communities within our study area. 

Carlisle has a local wetlands bylaw, but its buffer zone and perforrfiance standards are the same as the state Wetlands 
Protection Act's. Fines and enforcement procedures are the only difference. Board of Health regulations specify that 
septic system leach fields must be at least 100 feet from watercourses. Additional protection is afforded by a 
maximum percolation rate ceiling, which protects water resources from the impacts of the too-rapid passage of 
leachate through highly permeable soils. The town's tough conservation regulations are well-enforced and have not 
been subject to legal challenges. 

3) Riverfront Development Potential 

There is very limited potential for additional riverfront development in Carlisle, due to topography (extensive riparian 
wetlands) and extensive conservation ownership. The only remaining subdividable land near the river is located along 
Skelton Rd., where a few new houses could be sited on hills overlooking the river. Any such structures would have to 
be located a minimum of several hundred feet from the river's banks due to the combined effects of the town's Flood 
Hazard District zone and FWS ownership. Downstream ofRte. 225, the Flood Hazard District extends a minimum of 
1500 feet from the river's edge, even farther inland than the landward edge ofFWS holdings. 

Based on the limited potential for new construction along the river, Carlisle's frontage on the Concord River should be 
considered adequately protected based on existing controls. 
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Bedford 

I) Riverfront Character 

Bedford has approximately 3.1 miles (16,000 feet) of frontage on the right bank of the Concord River. Of this, all but 
about 550 feet are owned in fee by the federal government, as part of Great Meadows NWR. Two hundred feet of 
frontage is privately owned, at the foot ofRiverside Ave. in West Bedford. The remaining 350 feet constitutes the 
Route 225 right-of-way (including the site of a previous bridge downstream of the existing one, which currently 
provides boating access to the river) and is owned by the Commonwealth and town. While there is an area of 
subdivided land near the river in West Bedford, the boundaries of all privately-owned parcels are at least 320 feet 
from the river's edge, beyond the vegetated buffer created by FWS ownership. Houses within the subdivisions are still 
farther from the river's edge, and are barely visible from the river even in winter. 

Bedford's river frontage includes a floodplain of varying width, vegetated by a silver maple floodplain forest and 
shrub swamp wetlands. In the southern part of the town, the floodplain is approximately 300-400 feet wide. 
Travelling downstream along the Concord River, the floodplain widens to several thousand feet, especially where a 
small tributary enters the river downstream of the Rte. 225 crossing. At the northern edge of the town, the floodplain 
narrows where the river is bordered by a low forested hill about 40 feet high. Private holdings with houses in this area 
are set back 400 feet or more from the river, beyond Great Meadows NWR's property line. Many parcels are larger 
than the 1.5 acre minimum currently required by zoning, and the handful of houses within a few hundred feet of the 
river are well-screened by mature trees. 

• 

Outstanding river-related resources include archaeological and historic sites (the Two Brothers rocks), riparian and 
aquatic wildlife habitat, recreation, and aesthetics. These values are for the most part well-protected by FWS 
holdings. Intensive development of the agricultural lands along Dudley Road, especially if it resulted in the removal • 
of mature trees, probably represents the greatest threat to Bedford's recreational and aesthetic resources. 

2) Local Land Use Requirements 

Zoning along the Concord River in Bedford includes three residential districts, varying from 25,000 to 60,000 square 
feet in density. Many of the parcels within existing development in West Bedford are smaller than the current 25,000 
square feet minimum. Building heights are limited to 37 feet above grade. Cluster development is allowed by special 
permit, as are Planned Residential Developments. For cluster developments, 25% of the overall parcel area must be 
set aside as open space, while 40% ofPRD developments arc subject to this requirement. 

Resource protection overlay zones along the river include a stringent Floodplain District, where no new construction is 
allowed within the 100-year floodplain. ·Special permits may be granted only if the proponent can show that there will 
be no increase in flooding as a result of the development, or that the site in question is not in fact within the 1 00-year 
floodplain. 

Bedford also has a Wetlands (overlay) District along the river. While the town has informational maps which serve as 
guidelines to the location of this district, exact boundaries must be determined in the field, based on the presence of 
wetland vegetation. Both the Wetlands District (zoning bylaw) and local Wetlands Protection Bylaw (non-zoning) 
require the review of projects within 100 feet of the 1 00-year floodplain, or with 100 feet of vernal pools. Thus the 
town regulates a buffer zone along the river much wider than the state's WP A buffer zone. The creation of impervious 
surfaces (e.g. roofmg and paving) within the wetlands buffer zone is limited, and performance bonds may be required 
to ensure that any required wetlands replications are successful. 

Bedford does not allow the repair of failed septic systems, or the installation of new ones. Houses served by failed 
systems and all new construction must be tied in to the municipal sewer system. • 
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While the town's subdivision regulations do not specifically mention the Concord River, they do state that 
development within the Floodplain/Wetlands District must "assure natural flow patterns" for runoff. In addition, 
developments subject to site plan review (required for private recreational facilities and some institutional uses, both 
of which could be accommodated near the river by special permit) are also subject to stormwater control requirements. 
Bedford is planning to conduct a town-wide drainage study which would identify problem areas and propose 
solutions, including measures to enhance aquifer protection and recharge, contingent on the availability of funding. 

The town has no erosion or sedimentation control requirements or maximum slope limitations for residential 
construction. Sand and gravel extraction is expressly prohibited under the zoning bylaw. 

3) Riverfront Development Potential 

With the exception of a single lot at the end of Riverside Ave. in West Bedford, almost all of which is located within 
the Floodplain District, there are no undeveloped privately-owned parcels which front on the river in the town. The 
Riverside Ave. parcel appears to be smaller than the 30,000 square foot minimum currently required for construction 
of single family housing in the area. In any case its development would require permits from both the Conservation 
Commission and ZBA, and compensatory storage at the same elevation as that lost through any development of the 
lot would be required. Thus this lot should be considered undevelopable. 

Elsewhere in West Bedford, most of the houses which are closest to the river are within the 100-year floodplain. 
Consequently, any alteration (such as enlargement) of these structures would require both a variance from the ZBA 
and a permit from the Conservation Commission, creating an opportunity for these boards to require the mitigation of 
any impacts on the river. Since these existing buildings are largely invisible from the river, it is unlikely that any 
changes would be allowed that would have a significant impact on aesthetics. 

The development of lands adjacent to FWS's riverfront holdings in areas farther downstream is unlikely to have an 
impact on views from the river, due to the landward extent ofFWS's holdings and the existence of dense vegetation. 
Huckins Farm, a large tract of land along Dudley Road, has already been developed as a PRD, resulting in the 
construction of 164 housing units on portions of the site well away from the river. In accordance with PRD 
requirements, several hundred acres of this site have been protected as permanent open space, held by the town's 
Conservation Commission and the Huckins Farm residential association. Much of the remainder of privately-owned 
land in the vicinity of Dudley and Davis Roads in this area is used for forestry or agricultural purposes and is assessed 
under the provisions of Chapters 61 and 61A. This gives the town first right of refusal should the lands go up for 
sale. The Conservation Commission and Planning Board intend to encourage the use of cluster development as a 
means of preserving open space should these lands be developed. 

Due to the lack of significant potential for new, intrusive development along the Concord River in Bedford, and due to 
the fact that the few areas of existing development are well-screened from the river and do not interrupt the naturally 
vegetated riparian corridor, no changes in Bedford's local land use requirements are needed in order for this segment 
to be considered "suitable" for designation. Minor improvements in water quality would probably result if pollutant 
loadings in runoff from existing subdivision roads and lawns could be reduced. Measures to achieve this might 
include an erosion and sedimentation control bylaw, and educational programs focussing on lawn and garden care 
especially with regard to fertilizer, pesticide and herbicide use and vegetative cutting. 

The Town of Bedford's Open Space and Recreation Plan (1986 update) along with its Comprehensive Plan target the 
preservation of open space adjacent to FWS holdings along the Concord River. As the Open Space Plan points out, 
FWS ownership is limited to floodplain and wetland areas. Many abutting undeveloped upland tracts remain in 
private ownership. The implementation of the town's plans would afford additional protection to the Concord River's 
water quality and scenic values, and would also enhance passive riverfront recreation and the protection of riparian 
wildlife. 
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Billerica 

1) Riverfront Character 

Billerica has approximately 2.4 miles (or 12,500 feet) of frontage along the Concord River upstream of the Route 3 
bridge-the portion of the river under study for potential designation as a national wild and scenic river. The frontage 
along the right bank totals about 8000 feet; that along the left bank 4500 feet. Most of the approximately 3500 feet 
of frontage on the right bank upstream of the Rte. 4 bridge is within Great Meadows NWR Another 4650 feet of 
frontage on both banks within the study area is owned by the town Conservation Commission, the state DFWELE, 
SVT, and Middlesex County. 

The town's frontage begins upstream along the Concord River at Mill Brook on the right bank. Frontage on the left 
bank commences about 3500 feet downstream, near Pages Brook. Riverfront topography varies from areas of 
extensive marshes, especially along the left bank just downstream of the Route 4 bridge, to areas of steep slopes such 
as the left bank immediately upstream of the Route 3 crossing. Elsewhere, the river's banks are characterized by low 
hills interspersed by floodplain. 

Many of the upland areas adjacent to the river, along with portions of the floodplain, have been developed for 
residential purposes. The Riverside community along the left bank upstream of Rte. 4 occupies a low ridge along the 
river. Houses along Riveredge Road, including converted summer cottages, are largely located within the 100-year 
floodplain. On one riverfront parcel in this neighborhood is a building in ruins, with only the brick shell and steel 
girder roof supports still standing. Farther downstream a marina and restaurant front on the river. On the right bank 
upstream ofRte. 4, most of the riverfront is owned by FWS and is undeveloped. 

• 

Downstream of the Rte. 4 bridge, several houses are located within the broad forested wetland along the left bank, • 
within 100 feet of the river. Two houses served by septic systems are accessed via Carter Ave., which runs north off 
Route 4 into this lowlying wetland area and continues downstream along the riverbank as a "paper" road. Farther 
downstream, the Rio Vista neighborhood extends along a steep slope and ridge running parallel to the river. Several 
houses are sited on the floodplain, accessible via private roads and drives running east from Rio Vista's public road 
network. 

On the right bank, more houses and converted camps occupy riverfront slopes and floodplain areas downstream of 
Rte. 4. Many of these structures are within 100 feet of the river's banks. Others-two small cottages in particular
are set back from the river and surrounded by mature, dense vegetation such as cedars, hemlocks, rhododendrons and 
hardwood trees and shrubs. There is also a privately-owned, undeveloped beach along this portion of the river. 

Most of the areas of residential development along the Billerica portion of the Concord River study segment are at 
least partially screened by mature hardwoods. White pine stands along !edgy slopes and at the tops of the low hills 
also provide screening. Lot sizes are small, however, reflecting the development history of the area as a summer 
community. In addition, many accessory uses-which may be technically prohibited under current zoning-are made 
of parcels within these residential areas. These include the storage of heavy trucking, paving, and earth-moving 
equipment; tire, brush and construction debris stockpiles; and large outbuildings. Such uses are particularly evident 
along the left bank and some parts of the right bank downstream ofRte. 4. The Riverside development, upstream of 
Rte. 4, is more typical of a suburban residential community, with lawns and some landscaping surrounding the houses. 

Most of the marina parcel is paved or roofed over. The restaurant is separated from the river by a large paved parking 
lot. Informal car top boat access exists at this site; however the restaurant's owners frown on the parking of cars by 
non-patrons. 

Outstanding river-related resources include wildlife habitat, recreation, aesthetics, and cultural sites such as Jug 
Island, where Thoreau spent the night during his week on the Merrimack River. The greatest vulnerability along the 
study segment is the potential loss of habitat and scenic value should the steep slope on the left bank just upstream of 

• 
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Rte. 3 be developed or cleared. Additional development within the floodplain on either side of the river downstream 
ofRte. 4 would also reduce this segment's scenic and recreational value. 

2) Local Land Use Requirements 

Billerica's study area riverfront is zoned Rural Residential (50,000 square feet), Village Residential (30,000 square 
feet) and, for the marina and restaurant sites, Neighborhood and General Business respectively. Many existing lots 
are smaller than these current minimums. For instance, in the Riverside neighborhood, many parcels are less than a 
quarter of an acre (about 10,000 square feet). Structure heights are limited to 35 feet. The town permits cluster 
development within certain specified zoning overlay districts only, rather than townwide. There are no cluster overlay 
distticts located directly on the river, but one such district would help to protect open space values along Dudley 
Road, behind the GMNWR land which fronts on the right bank of the river upstream ofRte. 4. Creation of a cluster 
overlay district in this location would require a 2/3rds vote in favor at Town Meeting. Alternatively, the town could 
vote to allow the ZBA to approve cluster development anywhere in town through the ZBA's special permit granting 
authority. 

Billerica's floodplain zoning allows new construction with a special permit. Public safety is the major consideration 
the ZBA uses in deciding whether to issue this permit. Approval is also needed for new fill and paving within the 
100-year floodplain. However, in 1990 the town's Board of Health promulgated a regulation prohibiting all new 
construction within 100 feet of the newly-mapped 100-year floodplain without a variance. (Variances are issued if it 
can be shown that the project will not create a threat to public safety.) This regulation strengthens Billerica's 
floodplain requirements, but they are still not as strong as those in towns such as Bedford and Carlisle, which 
basically prohibit new construction within the floodplain. An additional problem for Billerica is the fact that there are 
many pre-existing buildings within the 100-year floodplain, which are, of course, grandfathered. 

Billerica relies on the state Wetlands Protection Act to protect its wetlands and waterways from activities that could 
affect natural functions. Its Board of Health regulations for on-site sewage disposal prohibit the use of "package" 
treatment plants within the town. The regulations also require septic system leach fields to be located a minimum of 
100 feet from watercourses and wetlands, and prohibit new septic systems within the floodplain. These are strong 
river-protection provisions. 

Billerica's zoning bylaws require that there be no increase in the rate of post-development off-site runoff, based on the 
rational method. This is a comparatively strong requirement, helping to minimize increases in flooding. Use of the 
SCS method (or other vegetation/soils-based approach, which is more appropriate for developments involving large 
areas oflawn, woods etc. than the rational method, which is best suited to small, mostly paved/roofed lots) would be 
even more conservative, especially for large tracts. There are no sedimentation or erosion control requirements, an 
important consideration should development along the Concord River's steep left bank ever be proposed. The town's 
slope development limitations apply to finished roads and rights-of-way only, not to building lots. Sand and gravel 
extraction, or "earth migration," requires a special permit. 

There are no open space standards for conventional subdivision developments. However, the Planning Board may 
require the conservation of open space "in proper cases." The only form of site plan review is associated with the 
special permits required for residential development within the town center Historic District, which is not near the 
river. 

3) Riverfront Development Potential 

Much of Billerica's river frontage appears to have been developed for a considerable time. Exceptions are areas which 
were physically difficult to develop such as the wetlands along the right bank, upstream ofRte. 4, and the steep !edgy 
slope along the left bank, from Jug Island downstream. Most of these areas are now in public ownership. Remaining 
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undeveloped private holdings would be subject to new, lower density zoning requirements, septic system siting • 
requirements, and floodplain and wetlands protection regulations. However, the right bank of the Concord River 
between Rtes. 3 and 4 is sewered so these provisions do not necessarily serve to prevent additional development of 
uplands along the riverbank in this area. 

Additional construction along the left bank (e.g. along the Carter Ave. right of way) would be expensive because in 
order to serve this area new sewer interceptors would have to be brought in from the line that parallels Route 4. The 
"Hazen parcel," 29-acres on the river between the County holdings and Rio Vista, is the only large undeveloped 
upland tract in this area. It would be desirable to encourage the use of cluster development, with houses and roads 
sited away from the river, if this parcel is subdivided in the future. 

Middlesex County is in the process of transferring 194 acres of land between Treble Cove Rd. and the river to the 
town. This tract, formerly part of the County House of Corrections holdings, was the subject of legislation enacted in 
late 1993 requiring the County to make the transfer. With the change in ownership comes a change in intended use: 
the County had expressed interest in developing the land for housing, while the town, concerned over the drain on its 
services such development would bring, intends to use the parcel for recreation and open space purposes. 

The right to rebuild the ruined building in the Riverside neighborhood is not grandfathered because at least three years 
have elapsed since this building was habitable. New construction on the site would be subject to current zoning and 
Board of Health requirements, which may make the parcel unbuildable. 

The pattern of existing and potential development along the river in Billerica, particularly downstream ofRte. 4, has 
created some water quality and aesthetic problems. Summer cottages built before floodplain and wetland protection 
laws were enacted tend to be located very close to the edge of the river, on small lots. Newer houses have also been 
located in the midst of the floodplain forest and on most of the higher pieces of land along the right bank. By • 
reducing the amount of available wildlife habitat within the floodplain (e.g. vernal pools for amphibians, nesting 
habitat for reptiles, and roosting and cover habitat for waterfowl) and releasing untreated or poorly treated wastewater 
into the river and associated wetlands, this pattern of land use may be presenting a considerable threat to resources 
such as wildlife habitat and water quality, especially during floods. 

Soils along the right bank downstream ofRte. 4 are Windsor-Hinckley soils, which, due to their coarseness and high 
permeability, have little filtering capacity. While this area is currently served by town sewers, any remaining on-site 
septic systems may be contributing to pollution of the river due to the too-rapid movement ofleachate. Paxton
Woodbridge-Hollis soils are found along the left bank. These soils are severely limited in their ability to absorb septic 
system effluent due to slowly permeable hardpans or bedrock lying close to the surface. "Septic systems cannot 
function properly under these conditions." (Billerica Open Space Plan, 1986.) Even without the soils-based 
limitations to proper septic system functioning, the leach fields serving houses along the left bank are often 
underwater for days or weeks each year, allowing raw sewage to flow directly into the river. 

Activities associated with mixed residential and commercial uses in the area along the left bank downstream ofRte. 4, 
including the outdoor storage of heavy construction equipment, 55 gallon drums, tires, and construction debris, serve 
to increase the threat of contamination. While many residents in this area obviously take pride in their homes and 
yards, some of their neighbors appear to be less aware of or concerned about the impacts of their activities on the 
river. Since Billerica residents get their water supply from the Concord River, downstream ofRte. 3, it should be 
particularly important to them to safeguard the river's water quality. Although the water is filtered and treated before 
distribution, the more pollutants the raw river water contains, the more expensive treatment becomes, and the higher 
the risk of contamination due to inadequate treatment. The contamination of the river by raw sewage and hazardous 
chemicals associated with construction and paving activities also threatens aquatic life, including the fish that draw • 
boaters to the area each summer. 
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This summary provides an overview of the Final Water Resources Study conducted in 199 3 as part of the Sudbury, 
Assabet and Concord (SuAsCo) Wild and Scenic Rivers Study. It includes descriptions of the various 

methodologies used, the results obtained, and an analysis of what the results mean. A complete description 
can be found in the actual Final Water Resources Study report, as prepared by GEC Inc. of Randolph MA. 

I. INTRODUCfiON 

Purpose 

The purpose of the water resources study was to provide answers to the following questions: 

., What is the relationship between the quantity and quality of water in the study rivers and flow-dependent 
resources such as wildlife habitat, recreation, and scenery? 

o What impact would possible future increases in consumptive withdrawals of water from the rivers, along with 
reduced flows caused by naturally-occurring droughts, have on these flow-dependent resources? 

o With respect to water quality problems caused by excessive nutrient loading, what is the relative contribution of 
these nutrients from point source discharges and non-point source runoff? What measures could be taken to 
reduce the loadings? 

Answers to these questions are important to the long-term management of the river. In the immediate future, they will 
be used to help the SuAsCo Study Committee to formulate recommendations that will serve to protect and enhance 
the rivers' flow-dependent resources. Acceptance of such recommendations by study area towns and state agencies 
would indicate their support for the goals of wild and scenic designation, namely, the long-term protection of the 
rivers' outstanding resources. 

When reading this summary or the actual Water Resources Study report, there are several important points to keep in 
mind: 

" The scope of the study was Himited. With limited time and limited funding, it was necessary to focus the 
study on the flow-dependent "outstandingly remarkable" resources which qualify the rivers for wild and scenic 
designation, i.e. wildlife habitat, recreation, and scenery. As a result, characteristics such as water quality, 
sediment chemistry, and flushing flows could not be investigated in detail. Such issues deserve attention and 
should be the subject offollow-up studies whether or not the rivers are designated. 

o Tlhe water resources study report is an information document rather than a decision-making document. 

0 

It provides important new information about the relationship between river flows and water-dependent 
resources. This "baseline" data about the current status of outstanding resources can be used to monitor the 
long-term health of the river system. Study report information will also be very useful in decisions concerning 
future water withdrawals and many other river management issues. But the report does not create a protection 
policy for the rivers - it is up to the SuAsCo Study Committee, through its River Conservation Plan, to 
develop policies to be used in such decisions. 

The results of the water resources study are directly dependent on a number of assumptions and 
simplifications that had to be made in order to create models ofthe rivers' hydrology and ecology. 
Changing any of these assumptions would alter the results. The major assumptions are presented in the 
"Purpose and Methods" sections of this summary and are analyzed in the "Discussion" section. 
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The water resources study is not intended to provide predictions of the rivers' instantaneous future 
flows throughout the study area. The models used in the study predicted average monthly flows at key 
reference points, and these predicted flows are subject to fairly large margins of error. Field work for the study 
was conducted over a very short period during a particularly dry summer, and longer-term gauging records 
come from locations outside the study area. If new consumptive withdrawals are proposed in the future, more 
detailed site-specific studies would be needed to predict instantaneous low flow conditions (i.e. worst-case 
conditions for fish and other aquatic life) downstream of the withdrawal point. 

Project Administration 

The Water Resources Study was made possible through a cooperative effort among the major participants in the Wild 
and Scenic River Study, including the SuAsCo Study Committee and its ad hoc Technical Advisol)' Committee 
(TAC). The study's direct budget of$94,000 was funded by Congressional appropriations through the National Park 
Service ($84,000) and by the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority ($10,000). In addition, all of the interests 
involved in the study made substantial in-kind contributions of volunteer and staff time, and other resources. 

• 

The Massachusetts Department of Environmental Management (OEM) administered the project under a cooperative 
agreement with the NPS. DEM's prime consultant was Goldman Environmental Consultants (GEC), Inc. of 
Randolph, MA, which in turn contracted with two sub-consultants (Horsley & Witten, Inc. and a team from the 
University of Massachusetts at Amherst) for the hydrological and ecological portions of the study. A team of 
advisors, including the Water Resources Subcommittee of the SuAsCo Study Committee and outside experts who 
comprised the TAC, worked with DEMand the consultants to guide the study process. This team defmed the scope 
of the study; reviewed the request for proposals; selected GEC to conduct the study; approved a work plan; resolved • 
questions about the selection of study transects; defmed hypothetical water use and wastewater discharge scenarios; 
and reviewed the draft study report. Without the support of the TAC, many of whom were volunteers or already over-
worked agency and non-profit technical staff, the water resources study could not have been a success. 

General Methodol.ogy 

Following is an outline of the general methodology and approach used by the consultants: 

o lFiows: A hydrologic accounting (mass flow) model was developed and used to predict average monthly flows, 
elevations, and depths at several reference points, or nodes, within the study area. The model provided 
information both on current, or baseline, conditions, and on likely conditions under future drought and 
withdrawal scenarios. The predicted flows and elevations were then used to determine likely changes in wildlife 
habitat, recreational suitability, and scenic value under the future scenarios. 

o Wildlife Habitat: Seven study plots along the rivers were surveyed to gather data on water levels, vegetation, 
macroinvertebrates, wildlife habitat, and fisheries. These plots were located along transects extending across 
the rivers' channel and floodplain from upland to upland. Data collected at the study plots were used to 
quantify the value of aquatic and wetlands fish and wildlife habitat, using "habitat suitability indices," for 
certain species selected by the study team. This approach measures the quantity of breeding and foraging 
habitat available to the species, and can be used to predict the impacts of long-term changes in water levels on 
species abundance and diversity. 

0 Nutrient Loading: Water quality was studied using a nutrient loading approach. The amount of nitrogen and • 
phosphorus added to the rivers each year was calculated from wastewater treatment plant records and from 
information about loadings associated with various forms of land use within the study area. The effects of 
development and population growth within the watershed, producing increased treatment plant discharges and 
increased loadings from surface run-off, were then predicted. The nutrient loading information is relevant 
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because excessive nutrients are the major cause of accelerated eutrophication, which in turn affects the rivers' 
ecology and recreational value. 

<> Recreation: Recreational suitability rankings ("unacceptable" through "optimal") were defmed for various 
segments of the study rivers based on baseline water depths and interviews with both expert users and the 
general public. Using the water depths predicted by the flow model, changes in these qualitative suitability 
rankings were calculated for each future hydrological scenario. The recreational uses studied included canoeing, 
kayaking, sculling, angling, and motor boating. 

o Scenery: A visual inventocy of the rivers' scenic features was conducted using photography, and river user 
attitudes about scenecy were compiled using written surveys. 

U. JH!YIDROJLOGIC MOIDEUNG 

JP>uurpose and Methods 

In order to determine how changes in the amount of water flowing through the rivers might affect the flow-dependent 
resources of concern, it was necessary to develop a model that would predict the rivers' response to a combination of 
drought and high water demand conditions. Specifically, we needed a model that would tell us what the surface 
elevation (or "stage") of the rivers would be during periods of low precipitation and high water use. Elevations were 
judged to be more important to the resources of concern than flows or velocities because the type of wetland 
vegetation that grows along these lake-like rivers is most affected by long tenn c~ five years) changes in water levels. 
Also, with the exception of boating on the Assabet River, the type of water-borne recreation prevalent in the study 
area is more dependent on suitable water depths than on flow rates. Thus the model used for this study went beyond 
flow estimates to predict stage values. 

Information used to create the hydrologic model included an eleven-year record of readings at three gauges above and 
below the study area; stage and discharge readings taken during the study's six-month 1993 field season; and other 
miscellaneous measurements that had been made by individuals and state and federal agencies. The resulting "mass 
flow" model takes input in the form of discharge readings in cubic feet per second (i.e. the volume of water passing a 
point during a given time) and produces output in the form of predicted stage and discharge measurements at eight 
locations within the study area. 

Scenarios 

The model was used to predict changes in the rivers' hydrology based on hypothetical increases in water consumption 
in the year 2010 combined with five-year droughts of vacying severity. Five years of decreased flows are the 
minimum required to cause detectable changes in vegetation types within the rivers' wetlands. Each of the four 
scenarios combined increased water consumption- either at new withdrawal points or from increased withdrawals at 
existing wells - and either significant or severe droughts. The modeled results do not distinguish between flow 
reductions due to human use and those caused by climatic conditions. 

The future water use assumptions used in the four hypothetical scenarios ranged from "most probable" to "high 
demand," bracketing a range of potential conditions. Scenarios 1 and 3 assumed that increased withdrawals in the 
year 2010 from those portions of the rivers' watershed that contribute flow to the study area would be made from 
either existing wells or from likely future locations, and that withdrawal amounts would be "most probable" or "high 
demand" respectively. Scenarios 2 and 2A assumed "most probable" 2010 water withdrawals, plus a 40 MGD 
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(million gallons per day) diversion from the main stem of the Sudbury River and a lesser diversion from Sudbury 
Reservoir respectively. The Sudbury Reservoir diversion amounts of 16.4 MGD in normal years and 8.2 MGD in 
drought years were based on scenarios actually examined by the MDC in the mid-1980s1

• This scenario (2A) was 
added to the fmal study report because it was felt to be more realistic than the 40 MGD direct diversion (Scenario 2) 
modeled in the draft report. While the engineering feasibility of a 40 MGD withdrawal was once studied by the 
MDC, such a diversion has never actually been proposed. 

FUTURE HYDROLOGICAL SCENARIOS 

SCENARIO 5-YEAR CLIMATIC CONDITIONS 2010 A.D. WATER CONSUMPTION 
FACTORS 

1 Significant Drought (2 drought years Most probable in-basin increase in use. 
and 3 normal years) 

2 ditto Most probable in-basin use plus 40 MGD out-of-
basin diversion from Sudbury River. 

2A ditto Most probable in-basin use plus 8.2-16.4 MGD 
out-of-basin diversion from Sudbury Reservoir. 

3 Severe Drought (3 drought years and High in-basin increase in use. 
2 normal years)_ 

The hypothetical five-year climatic conditions ranged from a significant to a severe drought, based on combinations of 
dry and normal years. For Scenarios 1, 2, and 2A, a significant drought consisting of three normal years and two 
years during which the flow for every month is less than that actually recorded 75% of the time (i.e. the "75% 
exceedence value") was used. For Scenario 3, the combination was three drought years and two normal years, 
producing a severe drought. It is very important to note that the synthetic drought years used for the analysis, which 
assumed low river flows in all twelve months of the year, are highly unlikely events. They were used because the 
study team felt that the hydrologic and habitat models would only respond to these fairly sizable, long term reductions 
in flow. 

Most of the water withdrawn from wells and surface waters in the SuAsCo basin returns to the rivers via sewage 
treatment plants or septic systems. The model assumed that 20% of the withdrawals would be "lost" from the 
watershed due to evaporation and transpiration associated with outdoor water use. This is a very conservative 
assumption, i.e. it under-estimates the actual return flow to the rivers, especially during the colder months. 

The hydrologic model was tested for accuracy by running it using actual gauge measurements as input and comparing 
its predicted stage and discharge values to what was recorded in the field. It was found to be quite accurate in 
predicting stage and discharge under low flow conditions, and also under higher flow conditions when such conditions 
persisted long enough to saturate the rivers' wetlands. However, because of the way the wetlands absorb and store 
water during the first days and weeks of increased runoff (so-called "rising stage" conditions), the model tends to 
over-estimate stage and discharge during these periods. This idiosyncrasy, which produces what hydrologists call a 
"hysteresis" in the curve on a flow versus discharge graph, should be kept in mind when the model is used in the 
future. 

1 The 11DC-defmed Sudbury Reservoir scenario includes the following withdrawal constraints: no 
withdrawals from June 15 through September 30th of each year, no withdrawals when water elevations at 
Sherman's Bridge downstream fall below a cut-off threshold, and a 1.5 MGD minimum release from the 
reservoir to the river at all times. 

• 

• 

• 
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Results 

Scenario 2 showed the greatest reduction in flows from baseline conditions. As noted above, the 40 MGD average 
out-of-basin diversion associated with this scenario has never been proposed. For normal years, the flows predicted 
under Scenarios 1 and 3 varied little from baseline conditions, indicating that growth in water use within the study 
area has a relatively small impact on river flows. The hypothetical drought conditions used in the model had a much 
greater impact on flows. Scenario 2A, the hypothetical diversion based on the MDC's decade-old proposal, had a 
bigger impact on flows than Scenarios 1 and 3, but less than Scenario 2. 

III. WILDUFE HABITAT MODELING 

Purpose and Methods 

In order to predict what would happen to aquatic wildlife if river flows were reduced, the consultants first needed to 
quantify the amount of existing habitat in the study area, and then to develop models that could predict changes in the 
amount of habitat caused by the reduced flows. The quantification technique they used is known as a "habitat 
evaluation procedure," or HEP, and relies on information about the physical and biological conditions found at field 
plots to generate a measure of how useful the area is to the species in question as breeding or foraging habitat. This 
measure is called the "habitat suitability index," or HSI. 

Seven locations along the rivers were chosen for the study plots by study biologists in consultation with the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service. The plots were chosen to exemplify the full range of wetland types within the study area. Thus 
the amount of wetlands of each type within the plots was not representative of the actual abundance of that type 
overall. At each transect, study staff measured elevations and recorded the type of vegetation present. They also noted 
physical and biological habitat characteristics, such as water temperature and percent cover, for use in calculating the 
HSI values. Wetland vegetation zones were identified based on a standard classification system, and referenced to 
elevations along the transect. 

Mean HSI values for each wetland type were calculated for two species offish (chain pickerel and largemouth bass) 
and nine species of wildlife: bullfrog, snapping turtle, muskrat, mink, red-winged blackbird, black duck, wood duck, 
American bittern, and great blue heron. These particular species were chosen by the study team, in consultation with 
the TAC, as representative of the range of fish and wildlife present in the study area, and because they were species 
for which HSI curves had already been developed. 

To calculate the total amount of habitat for each species within the entire wild and scenic study area, the mean HSI 
value for each species and wetland type was multiplied by the total number of acres of that wetland type within the 
study area. These acreages had been determined based on aerial photos taken for the Massachusetts DEP's Wetlands 
Conservancy Program. The habitat totals established the baseline value of the study area to the eleven reference 
species under present-day conditions. 

Scenario Analysis 

Using the hydrologic model, study biologists predicted the changes in wetland vegetation types that would result from 
reductions in average monthly water elevations under three of the four scenarios. (The fourth scenario, 2A, was 
evaluated qualitatively for the fmal report as a result of comments on the draft report.) New habitat totals for each of 
the eleven reference species were then calculated and compared to the baseline totals. The result was a prediction of 
the percent change - gain or loss - in each species' total habitat under three future scenarios. 
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Results 

Small to moderate reductions in total wetland area were predicted under all four scenarios. However, some wetlands 
vegetation types (forested swamps and buttonbush shrub swamps) were predicted to increase, while other types, such 
as marsh and deep marsh, were disproportionately reduced. Because wetland types of less value to wildlife would 
tend to replace the more valuable marsh and deep marsh habitat under all the scenarios, the model predicted a 
decrease in habitat for most of the species. Overall habitat loss was greatest under Scenario 3, but many of the 
species modeled would suffer larger negative impacts under Scenario 2. 

Habitat value increased for only two of the wildlife species modeled (black duck and wood duck) under any of the 
scenarios, and these increases were slight. In contrast, American bittern habitat decreased by about 60% under both 
Scenarios 2 and 3. While no state or federally-listed rare and endangered species were modeled, due to the fact that 
HSI curves have not yet been developed for these species, the consultants felt that habitat for several such species of 
concern (including the least bittern) would be reduced significantly due to loss of marshlands. In addition, they 
predicted that any reduction in baseline water levels would exacerbate problems caused by several invasive plants: 
purple loosestrife, glossy buckthorn, water chestnut, and fanwort. These non-native species reduce habitat values by 
crowding out native vegetation having greater forage or cover value for wildlife. Water chestnut also interferes with 
recreation because it covers the rivers' surface, impeding boat passage and fishing. 

IV. WATER QUALITY 

Purpose and Methods 

The study's budget and time constraints limited the scope of the water quality analysis to an examination of nutrient 
loading trends. Nutrients (phosphorus and nitrogen compounds found in sewage and overland runoff) were chosen 
because of their role in causing "cultural eutrophication," or the accelerated evolution of the river system into wetlands 
and upland. Nutrient overloads, combined with sedimentation and elevated summer runoff temperatures caused by 
land development activities, also cause short-term problems for aquatic organisms by robbing the water of the 
dissolved oxygen these organisms breathe. While several toxic contaminants, including mercury and other heavy 
metals, also threaten water quality in the rivers, the study team felt that since these pollutants are currently being 
studied by the U.S. EPA under the Nyanza Superfund program, our study should focus on nutrients alone. 

The study team decided to study the trend in nutrient loadings, i.e. the total amount of nutrients coming into the river 
system in pounds over time, rather than nutrient concentrations. This decision was made because the concentration of 
nutrients in the rivers is not merely affected by inputs from runoff and sewage, but also by additional factors which 
are difficult to measure. For example, phosphorus binds readily to river sediments and wetland soils, so in order to 
calculate phosphorus concentrations within the water column, the rate of phosphorus exchange between the water and 
soils and sediments would have to be known. This chemical pathway is very complex, with the rate varying 
depending on temperature and pH among other things. 

Other water quality parameters, namely dissolved oxygen and temperature, were also studied qualitatively in order to 
assess the rivers' overall compliance with state and federal water quality standards. 

Loading Calculations 

• 

• 

Phosphorus and nitrogen compounds are used by aquatic plants in their growth. Too much of these nutrients cause • 
"algal blooms," with rapid plant die-off and consequent crashes in the amount of dissolved oxygen in the water as the 
dead plants decay. The study team was interested in knowing how much of these nutrients is currently entering the 
rivers, and how much would be added by new development in the watershed. They based their calculations on 
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loadings associated with the two major sources of phosphorus and nitrogen: "point sources" such as discharges from 
sewage treatment plants, and "non-point sources" such as overland runoff. 

The consultants used data from 1985 to represent baseline nutrient loading conditions, because 1985 was the most 
recent year for which 19 categories of land use had been mapped using aerial photos. Values for the amount of 
nitrogen and phosphorus found in runoff from the various land use types were found in the scientific literature. These 
loading rates were multiplied by the acreage of each land use category within the entire portion of the rivers' watershed 
that contributes to the study segments. Loadings from point sources, calculated by multiplying the concentrations in 
the sewage treatment plants' 1985 permit reports by the volume of water discharged, were then added to the non-point 
source values to produce a total. 

Scenariqs 

While the same target year (20 1 0) was used for the nutrient loading projections as was used for the hydrologic 
scenarios, the water quality scenarios were based on changes in land use rather than droughts and increases in water 
withdrawals. The four scenarios analyzed were A, most likely future conditions (based on land use changes predicted 
by MAPC, the regional planning agency); JE, likely future with additional point source controls, i.e. state-of-the-art 
nutrient removal at all area sewage treatment plants; C, likely future with additional non-point source controls, i.e. 
reasonably achievable structural, regulatory or management measures to reduce sedimentation and contamination of 
runoff; and D, likely future with both point and non-point source controls. It is important to note that implementation 
of the non-point source controls in all upstream communities (not just the eight study-area towns) would require the 
cooperation of town governments, state agencies, and landowners . 

ResuHts 

The study team found that the rivers are currently overloaded with nutrients, in particular phosphorus. In most 
freshwater systems, phosphorus is the limiting nutrient, i.e. increases in nitrogen will have no effect on the rate of 
eutrophication because aquatic plants need both nutrients in order to grow and the existing ratio between the two 
nutrients causes the phosphorus to be used up first. In our rivers, however, there is so much phosphorus that nitrogen 
is the limiting nutrient. This means that, at least until the phosphorus that is stored in the system (e.g. in sediments) is 
partially used up, it is more important to control nitrogen in order to limit eutrophication. Thanks to the state's new 
prohibition on detergents containing phosphate, however, the relative amount of phosphate entering the system is 
predicted to decrease in the future, which may eventually reverse this situation. 

In modeling future loadings, the consultants found that under Scenario A (most likely 2010 loadings with no 
additional controls), both nitrogen and phosphorus loadings would increase significantly. Either additional point or 
non-point source controls were adequate to reduce future nitrogen loadings below current levels, and in combination 
(Scenario D) they reduced this nutrient by 34% over baseline. For phosphorus, however, non-point source controls 
alone are not adequate to reduce future loadings. Additional point-source controls would be necessary: under Scenario 
B, these controls alone would reduce loading by about 9%, while a combination of point and non-point source 
controls yields a 31% decrease. These results are consistent with what is known about the way these two nutrients 
travel through ground water. Phosphorus binds readily to sediment particles so relatively little of the phosphorus 
discharged from septic systems or dissolved in runoff reaches the rivers, while nitrogen can travel great distances in 
both groundwater and surface runoff. 

The study team noted that while their approach compared future loadings to baseline loadings in order to determine 
the impact of future development on water quality, the baseline situation is already causing eutrophication problems. 
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V. RECREATION AND SCENERY 

Purpose and Methods 

To assess how potential changes in the rivers' flows would affect flow-related recreation, the consultants first 
estimated the value of various portions of the study area for several types of recreation, and then predicted how these 
values might be affected by changing water levels. The study team relied on both random user surveys and interviews 
with recreational experts who regularly use the rivers. In conducting these surveys and interviews, their goal was to 
fmd out how river users viewed the relationship between water quality, flow levels, and recreational enjoyment. The 
product of this work was a set of baseline recreational suitability rankings for eight segments within the study area. 
Using the changing water levels predicted under the four hydrologic scenarios, the consultants then determined how 
the rankings would change. 

Since water levels varied little during the course of the study in the summer of 1993, the consultants could not obtain 
empirical information about how recreational users viewed the relationship between flow conditions and recreation. 
Thus their analysis relied heavily on the opinions of a few expert users, along with their own assumptions about 
factors that make a river segment more or less suitable for a given form of recreation. 

The recreational suitability rankings for the eight segments defined by the consultants were necessarily subjective. 
These rankings range from "unacceptable" to "optimal." "Unacceptable" rankings were generally given when there 
was either too little or too much flow in the rivers. Factors contributing to an "optimal" ranking for canoeing, the 
most popular form of recreation on the study rivers, included unobstructed navigation (i.e. river levels low enough to 
allow boaters to pass under low bridges); the opportunity to use high water levels to reach parts of the system not 
normally boatable; and safe flow velocities for novice boaters. 

To provide a basis for comparison of segment-by-segment suitability rankings for each form of recreation under 
baseline and future scenario conditions, the consultants gave each ranking a numerical value. The values were then 
tabulated by adding the ranking for each recreational type and month, producing a sum for each segment that could be 
compared to sums under altered flow conditions. 

To assess the relationship between water levels and scenic values, the consultants included questions about this issue 
in the written survey administered to river users during the course of the field season. Expert users were also 
interviewed on the subject. 

Results 

The consultants determined that, although some survey respondents preferred the appearance of the rivers with fully 
submerged banks, and the clearer water associated with higher flows, scenic and aesthetic values were not directly 
affected by changing water levels for a majority of users. The Study Committee notes, however, that there were 
significant aesthetic problems (clogged channels and foul smells caused by decaying vegetation) when the Sudbury 
Reservoir was last used to supply the metropolitan area in the 1960s. 

Not surprisingly, the study team found that the shallower parts of the rivers (e.g. the upper Sudbury) are less suitable 
for water-borne recreation than other segments during mid-to-late summer, due to low flows. The drought years 
defined by the modeled scenarios exacerbated this condition (while making areas with spring bridge clearance 

• 

• 

problems more suitable), but increased water demand had less of an effect. The diversions associated with Scenarios • 
2 and 2A likewise had less of an impact than the low flows caused by drought, mainly because of the assumptions . 
under these scenarios that no withdrawals would take place when the river was already below a critical elevation at 
Sherman's bridge. 
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According to the consultant, spring high water levels make parts of the Sudbury's floodplain accessible and thus 
optimal for canoeing and kayaking. However, the same high flows in the Assabet, they felt, make the river minimally 
acceptable or unacceptable due to turbulence. The Concord River, which changes less with fluctuating flow 
conditions, is never optimal according to the study team because even though the river is never too shallow for 
boating, or too high for bridge clearance, the opportunity to paddle up tributaries or elsewhere within the floodplain 
during periods of high flow is absent. 

Everyone who relies on the information in this report should understand that the suitability rankings are extremely 
subjective. Extreme caution must be used in comparing the baseline "combined average monthly suitability" rankings 
to future scenario conditions. The combined rankings accord equal weight to August canoeing and November 
sculling, taking no account of the relative popularity of each recreational type or unequal use of the rivers at different 
times of year. For example, the model's combined suitability rankings might appear to favor a proposed withdrawal 
that would improve November sculling conditions at the expense of August canoeing, even though the consultant's 
survey showed that canoeing is by far the most popular form of water-borne recreation on the study rivers. 

In short, the recreational model used is very sensitive to the assumptions made about factors contributing to the 
relative suitability of the various segments. It assumes lack of bridge clearance is an impediment to recreation on 
reaches of the rivers that can be accessed without boating under bridges; that the more challenging flow conditions 
found along the 4.4 mile Assabet segment in some seasons are less preferable than the flatwater conditions available 
year round within the remaining 25 miles of the study area, even though not all users are novices; and that the 
Concord's less frequent flooding beyond its banks makes it less suitable than the Sudbury for canoeing. While the 
study provides useful descriptive information about the recreational and scenic values of the river, the tabulated 
suitability ranking information it contains should be viewed with caution . 

VI. DISCUSSION 

Study Limitations 

A number of significant assumptions have been identified in this summary. The scope of the study was limited due to 
funding and timing constraints. It relied heavily on a modeling approach to predict future hydrological, ecological, 
water quality, and recreational conditions. Future users of these models must fully understand the assumptions upon 
which they are based. All users of the report's information should resist the urge to treat its numerical results as hard 
facts rather than indications of general trends. 

Even with sufficient funding, only an intensive multi-year field investigation can yield detailed information about 
characteristics like hydrology and water quality, which vary significantly in time and space. It would be a mistake to 
rely on the "snap shot" of information about worst-case low flow events or water quality problems observed during 
this study, or as a result of previous single-day monitoring efforts, to predict the actual likelihood and duration of 
worst-case events in the future. In addition, the general results produced by the hydrological scenario models do not 
obviate the need for site specific investigations of the likely impacts of any significant new withdrawal, diversion or 
discharge in the future. 

Modeling Approach 

The hydrologic model was not sensitive enough to respond to minor, short term changes in flow conditions, so it was 
necessary to create scenarios which included major diversions and significant, multi-year droughts. The decision to 
select these scenarios for analysis should not be misinterpreted. Of the conditions used to construct the scenarios, 
only the "most probable" increased 20 I 0 water demand is likely to occur. Drought years consisting of twelve months 
in a row of flows that are on average exceeded 75% of the time are highly unlikely, and five year periods that include 
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two or three such years are rarer still. The diversion amounts and locations under Scenario 2A were chosen because 
they had once been proposed for consideration, not because there is any certainty this water will ever be needed, such 
a diversion would make economic sense, or would be permitted by state regulatory agencies. Scenario 2 does not 
represent any diversion proposal, past or present, but was chosen as beyond the worst-case situation. Assumptions 
relevant to the study's investigation of water supply withdrawals included the following: there would be constant 
withdrawals for in-basin water supply; major new diversions would vary based on flows at Sherman's bridge and on 
seasonal constraints; and there is no storage within the watershed that could be used to augment low flows. 

Recommendations for Future Technical Studies 

The assessment of the impacts of increased demand focused on low flows rather than altered hydrology during the 
spring freshet. The impacts on flushing flows of both current consumptive withdrawals and any diversion proposed in 
the future have not been examined. In order to determine how high flow events affect sediment dynamics, which in 
turn affects floodplain ecology, sediment chemistry, and navigability, state and federal agencies along with any 
coordinating entity which might be established pursuant to wild and scenic designation should work together to 
conduct additional studies of this issue. 

To improve the relevance of the biological models, it would be helpful if habitat suitability indices could be developed 
for species of special concern, such as state-listed rare and endangered wildlife. 

Conclusion 

• 

The water resources study is an unusual example of cooperation among many diverse interests to generate new, • 
objective information on subjects which have been the focus of many past debates. The study would not have been 
successful without the substantial commitment made by all participants. 

The study provides important new information for decision-makers about the flows needed to protect the study rivers' 
wildlife habitat, recreation, and scenic values; and about the compatibility between future growth and new 
withdrawals on the one hand, and the protection of these values on the other. This information is essential to the 
development of a management plan for the river and the resolution of several river protection policy issues. 

The reader should remember that the hypothetical water use scenarios evaluated in this study were defined for 
discussion purposes only, and do not reflect actual proposed withdrawals or conditions. If major new consumptive 
withdrawals (including either a single large withdrawal such as the reactivation of Sudbury Reservoir Q[ multiple 
smaller withdrawals) are proposed in the future, the applicant would have to satisfy multiple state and federal permit 
requirements. Such requirements would likely include site-specific studies of the proposed withdrawal's impacts on 
the rivers' resources. 
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